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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

LEVERAGING CHEMICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY TO PROBE THE
CELLULOSE SYNTHASE COMPLEX
Cellular expansion in plants is a complex process driven by the constraint of
internal cellular turgor pressure by an expansible cell wall. The main structural element of
the cell wall is cellulose. Cellulose is vital to plant fitness and the protein complex that
creates it is an excellent target for small molecule inhibition to create herbicides. In the
following thesis many small molecules (SMs) from a diverse library were screened in
search of new cellulose biosynthesis inhibitors (CBI). Loss of cellular expansion was the
primary phenotype used to search for putative CBIs. As such, this was approached in a
forward chemical genetics manner. Reverse chemical genetics would require one of the
variants of the proteins responsible for cellulose biosynthesis, a CELLULOSE
SYNTHASE (CESA) variant, to be expressed and capable of screening. Unfortunately, it
is a very large protein and quite recalcitrant to in vitro assay. To advance the forward
genetics paradigm this thesis explores two main pieces of technology: (1) the capacity to
increase high throughput screening using robotics and in parallel, (2) the use of in silico
methodologies to reduce false positive rates and streamline mechanism of action discovery.
Within in silico modeling and drug discovery a major goal is to allow the
interpretation of how a SM might act with a protein, an enzyme, or as an inhibitor of a
protein-protein interaction. One approach is to screen multiple SMs against a target of
interest upon/within the protein surface and estimate binding energies as well as top
ranking SM confirmations. As noted above, it is technically implausible to isolate variants
of CESA for a reverse chemical genetics in vitro assay. Due to this, it was my goal to
perform a reverse in silico chemical genetics screen to drive efficient bench top biology
via the information derived from computational refinements.
Forward chemical genetic screening and virtual screening form a circle of
continuous refinement and reiteration, one leading to the next, in either direction. In this
circle virtual screening can be used before or after bench top biology. If virtual screening
is performed before benchtop biology, these results can aid in the purchasing of portions
of libraries that enable benchtop biology to have a higher hit percentage. In a reverse
fashion, virtual screening can be done after benchtop biology has determined the SM
protein interaction. This approach can help elucidate the mechanism of action of the SM
against the protein. In addition to elucidating mechanism of action, virtual screening after
experimental validation can afford the search for chemical space that allows the
identification of additional molecules/variations of the hit molecule that might have higher
activity.
Within this body of work forward chemical genetics was applied to Arabidopsis
thaliana (referred to herein as a proper name Arabidopsis) to investigate cellular expansion
via the screening of 50,000 SMs with a liquid handling robot for suppression of seedling
expansion. The use of liquid handling robotics to aliquot and screen these compounds in
working concentrations emerged as a stand-alone publication but is generally integrated
into the ‘screening’ portion of the discovery pipeline. Exploiting the rapid radical (root)

cell expansion observed in plant seedling development allowed for the use of 96 well plates
to observe the influence of individual chemicals on expansion. Light microscopy was used
to score whole plates of 80 chemicals at a time. Results from the initial screen for expansion
inhibition identified roughly 3,000 of the 50,000 screened SMs as bioactive at 100 µM for
a 6% hit rate.
Phenotypic effects of SMs on Arabidopsis were placed in one of eight categories
based on phenotypic aberrations: (1) normal growth, (2) stunted roots, (3) severely stunted
roots, (4) bleached, (5) colored root hairs, (6) other, (7) incomplete germination, and (8)
no germination. Two of the eight categories, stunted root and severely stunted root, were
of interest as they were the first line of evidence that the SM could potentially be a CBI.
One SM was identified as a CBI and named fluopipamine which forms the focal point for
much of the thesis. Other compounds were identified as probable CBIs but could not be
characterized in as much detail. Lines of evidence including (1) etiolation prevention, (2)
ectopic lignification, (3) ectopic lignification at or below 100 µM, (4) decreases in
radiolabeled glucose uptake, (5) loss of anisotropic cellular growth, (6) decrease cellulose
synthase complex accumulation and movement in the plasma membrane, (7) bred
resistance verified with a cleaved polymorphic sequence assays, (8) cross resistance to a
known Arabidopsis mutant, and (9) in silico docking supported fluopipamine as a cellulose
synthase 1 (CESA1) antagonist.
In hopes of casting a larger net over chemical space an inhouse method was
developed to create a pairwise similarity matrix based on SM structures being converted
into bit vectors. Initially, the DUDE database containing roughly 22,000 SMs and 102 of
their protein targets was used as a truth set. This matrix of SMs from the DUDE database
was clustered via Markov Clustering and the resultant clusters were assessed for quality.
Quality of clusters was crudely measured due to grouping SMs based on protein target. The
purpose of this approach was to identify optimal parameters within a data truth set so that
when this method is applied to new SMs, they would optimally cluster based on protein
target. Scripts were written that allow for SM extraction from the clustered results based
on a list of anchor SMs. For example, in reverse chemical genetics screens SMs could form
clusters that are centered around being associated with the same protein target by shared
SM structural similarity.
Additionally, a reverse ligand and structural based virtual screening approach was
taken to probe all 111 million PubChem compounds in search of putative CBIs. Three SMs:
quinoxyphen, flupoxam, and fluopipamine, were screened against all PubChem Compound
across four different fingerprint types and the top percentage of Dice similarity
comparisons were retained. This resulted in roughly 75,000 SMs of high similarity to either
flupoxam, quinoxyphen, or fluopipamine. Roughly 53,000 SMs obey Lipinski’s rule of
five and roughly 1,600 are lead like. Modeling was performed across roughly 72,000 SMs
against a wild type and 6 mutant CESA1 proteins using AutoDockGPU. This results in
SMs that have equal or better binding affinity than known CBIs. For example, 42 SMs
were lead like with better binding affinity than fluopipamine in CESA1 model G1009S.
This work is an example of how in silico, in vitro, and in vivo biology can be
combined to yield insight into how a SM interacts with a protein target. This body of work
also explores how active compounds can be used to generate lists of SMs that could have
high affinity in vivo with protein targets of interest. It is imperative that the future of

biology, due to the vast amount of data present within an organism, enlist the help of
computational biologists.
KEYWORDS: Cellulose biosynthesis inhibitors, chemical genetics, virtual screening,
liquid handling robotics, chemical similarity
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CHAPTER 1. CHEMICAL GENETICS APPROACHES WITHIN PLANT BIOLOGY
1.1

Chemical genetics
Since time immemorial chemical genetics has been rooted in drug discovery,

specifically how compounds affect the organism to which they are applied. This
intradisciplinary approach to unraveling biology has gained interest because of the fast
time scale, reversible manner, and its potential to be functional across multiple systems
via a common protein target (Cacace et al., 2017). The original use of chemical genetics,
before chemical genetics was even coined, could probably be traced back to humans as
they tried to fix their ailments through ingesting or exposing themselves to either fungus
or herbal concoctions. This could be viewed as a trial-and-error approach to a phenotypic
screen.
Some of the first chemicals or components that were crudely extracted from
plants for the treatment of a human condition included opium from the opium poppy or
digitalis, a compound to treat heart conditions from the foxglove plant (Florian et al.,
2007). The isolation and creation of morphine by Emanual Merck is another example of
how chemical genetics was applied early in history to help alleviate human ailments,
which is akin to pharmacology. Modern day chemical genetics takes a much more precise
chemical approach and has been used to answer a litany of biological questions.
Chemical genetics has been used within biology to investigate how small
molecules (SMs) interfere with protein-protein interaction, protein-metabolite
interactions, and protein-peptide interactions via circumventing lethal genetic knockouts
and/or redundant gene families. This practice allows for dose dependent responses
creating concentration dependent phenotypes. Chemical genetics has been applied across
an array of biology for the purpose of herbicide discovery, insecticide discovery,
fungicide discovery, drug discovery, and cancer biology (Arkin et al., 2014; St Onge et
al., 2012; Vassilev et al., 2004; Walsh, 2007; Zhao et al., 2007).
Often, the hopes of these studies are to answer a question particular to the
research being conducted. These questions can range in specificity and desired outcome.
For example, researchers could ask the following questions, (1) can a SM be designed
that activates or inhibits a protein’s function within a known pathway, (2) can a novel
16

protein within a known pathway be discovered by perturbing that pathway with a SM, or
(3) can SMs be used to create new drugs, fungicides, or herbicides? These are three
examples of how chemical genetics can be applied to scientific questions (Cacace et al.,
2017; Stockwell, 2000).
The modern version of this effort is not to crudely extract components from
natural products to ease the suffering of humankind in some fashion, but is focused on
using chemicals to precisely alleviate human symptomology/suffering and to understand
the complex biological systems that scientists are interested in. This approach demands
scientists from varying fields including but not limited to structural biology, cell biology,
biochemistry, chemistry, and physics-based modeling come together on a common
problem. Due to the multidisciplinary approach required the success of chemical genetics
demands that it be applied to the correct biological question.
The approaches that are taken within the realm of chemical genetics often come in
two general forms, forward or reverse chemical genetics. Forward chemical genetics
generally involves using a library of SMs and screening them against the system of
interest. That system could be a particular cell type, whole plants, or whole insects. The
initial goal of forward chemical genetics screens is to identify SMs that induce a
phenotype of interest that provides evidence of the SMs being bioactive. With this initial
list of SMs additional bioassays can be performed to determine with more specificity
which SMs could be acting on the pathway of interest.
In opposition to this is reverse chemical genetics. Often, this starts with a SM that
is known to act on a protein of interest, sometimes to the point of knowing where the
binding pocket is. With this information at hand the SM can be optimized to decrease
toxicity or increase the efficacy of the SM. This often involves adding and removing
certain chemical moieties while maintaining certain drug like characteristics. Often, this
is done in a test tube and then once a more effective SMs are developed they can be
applied to the whole organism and tested for effectiveness.
The following sections will highlight forward and reverse chemical genetics with
more detail and will then focus on how SMs were applied in a forward or reverse manner
to uncover novelties within plant biology. These approaches to chemical genetics vary in
size and uncover different aspects within the physiology of the plant.
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1.2

Forward chemical genetics
Forward chemical genetics is a common practice when attempting to identify

novel proteins within a pathway or to uncover a potentially novel class of chemicals that
act on a pathway of interest (H. Choi et al., 2014). One can imagine this approach as
starting from the widest part of a cone and ending at the narrowest part of the cone
(Figure 1-1). What this means is forward chemical genetics approaches start out by
screening a large swath of chemical space. Some screens, particularly within industry,
have been as large as 500,000 to 1,500,000 compounds while others have been as small
or smaller than 100 (Halder & Kombrink, 2015; Mayr & Bojanic, 2009).

Figure 1-1. Forward chemical genetics pipeline example
A plate of plants is created, and a unique compound is added to each well. Within each
well a phenotype is observed and those compounds that cause phenotypic differences are
noted. The ligands are then examined and those ligands that are of interest can be added
to the plant through various bioassays which can ultimately result in identifying the
protein target that the ligand interacts with.
These screens are set up to identify SMs that cause aberrant phenotypes in the
systems that they are being tested on. Phenotypes can vary but examples are an odd color,
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odd growth, decreases in cellular movement, or any number of phenotypic responses
(O'Connor et al., 2011). Depending on the initial dosage of the library of SMs, there will
be several aberrant phenotypes present. If the dosage is high, there will be a higher
number of aberrant phenotypes, while if the dosage is lower there would be a lower
number of phenotypes. For this reason, it is imperative to select the right dosage for the
initial screen, too high and one may have to many compounds, to low and one may miss
good leads. In the same trail of thought, when selecting a dosage to screen chemicals, it is
important to think about the goal of the screen. If the goal is to bring a drug to market,
then the dosage needs to be low enough to make it economically viable. Conversely, if
the goal is to uncover novel aspects of the tested system, the dosage could receive less
consideration.
With the initial screen completed and the desired phenotypes detected, it is
essential that the experimenter follow up with additional assays that provide further lines
of evidence to support a compound being active within a pathway. These assays could be
phenotypic, chemical, or genetic. Phenotypic assays can provide further lines of evidence
and could include but are certainly not limited to using confocal or light microscopy or
histochemical staining.
Chemical assays could include quantifying a chemical change in either the
organism of study or a decrease in incorporation of a compound into the organism. For
example, a measure of [14C] glucose uptake within an organism while being incubated in
the compound of study determines if the compound inhibits or slows the uptake of
glucose into the organism. In another example, if an organism is grown in the presence of
the compound, the organism can then be destroyed, and a measurement taken of the
chemical constituent of interest. If the compound affects this chemical constituent, then
there should be a change in its abundance when compared to a control.
Genetic assays could include breeding for resistance to the SM of interest or
purchasing mutants that could be resistant to the compound of interest. The goal is to be
able to link drug to gene. If the compound of interest is capable of being linked to a gene
the researcher could explore how the compound affects the wild type of organism when
compared to the mutant organism. This final study can help researchers start to define a
mechanism of action.
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This outlines a very general introduction to forward chemical genetics. This
section also jumped into some of the bioassays that can be performed to further elucidate
the SMs mechanism of action. The following section will highlight how reverse chemical
genetics can be applied to the organism of interest. This section will also hit on the
differences and requirements when compared to forward chemical genetics.
1.3

Reverse chemical genetics
Reverse chemical genetics, or target based screening, commences with a

predetermined protein or protein clade and searches for SMs that interact (De Rybel et
al., 2012). In this case, the protein target is known that is involved with
mechanism/pathway of interest and compounds are designed based on the protein
pocket/interface specification (Spring, 2005). Additionally, a SM inhibitor can be known
to interact with a particular protein and then be modified to see if structural changes to
the SM alter the SM effectiveness.
These approaches are much more targeted in scope when compared to forward
chemical genetics and require a quality protein model or a known compound that acts on
the desired protein in order to begin the process (Thorpe, 2003). Often, once a lead is
established that interrupts or enhances the desired effect the compound is then modified,
undergoing structure activity relationships studies. These studies modify chemical groups
of the original lead compound or compounds in attempts to optimize some property or
activity of the compound (Guha, 2013). For example, some structure activity relationship
studies aim to improve potency, increase bioavailability, and reduce toxicity. As a result,
the use of reverse chemical genetics is the basis for much pharmacological screening
(Figure 1-2). Many of these studies have been performed within mammalian cells and
models but a select few have occurred within plant (Dejonghe & Russinova, 2017).
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Figure 1-2. Reverse chemical genetics pipeline example
The protein of interest or a fraction of the protein of interest is expressed and is used to
screen for compounds that act on that protein or fraction of protein. The ligands added
can be variants of ligands that have been generated from known modulators. The ligands
that are found to interact with the protein of interest are then added to the whole system
of interest and checked to see if the phenotype of interest is observed, in this case, the
blue pigment in the test tube.
In this section reverse chemical genetics was highlighted. The differences
between reverse and forward chemical genetics were also discussed. The following
section will focus on chemical genetics approached applied to plants and how those
approaches have aided in the discovery of plant physiology.

As plant biology has progressed chemical genetics has been employed but within
different frameworks and definitions. The first appearance of plant biology and chemical
genetics in press was in 1935 in work that focused on understanding the chemical
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composition of chlorophyll mutating barley strains (von Euler H, 1935). Chemical
genetics continued with similar context up until the 1990s with numerous papers aimed at
identifying the chemical composition of genetic variants (Allen, 1967; Avato, 1986;
Beadle, 1948; DeBusk, 1956; Macey, 1969; Macey & Barber, 1970). These are what are
called traditional usages of chemical genetics within plants.
Also, during that time, colchicine was used to discover a subunit of microtubules
in sea urchin sperm tails. This was a modern use of the definition of chemical biology
before the definition was widely employed (Shelanski & Taylor, 1967). In the 1990’s, the
term chemical biology switched from being used to describe the chemical constitution of
different mutant strains to a term which describes the application of membrane permeable
molecules to interfere with native biological function in order to address long standing
questions in cellular biology, essentially, using drugs as tools (Mitchinson, 1994;
Schreiber, 1998). In the modern use of the phrase, chemical genetics investigates proteins
and signal transduction pathways though screening of chemical libraries for bioactive
SMs instead of using genetic lesions to disrupt target protein function.
The past 20 years of plant biology has witnessed great discoveries with the aid of
modern chemical genetics. These discoveries have led to greater understanding of cell
wall biosynthesis, the cytoskeleton, hormone biosynthesis and signaling, gravitropism,
pathogenesis, purine biosynthesis, and endomembrane trafficking (Blackwell & Zhao,
2003; Dejonghe & Russinova, 2017; Hicks & Raikhel, 2009; Lumba et al., 2010;
McCourt & Desveaux, 2010). Arabidopsis has been at the forefront of these discoveries
because its genome is small, mapped, and annotated. It has a short generational lifespan
and multiple mutant/reporter lines enable quick cellular malfunction identification and
genetic testing/linking (Koornneef & Meinke, 2010).
Forward chemical genetics can be performed in three steps: (1) identification of
SMs that induces a phenotypic/physiological change, (2) identification of proteins
targeted by the SM, and (3) validation of the target protein (Das et al., 2011). This
process is very similar to classical forward genetics studies but instead of genetic lesions
causing phenotypic changes, chemicals are exogenously applied that induce a phenotypic
response (Blackwell & Zhao, 2003; Hyunmo Choi et al., 2014). To that end, most
chemical libraries analyzed within forward chemical genetics within plants have held
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between 10,000 and 20,000 compounds, though some have as many as 150,000 and some
as few as 70 (Armstrong et al., 2004; Brown et al., 2011; Christian et al., 2008; De Rybel
et al., 2009; DeBolt et al., 2007; Drakakaki et al., 2011).
On the other hand, target based screening, or reverse chemical genetics,
experiments within plants have yet to surface in high quantity. One reason for this is
possibly due to the lack of quality plant protein models. Another explanation could be the
lack of funding within plant sciences when compared to mammalian sciences. This would
ultimately lead to a smaller field of which to perform reverse chemical genetics. Another
possible reason could be due to the immense number of plant species present. However,
some screens have been performed with a specific target, some with an enzyme clade in
mind, and some with proteins of unknown function (Ito et al., 2015; Yoshitani et al.,
2005; Zabotina et al., 2008). The most prototypical form of reverse chemical genetics can
be found in experiments that aim to understand how the hormone abscisic acid (ABA)
interacts with its receptors and how altering those receptors can impact the plant (Ito et
al., 2015; Okamoto et al., 2013; Park et al., 2015).
The following sections break the use of chemical genetics to investigate the plant
into endomembrane trafficking, hormone pathways and signaling, and cell and cell wall
morphogenesis. Within the hormone section SMs have been used to investigate auxin,
ethylene, brassinosteroid, jasmonic acid, abscisic acid, and strigolactone biosynthesis and
have uncovered novel proteins within the associated hormone pathways. There will also
be a in depth analysis of how SMs were used to dissect different parts of the cell wall
biosynthesis, specifically cellulose biosynthesis.
1.4.1

Endomembrane trafficking effectors of plants found through forward chemical
genetics
Endomembrane trafficking is essential for normal cellular function and facilitates

transport of cellular cargo within the cell. The major cellular components of this complex
are the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), golgi apparatus, vesicles, vacuoles/lysosomes,
endosomes, and the plasma membrane (PM) and nuclear envelope (Foresti & Denecke,
2008; Morita & Shimada, 2014). This network is essential for the transport and exchange
of materials such as proteins and lipids. The endomembrane network is also responsible
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for basic cellular homeostasis, is active and present in cell proliferation, and is a basic
requirement for functional multicellular organisms. This system is predominately
conserved among eukaryotic organisms but can also display species and genus specific
unique characteristics (Morita & Shimada, 2014).
Some examples of SMs that have been discovered in a forward chemical genetic
approach that affect plants include dynasore, ES1, ES5, Sortin 1, Sortin 2, C834,
Gravacin, and LG8 (Drakakaki et al., 2011; Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1991; Macia et
al., 2006; Rivera-Serrano et al., 2012; Robert et al., 2008; Sorieul et al., 2011; Surpin et
al., 2005; Zouhar et al., 2004). These compounds are broadly involved in either effecting
vacuolar trafficking and autophagy, endocytosis and retrograde trafficking, or exocytosis,
secretion and anterograde trafficking (Mishev et al., 2013).
The SMs ES1 and ES5 were discovered in a screen for SMs that inhibited pollen
tube growth and germination (Drakakaki et al., 2011; Robert et al., 2008). The screen for
ES1 was comprised of roughly 2,000 chemicals and was inspired by wanting to find
effectors to help dissect the PM and endosome trafficking mysteries. ES1 was discovered
to interfere selectively on endocytosis within seedlings. The disruption of ES1 also
uncovered that PIN2 (a membrane bound protein responsible for auxin efflux), AUX1 (a
membrane bound protein responsible for auxin influx), and BRI1 (an extracellular
brassinosteroid receptor) use the same early endosomal compartments (Robert et al.,
2008).
The screen for ES5 was comprised of roughly 46,000 chemicals that were
prescreened and were then interrogated with a panel of PM and endomembrane
compartment markers to identify compounds that affected vesicle trafficking. The images
produced were then clustered with an algorithm that provided a phenotype by video and
allowed each individual cluster to be a starting point to understand vesicle recycling at
the PM, vacuolar sorting, and cell-plate maturation. This screen uncovered 123
compounds that affect endomembrane trafficking in vivo, allowing subcellular
phenotypic categorization of distinct endomembrane pathways (Drakakaki et al., 2011).
The identification of Sortin 1 and Sortin 2 took a different approach than is often
used by the initial steps of screening. This approach screened a library of roughly 5,000
compounds on Saccharomyces cerevisiae in search of compounds that induced secretion
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of carboxypeptidase Y, a broad specificity glycoprotein exopeptidase. Fourteen
compounds screened on S. cerevisiae induced secretion and Sortin 1 and 2 caused
reversible defects in vacuole biogenesis and root development within Arabidopsis. Sortin
1 treatment on Arabidopsis cells and seedings induced carboxypeptidase secretions. This
study provided evidence that screening simple eukaryotic organisms as an initial step can
prove useful in uncovering SM modifiers of vacuole biogenesis (Zouhar et al., 2004).
Dynasore was identified from a screen of 16,000 compounds with the goal of
further understanding dynamins, a GTPase, role in clathrin-dependent vesicle formation.
Dynasore was found to interfere with the GTPase activity of dynamin1, dynamin2, and
Drp1 (the mitochondrial dynamin) but no other small GTPases. Dynasore was also found
to act as a potent inhibitor of the endocytic pathway and upon addition caused the
creation of fully and half formed vesicles. This result provided evidence that dynamin is
needed during two steps of clathrin-dependent vesicle formation (Macia et al., 2006).
The SM C834 was discovered from a screen of 360 compounds that were
previously identified by (Drakakaki et al., 2011) and was found to uncouple two distinct
pathways for tonoplast protein trafficking via confocal microscopy. Two fluorescently
labeled plant proteins, GFP-TIP2:1 (green florescent protein bound to the tonoplast
intrinsic protein 2) and YFP-TIP3:1 (tallow florescent protein bound to the tonoplast
intrinsic protein 3), treated with C834 displayed punctate accumulation in the ER
network whereas YFP-TIP1:1 plants displayed punctate accumulation in the tonoplast
and vacuolar bulbs in a similar pattern to the control. This phenotype differentiates
between a golgi-dependent and golgi-independent TIP protein delivery to the tonoplast.
In a broader scheme, these results indicate that vesicle targeting of PIN2 and Brefeldin A
insensitive pathway associated with TIP2 and TIP3 for tonoplast delivery may be
mediated by a common mechanism (Nebenführ et al., 2002; Rivera-Serrano et al., 2012).
Gravacin was discovered from a screen of 10,000 compounds in hopes of further
understanding the link between endomembrane trafficking and gravitropism. It was found
that 34 of these compounds disrupted normal endomembrane morphologies and
gravitropism in a tissue specific manner. An in vivo functional assay confirmed that the
compounds were not auxins (Surpin et al., 2005). In an additional paper, P-glycoprotein
19 (PGP19) was discovered to be the target of gravacin. Specifically, gravacin was found
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to inhibit the PGP19-PIN complex and thus inhibits auxin transport (Rojas-Pierce et al.,
2007).
The SM LG8 was discovered from a screen of compounds derived from Exo2, a
drug that interferes with trafficking and post-golgi compartments in mammalian cells, in
hopes of further understanding the secretory pathways of the Arabidopsis root epidermal
cells. The SM LG8 induced severe alterations in the golgi and ER in Arabidopsis roots in
addition to altering post-golgi organelles and transport. The SM LG8 inhibits BRI1 from
reaching the plasma membrane and forces BRI1 accumulation in the trans golgi-like
compartment.
The above are but several examples of how chemical genetics has been applied to
Arabidopsis to tease apart the complex processes underlying the endomembrane
trafficking system. These results highlight the importance of using forward chemical
genetics approaches to dissect the complex molecular pathways that control
endomembrane trafficking. It was important that these studies systematically developed a
series of chemicals that could disrupt specific aspects of endomembrane trafficking.
These chemical ligands can be applied when a genetic lesion is lethal and therefore
dissect the role of specific trafficking components in a live cellular system. Experiments
of the future could utilize these chemicals in combination with genetic mutations to
understand and predict how vital cellular functions respond to altered environmental
conditions (climate change) and collectively build upon the current understanding of
cellular biology in plants.
1.4.2

Hormone pathway effectors within plants found via forward chemical genetics
Plant hormones play a vital role in regulating how the plant grows, develops,

responds to changes in the environment, and reacts to biotic stressors (Foo et al., 2019).
Plant hormones that have been discovered include auxin, gibberellins (GAs), cytokinin’s,
ethylene, abscisic acid (ABA), jasmonic acid, brassinosteroids, salicylic acid (SA),
bioactive oligopeptides, and strigolactones. Auxin is generally regarded as promoting
plant growth while GAs function in seed germination. Cytokinin’s delay leaf senescence
while also influencing cellular division and ABA causes bud dormancy and promotes
stomatal closure (Eckardt, 2015). All plant hormones play a specific role in plant growth
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and development but often regulate each other and provide hormonal crosstalk that
allows for elegant and precise control of the plant root, shoot, and seed (Vanstraelen &
Benková, 2012).
Forward chemical genetic approaches have been used to dissect plant hormone
pathways to either modulate hormonal response to a particular stimulus, produce a
desired phenotype within a crop, or to further understand the mechanistic nature of the
hormone pathway. Examples of successful forward chemical genetic screens that have
aided in the scientific understanding of plant hormones have identified inhibitors and
activators of auxin, inhibitors of ethylene response, inhibitors and activators of
brassinosteroid signaling, inhibitors of jasmonate signaling, inhibitors of strigolactone
signaling, and inhibitors of abscisic acid (Armstrong et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2013; De
Rybel et al., 2009; De Rybel et al., 2012; Gendron et al., 2008; Hayashi et al., 2003;
Hayashi et al., 2001; He et al., 2011; Holbrook-Smith et al., 2016; Kerchev et al., 2014;
Kerchev et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2010; Meesters et al., 2014; Park et al., 2009; SavaldiGoldstein et al., 2008; Tsuchiya et al., 2010; Yamazoe et al., 2005; Ye et al., 2016;
Yoshimoto et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2007). The following subsections will highlight some
of the experiments and papers that have been performed and published that either proved
a SM acted on a particular pathway without establishing a protein target or those that
determined the target.
1.4.2.1 Effectors of the auxin biosynthetic pathway
Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) is the most studied auxin in plants. The biosynthesis
pathway for IAA has been studied since the 1930s (Davies, 2010; Enders & Strader,
2015). The complete picture for the biosynthesis pathways involved within the plant’s
auxin response remain to be elucidated. Multiple studies have demonstrated that auxin is
a key signaling molecule that regulates plant cell division, differentiation, and elongation
in a dose dependent manner (Perrot-Rechenmann, 2010; Woodward & Bartel, 2005).
Additionally, auxin is responsible for almost every aspect of plant growth and
development from embryogenesis to various tropisms (Cheng et al., 2007; Stepanova et
al., 2008; Zhao, 2010).
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Most of the chemical screens within the hormone realm have been focused on
understanding auxin biosynthesis and potential modulators of its biosynthesis.
Yokolonide A and B are good examples of compounds that were shown to modulate
auxin biosynthesis. These two compounds were isolated from Streptomyces
diastatochromogenes B59 and were found to be potent inhibitors of auxin inducible gene
expression. Yokolonide A was discovered by screening a transgenic line of Arabidopsis
containing the auxin-inducible promoters derived from PS-IAA4/5, an auxin inducible
promoter from pea, linked to a GUS (beta-glucuronidase) reporter gene. Application of
Yokolonide A to this transgenic line resulted in complete inhibition of auxin induced
transcription (Hayashi et al., 2001).
Yokolonide B was discovered with Yokolonide A but was further explored to aid
in understanding its mechanism of action. Experimentation supported that Yokolonide B
inhibits the expression of auxin inducible genes but does not affect the expression of an
abscisic acid and gibberellin A3-inducible gene. The mechanism of action of Yokolonide
B is to block the auxin/indole-3-acetic acid (AUX/IAA) protein degradation but it does
not act as a general proteasome inhibitor. Additional experimentation displayed that
Yokolonide B blocks AUX/IAA protein degradation by acting on proteins upstream of
the AUX/IAA interaction (Hayashi et al., 2003).
Terfestatin A (TrfA) is another compound found to act as an inhibitor of the
AUX/IAA degradation and was also discovered from a screen of Streptomyces sp. F40.
TrfA was found to inhibit the expression or primary auxin-responsive genes but did not
inhibit the activity of the 26S proteasome. This compound was also found to suppress
root auxin response, auxin dependent cell division, and the gravitropic response within
Arabidopsis roots. It was proposed that TrfA may act by regulating the AUX/IAA
turnover or distribution, which would thus influence auxin responses within the plant
(Yamazoe et al., 2005).
Another group developed a method to screen 10,000 compounds on Arabidopsis
seedlings in search of compounds that affected auxin signaling. Compounds A, B, and C
were discovered and analyzed due to their differences in chemistry and their ability to
repeal transcription of an auxin-inducible reporter gene. All three of these compounds
were found to interfere with proteolysis of AUX/IAA and two, A and B, imparted
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phenotypes that were indicative of an altered auxin response. Transcriptional profiling
after addition of A and B on Arabidopsis seedlings led to similar global alterations and
not much distinguishable differences in the data (Armstrong et al., 2004).
Derivatives of compound A resulted in identifying 2-FAA as being the active
component within compound A. Activity of 2-FAA was determined to reduce IAA5
expression, failed to change the interaction of auxin mediated proteins, and decreased the
rate of root and hypocotyl elongation in wild type Arabidopsis (Sungur et al., 2007). In
addition to that, while looking for perturbations of mitochondria to nucleus
communications all identified inhibitors shared the common substructure found in
Compound A that induced auxin response inhibition. This study demonstrated that
perturbed mitochondria negatively affect auxin signaling and interference with auxin
stability mimics the effect of mitochondrial disturbance (Kerchev et al., 2014).
In yet another search for auxin inhibitors, 6,500 molecules were screened, and an
auxin transport inhibitor was uncovered, BUM. The SM BUMs physiological response is
like that of the known auxin transport inhibitor NPA, but BUM has an IC50 (half-maximal
inhibitory concentration) factor of 30 times lower. Further analysis with binding assays
uncovered that NPA and BUM primarily bind to the ATP-binding cassette protein
subfamily B1 (ABCB1) protein. However, there is a difference in the ABCB binding
spectra when comparing NPA and BUM. In addition to BUM being a suitable herbicide it
can also function as a human ABCB inhibitor (Kim et al., 2010).
In yet another forward chemical genetics screen focused on trying to learn more
about auxin biosynthesis, rootin was discovered. Rootin was discovered in a screen of
1,536 chemicals from a triazine based library. Rootin was found to inhibit root
development in Arabidopsis by affecting root cell division and elongation but did not
affect shoot elongation. Transcriptional analysis uncovered that rootin affected auxin
transcriptional levels and reduced the accumulation of PIN (auxin efflux proteins)
proteins PIN1, PIN3, and PIN7 in the root (Jeong et al., 2015).
In a screen of 10,000 chemicals on maize coleoptiles in search of SMs that inhibit
IAA transport, eight compounds were identified that were split into two groups. The first
group were the compounds that caused decreased IAA transport from the tip and the
second group increased endogenous IAA levels in the tip (Nishimura et al., 2012). One of
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the compounds from this screen, yucasin, was identified to be a potent inhibitor of IAA in
YUC-expression coleoptile tips. YUC1, a protein involved in auxin signaling,
overexpression lines showed that yucasin acts on IAA biosynthesis catalyzed by YUC
and displayed that yucasin can be used to contribute to the understanding of IAA
biosynthesis via the indole-3 pyruvic acid pathway (Nishimura et al., 2014).
In a chemical genetic screen of 12,000 structurally diverse chemicals applied to
Arabidopsis, SMs were uncovered that inhibit seed germination. Through this screen
germostatin was uncovered and was found to act on Germostatin resistance locus 1
(GSR1). Through additional bioassays the authors postulated that GSR1 may form a corepressor with ARF16, a protein involved in root cap cell differentiation, to regulate seed
germination. This study identified a novel SM that acts on a novel gene within the auxin
hormone expression pathway (Ye et al., 2016).
Not only have inhibitors of auxin signaling been found via forward chemical
genetics, but activators have also been uncovered. In a screen of 10,000 compounds, 13
auxin activators were discovered. The most potent compound among them was WH7, and
oddly, this compound has structural similarities to the auxin herbicide 2,4-D. With the
identification of WH7, a structure activity relationship study was performed to provide
further information on how the variations of WH7 affect auxin phenotypes (Christian et
al., 2008).
Yet another group screened 10,000 compounds and identified 100 compounds
that promote hypocotyl elongation. A group of these compounds shared structural
characteristics with synthetic auxins 2,4-D and 1-NAA, but traditional auxins had no
effect on hypocotyl elongation. This led to the identification of pro auxins, or auxin like
molecules, for the first time that diffuse into the hypocotyl, undergo a cleavage event, and
release a functional auxin that promotes hypocotyl elongation (Savaldi-Goldstein et al.,
2008).
In another screen for pro auxins the Arabidopsis mutant acl5, a mutant deficient in
thermospermine, a tetra-amine predominantly involved in regulation plant xylem cell
differentiation that displays a dwarfed phenotype due to excessive xylem vessel
proliferation, was used to screen molecules. This screen uncovered an isooctyl ester of
synthetic auxin 2,4-D that enhanced xylem vessel differentiation in the mutant seedlings,
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rescuing the mutant phenotype. The effects of the isooctyl ester of 2,4-D could be
observed on the acl5 mutant but not within the wildtype. This can be interpreted as auxin
signaling required for normal xylem differentiation is limited by thermospermine but can
be continuously simulated by the application of exogenous auxin (Yoshimoto et al.,
2012). In another screen for pro auxins 34 chemicals were identified that alleviated the
effects of photorespiration in Arabidopsis mutants cat2, a mutant that lacks a
photorespiratory catalase. The most potent of these compounds contained a pro auxin
substructure that rescued the mutant phenotype of cat2 (Kerchev et al., 2015).
Another scientific group discovered a molecule that, to their knowledge, was the
first of its kind, a non-auxin molecule that promotes root branching. This molecule was
uncovered in a screen of 10,000 compounds that searched for activators of cellular
division. Naxillin was used to uncover a new function for the root cap conversion of the
auxin precursor indole-3-butryic acid into IAA, the active auxin. This compound also
aided in the understanding of the mechanism of root branching (De Rybel et al., 2012).
The above experiments consistently revealed that screens of around 10,000
molecules were sufficient to identify at least a single target for pathway disruption. It is
likely dependent on the building blocks used for the screen. In the case of hormone
signaling and the use of chemical genetics, the studies above highlight the importance of
chemical agonists for specific alteration of pathway dynamics, as was revealed in the case
of auxin pathway exploration. Forward chemical genetic screens to probe the auxin
biosynthesis pathway have ranged in size, chemical library composition, and ultimate SM
target, but they have all added valuable information to the scientific community. The
results of these efforts have identified both activators and inhibitors that can be used to
further dissect the auxin pathway.
1.4.2.2 Inhibitors of the ethylene biosynthetic pathway
Ethylene is a plant phytohormone having multiple roles within the growth and
development of the plant, influencing plant performance under optimal and stressful
environments via interaction with other plant hormones (Müller & Munné-Bosch, 2015;
Thao et al., 2015). The plant response to ethylene is concentration dependent and it is
involved in the plant developmental processes including flower development, fruit
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ripening, growth, nodulation, and it also interacts with other plant hormones (Schaller,
2012). Ethylene is also involved in response to abiotic and biotic stress responses (Arraes
et al., 2015).
In a screen of 2,000 chemicals the SM L-kynurenine was identified. This SM
inhibits ethylene response in Arabidopsis root tissue. The application of L-kynurenine
decreased the nuclear accumulation of an ethylene transcription factor and decreased
ethylene induced auxin biosynthesis in roots. Specifically, tryptophan aminotransferase
of arabidospsis1/tryptophan aminotransferase related (TAA1/TARs) were identified as
the targets of L-kynurenine. Molecular modeling suggested that L-kynurenine selectively
binds to the substrate pocket of TAA1/TAR. This study elaborated on the link between
ethylene and auxin biosynthesis while also providing a compound to study TAA1/TAR
function within the auxin pathway (He et al., 2011).
In a screen of 10,000 SMs compounds that suppressed ethylene overproduction in
the triple mutant eto1-4 were identified. Structure and function analysis revealed that the
compounds of interest contained a quinazolinone backbone. Genetic, transgenic plant,
and biochemical studies identified the location of non-competitive inhibition to be at the
step of converting S-adenosylmethionine to 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid
(ACC) by ACC synthase (Lin et al., 2010).
In comparison to the number of auxin screens, at the time of this writing, only a
small number of forward chemical genetic screens have been performed to understand
ethylene biosynthesis. This could be explained by a lack of scientific interest in the
ethylene response pathway when compared to auxin, or the fact that auxin discovery was
very early due to the phototropic nature of the response. The extant studies still highlight
and provide valuable information regarding the ethylene pathway functions within plants.
1.4.2.1 Modulators of the brassinosteroid biosynthetic pathway
Brassinosteroids, a plant steroid hormone, were originally identified for their role
in plant cell elongation. Later brassinosteroids were determined to interact within many
roles of the plant including plant growth, development, cell division,
photomorphogenesis, xylem differentiation, reproduction, and responses to abiotic
stressors (Nolan et al., 2020). Brassinolide is the most active brassinosteroid and was
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originally isolated from rapeseed pollen (Grove et al., 1979). Brassinosteroid perception
occurs at the cell surface within plasma membrane spanning kinases Brassinosteroid
insinsitive1 (BRI1) and homologs BRI1-LIKE1 (BRIL1) and BRIL3 (Caño-Delgado et
al., 2004; He et al., 2000). If brassinolide is perceived by the receptors a kinase cascade
occurs which activates brassinosteroid induced genetic responses.
Brassinopride was discovered during a screen of 10,000 SMs; it functions as an
inhibitor of brassinosteroid biosynthesis. Brassinopride inhibited hypocotyl growth and
was found to repress a brassinosteroid reporter gene. Brassinopride also caused
exaggerated apical hook formation. It is thought not only to inhibit brassinosteroid
response but also to activate ethylene response. The results of this study suggested that an
active downstream brassinosteroid signal is required for ethylene apical hook formation
(Gendron et al., 2008).
In another 10,000 SM screen an activator of brassinosteroid biosynthesis was
discovered, bikinin. This compound activates brassinosteroid signaling downstream of
the brassinosteroid receptor. Specifically, bikinin was found to bind to a Glycogen
synthase kinase 3 (GSK3s) BIN2, a protein that functions in the crosstalk between
brassinosteroid and auxin signaling and acts as an ATP competitor. Bikinin also inhibits
the activity of six other GSK3s. Global transcriptional profiling demonstrated that
inhibition of seven GSK3s is sufficient to activate brassinosteroid responses. Data from
this study suggest that inhibition of GSK3s is the sole requirement for brassinosteroid
response (De Rybel et al., 2009).
The number of brassinosteroid studies is small compared to the studies performed
within the auxin pathway. However, they still provide information for scientists to
understand the physiological role of a structurally diverse plant hormone. The
identification of these two chemicals, bikinin and brassinopride, establish a launching pad
for structural activity relationship studies to further increase the potency of
brassinosteroid inhibitors. The discovery of these two compounds highlights how forward
chemical genetic approaches can be taken to understand the complex molecular pathways
of brassinosteroid biosynthesis.
1.4.2.2 An inhibitor of the jasmonic acid biosynthetic pathway
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Jasmonic acid and its derivatives, jasmonates, are lipid derived plant hormones
that regulate numerous plant development processes and the plants defense response.
Jasmonates have a high degree of structural and functional similarity to prostaglandins
within animals (Kazan & Manners, 2008). The presence of jasmonates within plants
increase markedly when abiotic and biotic stressors are induced, including herbivore
attack, wounding, and microbial pathogen presence (Wasternack & Hause, 2013). In
addition to upregulation in response to biotic and abiotic stressors, jasmonates are also
present and active in multiple plant developmental processes including root growth,
tendril coiling, trichome initiation and senescence, and tuber formation (Kombrink, 2012;
Wasternack & Hause, 2013).
In a screen to identify inhibitors of jasmonic signaling 1,728 compounds were
studied with a luciferase reporter assay. Ten compounds were found to be inhibitors of
jasmonate response. The most potent inhibitor of jasmonate function was Jarin-1. Jarin-1
was found to actively impair the activity of (+)-7-iso-jasmonoyl-l-isoleucine synthetase,
which impairs the production of the most active form of the hormone, (+)-7-isojasmonoyl-l-isoleucine (Meesters et al., 2014).
The discovery of Jarin-1 offered further scientific evidence into how the jasmonic
acid pathway functions. Further studies could aid in understanding additional components
of the pathway as well as how modification to Jarin-1 aid in increasing potency.
1.4.2.3 Modulators of the strigolactone biosynthetic pathway
Strigolactones are a general group of plant hormones that are involved in
inhibition of lateral bud and meristem outgrowth (Gomez-Roldan et al., 2008; Umehara
et al., 2008). In addition to involvement within regulation of shoot branching patterns,
strigolactones have also been shown to be involved in regulation of mutualistic
interactions between the plant root and mycorrhizal fungi (Akiyama et al., 2005).
Unfortunately, the proximity of parasitic plants to the host root strigolactones stimulate
the germination of the parasitic plant (López-Ráez et al., 2009).
A chemical genetic screen of 10,000 SMs on Arabidopsis uncovered a group of
structurally similar chemicals, cotylimides, which increase endogenous strigolactone
levels. The discovery of these compounds was followed by a genetic suppressor screen
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which allowed identification of genes that positively regulate strigolactone levels. This
information was used to identify a rice variety that reduced the ability of local rice
parasitic seeds to germinate, providing the rice variety the ability to come to seed
(Tsuchiya et al., 2010).
In another search for SMs that inhibit strigolactone production a chemical screen
was developed and deployed on Arabidopsis. In hopes of deterring the growth of an
obligate plant parasite, Striga hermonthica, which destroys crops within Sub-Saharan
Africa, 4,182 compounds were screened on Arabidopsis and soporidine was found to
inhibit both Arabidopsis and S. hermonthica germination. This approach supports the
idea that scientists can use Arabidopsis screens to identify compounds that could combat
Striga species infestations (Holbrook-Smith et al., 2016).
The above examples provide evidence of how Arabidopsis can be used to screen
SMs for inhibitors/activators of plant hormones. The results of these screens, the
chemicals that provide an effect, can then be used on other plants to address a parasitic
issue. Approaches like this can be taken into the future to aid in developing an
understanding of how parasitic plants can be influenced and reduced in an agricultural
setting.
1.4.2.4 Effectors of the abscisic acid pathway
Abscisic acid (ABA) has been recognized since the 1960s and serves as an
endogenous SM of plant growth, development, and stress response. ABA is involved in
multiple physiological processes including but not limited to stomatal closure, leaf
senescence, cuticle wax build up, growth inhibition, bud dormancy, seed germination,
and osmotic regulation (Munemasa et al., 2015; Planes et al., 2015; Romero & Lafuente,
2020; Rowe et al., 2016; Samet & Sinclair, 1980; Vishal & Kumar, 2018; Zheng et al.,
2015).
One study used multiple Arabidopsis accessions and uncovered 12 different
molecules with various polymorphic affects across the accessions (Zhao et al., 2007).
One of the compounds, pyrabactin, was studied further in another set of experiments. In
this study the mechanism of pyrabactin was uncovered while also uncovering a new
family of ABA binding proteins. Pyrabactin was shown to be a selective agonist of
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pyrabactin resistance 1 (PYR1), the founding member of START proteins PYR/PYLs.
Pyrabactin binds to PYR which then binds to and inhibits type 2 C protein phosphatases.
This result potentially identifies the upper tier of negative regulatory proteins in the
cascade that causes ABA signaling (Park et al., 2009).
The above two experiments describe an interesting and unusual way to identify
novel proteins within a well-studied plant. The approach of gathering multiple different
accessions and screening compounds across them, while looking for phenotypic
differences across the plants within the compound, is the first step in understanding
genetic differences that impart the various phenotypes. This approach could probably be
applied to multiple hormone pathways with success.
The ABA pathway has been a large part of the target-based screenings within
plant biology because it is involved in plant growth, development, and how the plant
responds to changing environmental conditions (Chen et al., 2020). Searching for novel
ABA antagonist and agonist of PYR1, a receptor of ABA mentioned earlier, 24,275
compounds from the RIKEN Natural Products Depository were screened. Two
compounds were identified via SNF1-related protein kinase two and protein phosphatases
2C (PP2C), both major regulators of ABA signaling, assays. One compound, RK460,
antagonized ABA in a competitive manner and inhibited the formation of the trimeric
ABA signaling complex PYR1-ABA-PP2C (Ito et al., 2015).
In another study, approximately 57,000 compounds were screened for their ability
to act on five ABA receptors (PYR1, PYL1, PYL2, PYL3, and PYL4) using yeast-two
hybrid stains that report receptor activation. This screen discovered quinabactin.
Quinabactin has the potency of ABA in vivo and preferentially activated dimeric ABA
receptors. Treatment of Arabidopsis with quinabactin yields transcriptional results that
are like ABA treatment, and it is even able to rescue mutant ABA deficient phenotypes.
Treatment with quinabactin also elicits guard cell closure, promotes drought tolerance,
and suppresses water loss in both Arabidopsis and soybean (Okamoto et al., 2013).
In yet another study focusing on the ABA pathway, the mutant ABA receptor
PYR1 binds to agrochemical mandipropamid with increased affinity when compared to
ABA after converting an essential lysine to an arginine (Park et al., 2015). This is an
example of orthogonal receptor ligand pairs and allows for the direct control over an
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organism’s pathway. An approach like this can be taken when the compounds that bind to
the receptor are well studied and understood.
The above experiments highlight how both forward and reverse chemical genetics
approaches have been applied in various ways to dissect the abscisic acid pathway. All
the reverse chemical genetics’ approaches start with a protein target in mind, and all have
different methods of narrowing the field to get to the compound of interest. Some start
out with screens that are specific to the protein of interest while others start out with
compounds that have been shown in the past to bind to these proteins. The general result
from both forward and reverse chemical genetics approaches is a compound that interacts
with the protein of interest and aids in understanding how the hormonal system functions.
1.4.3

Cell wall biogenesis and cell morphogenesis modulators within plants

Cell wall biogenesis is the cornerstone in defining plant cell shape and size. The
construction of the plant primary and secondary cell walls requires a coordinated effort
on behalf of the endomembrane trafficking system and the proteins specific to the cell
wall development that become imbedded within the PM. The development of the
cellulosic fraction of the plant cell wall demands a coordinated effort on behalf of many
plant systems; if one of them is perturbed, the cell wall can become defunct. Many
forward chemical genetics screens have been tackled to find some of the many proteins
involved within the construction and assembly of the plant cell wall.
Library sizes aimed at uncovering cell morphology and plant cell wall
biosynthesis have seen screen sizes from 360 to 46,418 compounds (DeBolt et al., 2007;
Drakakaki et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2016; Okubo-Kurihara et al., 2016; Robert et al., 2008;
Van de Wouwer et al., 2016; Worden et al., 2015; Yoneda et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2007).
Most screens have identified compounds that alter homeostatic cellular function but are
unable to identify the molecular target of the SM. These studies arrived at plant cell wall
biosynthesis inhibition conclusions through the same overarching method, chemical
genetics. Morlin, a coumarin SM derivative was discovered in a screen of 20,000
compounds. Through confocal microscopy, morlin was hypothesized to act on cortical
microtubules and alter the movement of the cellulose synthase complex (CSC) (DeBolt et
al., 2007).
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In a screen of 4,000 SMs to understand further how cortical microtubules
coordinate cellulose microfibril orientation within tobacco BY-2 cells cobtorin was
discovered. These researchers were able to categorize the compounds into three classes
after observing a spherical swelling phenotype. Those classes are: (1) those that disrupted
cortical microtubules, (2) those that reduced cellulose microfibril content, and (3) those
that had neither effect. Cobtorin, fitting into the third group, was found to perturb the
parallel alignment of already existing cortical microtubules and new cellulose
microfibrils. These results suggest that cobtorin could be used as a chemical tool to
further investigate more deeply the complex relationship between cellulose microfibrils
and the underlying cortical microtubules that determine cellulose orientation (Yoneda et
al., 2007).
The SM lasalocid sodium was discovered to alter cell morphology in tobacco BY2 cell lines by upregulating genes associated with type III peroxidases and jasmonic acid
response, leading to lignification activation. Treatment of this compound led to increases
in cell wall thickness, but the cell wall retained the same quantity and composition of
sugar when compared to the control. This compound also causes a shortening of the plant
hypocotyl within Arabidopsis. It is hypothesized that plant exposure to this compound
elicits plant cell wall loosening, thus activating a typical response to cell wall damage,
inducing lignification (Okubo-Kurihara et al., 2016).
The SM C17 was discovered to act as a cellulose biosynthesis inhibitor (CBI) that
acts on CESA1 and CESA3 through a phenotypes-based screen of ethyl
methanesulfonate treated Arabidopsis thaliana. They took it a step further and screened
Salk lines against C17 and found two genes that encode pentatricopeptide repeat like
proteins, which they named cell wall maintainer one and two that conferred tolerance.
Their data suggested that plants might alter mitochondrial activity to maintain
homeostatic cell wall function when subjected to stress (Hu et al., 2016).
In a screen of 360 SMs that were shown to inhibit pollen germination and
endosomal trafficking (Drakakaki et al., 2011) the SM CESTRIN (CESA Trafficking
Inhibitor) was discovered. CESTRIN was found to reduce cellulose content and disrupt
anisotropic growth within Arabidopsis hypocotyls. This compound was found reduce
CSC velocity in the PM and cause an accumulation of CSC within the cell cortex.
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Treatment of CESTRIN differentially affected CSC associated proteins Korrigan one
(KOR1) and POM2/Cellulose synthase interactive protein one (CSI1) indicating that
these proteins have different associations with the CSC. This compound when compared
to other CBIs provides a unique tool to study the physiology of plant cellulose synthesis
(Worden et al., 2015).
In a screen of a diverse set of 10,000 SMs to search for compounds that inhibit
lignification 73 SMs reduced lignification and 39 had a major impact. The 39 that had a
major impact were classified into five different groups based on the changes they induced
in the phenolic profile of Arabidopsis. One compound from each group was selected for
further analysis and one compound that was processed by the plant into two fragments
was discovered. Both fragments of this compound had an inhibitory effect on
lignification. One fragment of the compound, p-iodobenzoic acid, was found to inhibit
Cinnamate 4-hydroxylase, a key enzyme in the pathway for lignin biosynthesis (Van de
Wouwer et al., 2016).
In a screen of 10,000 SMs across multiple Arabidopsis accessions 12 different
accession selective SMs were identified. They screened for inhibitors of etiolated
hypocotyls and identified a novel molecule, hypostatin. Hypostatin displayed a range of
effects across the different accessions with an IC50 nine times greater when comparing a
resistant accession to a susceptible accession. Through map based cloning hypostatin was
found to be resistant because of a UDP glycosyltransferase, HYR1. Multiple lines of
evidence suggest that HYR1 glucosylates hypostatin to form a bioactive glucoside. This
study demonstrated how natural variation within plants can be exploited to uncover a
novel SM mechanism of action (Zhao et al., 2007).
Although few, some target based screens have been performed within plants in
hopes of further elucidating the mechanism of action for plant cell wall development and
trafficking of proteins. Typically, proteins are trafficked from the ER through the golgi
and to the PM for cell wall construction and assembly. Often these screens are performed
on clades of enzymes since many of the enzymes involved are unknown. Alternatively,
experimenters have also analyzed the product of these enzymes.
For example, to assess the influence of compounds on golgi glucosyltransferase
activity 4,800 compounds were screened in a high throughput manner. Of these
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compounds, 66 influenced carbohydrate biosynthesis and ten of these compounds were
confirmed to inhibit glucose incorporation after a second screen. One compound
exhibited a strong inhibitory affect and was named chemical A. Chemical A stimulated
plasma membrane callose synthase but reversibly inhibited the transfer of glucose from
UDP-glucose by Golgi membranes (Zabotina et al., 2008).
The above studies provide outlines of the numerous methods that have been used
to uncover the various proteins involved within cell wall biogenesis and morphogenesis.
These screens have come in a range of sizes, and some have found the protein target of
the SM while others have just hypothesized with evidential support about how the SM
may be acting. Further studies are required to understand the complexity of this intricate
and coordinated protein effort to provide correct cellular shape and function.
1.4.3.1 Cellulose biosynthesis inhibitors
Cellulose biosynthesis inhibitors or CBIs are compounds that broadly affect
cellulose biosynthesis resulting in the disruption of normal physiology (Tateno et al.,
2016). Effort has gone into categorizing CBIs into three groups based on their effects on
the CSC. Group 1 CBIs are associated with clearance of the CSC from the PM focal
plane while Group 2 CBIs are associated with increased CESAs within the PM but
decreased/halted movement of the CSC’s (Brabham et al., 2014; Gutierrez et al., 2009;
Harris et al., 2012; Sabba & Vaughn, 1999; Worden et al., 2015; Xia et al., 2014). Group
3 CBIs affect the CESAs trajectory to the PM and within the PM (DeBolt et al., 2007;
Yoneda et al., 2007).
The largest group of CBIs, Group 1, consists of the SMs isoxaben, quinoxyfen,
CGA 321’615, AE F150944, thaxtomin-A, flupoxam, triazofenamide, CESTRIN, and
acetobixan (Bischoff et al., 2010; Crowell et al., 2009; Gutierrez et al., 2009; Harris et al.,
2012; Worden et al., 2015; Xia et al., 2014). This group is broadly categorized based on
confocal microscopy images of fluorescently labeled CESAs being depleted from the PM
focal plane or the accumulation of the CESAs in the cytosolic vesicles. All the resistance
found to some of the compounds of this group of CBIs can be linked to mutations within
either CESA1, CESA3, or CESA6.
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Group 2 CBIs consist of indaziflam and DCB but also have an overlap with AE
F150944 and triaziflam (Brabham et al., 2014; S. DeBolt et al., 2007). AE F150944
overlaps between Group 1 and Group 2 while triaziflam overlaps between Group 1 and
Group 3. This overlap is due to shared phenotypic characteristics that place the chemical
in-between both groups and not in a distinct group. Group 2 CBIs are characterized
phenotypically through confocal microscopy and display an accumulation of CESAs in
the PM as well as an arrest or slowed movement of the CESAs within the PM. Often this
can be visualized as bright puncta formation within the PM over time, meaning that more
CESAs are being delivered to the PM but not moving within it.
Group 3 CBIs are comprised of morlin and possibly cobtorin with overlap into
Group 2 that includes triaziflam (DeBolt et al., 2007; Yoneda et al., 2007; Yoneda et al.,
2010). Overlap between Group 1 and Group 3 incorporate CESTRIN and thaxtomin. This
overlap is again due to phenotypic characteristics that are not distinctly one group or the
other. The phenotypic characteristic of Group 3 CBIs as visualized through confocal
microscopy include a modification of the trajectory of the CESAs to the PM as well as
within the PM. This results in erratic behavior of the CESAs to and within the PM often
visualizing itself with the CESAs not following the traditional trajectory associated with
the cortical microtubules.
1.4.4

The importance of using chemicals to probe plant physiology

This work has highlighted how SMs have been used to dissect different
physiological components within the plant. Results in this format lend themselves to
potential commercialization of the SMs for herbicidal effects or prevention from biotic
stressors. By far, the largest amount of effort has been directed toward using SMs to
investigate the many pathways involved in plant hormone regulation. Most of this work
has been focused on unraveling the auxin biosynthesis pathway. Yet, chemical genetics
has also been used to discover modulators of endomembrane trafficking, cell wall
biosynthesis, cell morphology, and primers of plant immunity.
The ES SMs laid a foundation for discovery within the endomembrane system of
the plant (Drakakaki et al., 2011). The development of the system that was used to
highlight all the ES compounds has its origins within a piolet study that was performed
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three years earlier (Robert et al., 2008). This piolet study highlighted ES1, and the
subsequent study used confocal microscopy to screen roughly 46,000 compounds and
found about 360 compounds that inhibited pollen germination. Of those, 123 SMs were
categorized based on their affect to the endomembrane trafficking system. The authors
further characterized three different ES compounds, ES3, ES5, and ES7. The original 360
compounds that inhibited pollen germination were also used in another screen that
uncovered C834 (Rivera-Serrano et al., 2012). The original piolet screen that then
spawned the large screen for endomembrane trafficking inhibitors was beneficial to
scientific society because it provided a well-documented suite of chemicals that were
characterized as endomembrane inhibitors. This characterization allowed other scientist
to perform more focused screens and future scientists can reference these compounds as
they investigate the endomembrane system in more detail. That said, most of the
chemical genetic usage has been within the discovery of compounds that modulate
hormone biosynthesis.
The unraveling of the auxin biosynthesis pathway owes a lot to the use of
chemical genetics. Multiple compounds have been identified to influence the auxin
biosynthesis pathway in the root and shoot of developing plants (Jeong et al., 2015;
Savaldi-Goldstein et al., 2008). The chemical genetic approach to uncover effectors of
ethylene, brassinosteroid, jasmonic acid, and strigolactone are fewer in number but none
the less provide evidence to further understand the respective hormone system. The use
of chemical genetics had a highlight with the discovery of the ABA negative regulatory
proteins PYR/PYL. The compound pyrabactin not only was a new inhibitor of the
abscisic acid pathway but it also allowed scientist to uncover a new negative regulatory
mechanism to abscisic acid control (Park et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2007). This finding
spawned a lot of new plant science studies that were focused on further identifying the
novel protein family that was discovered with pyrabactin (Ito et al., 2015; Okamoto et al.,
2013; Park & Cosgrove, 2015). Not only have SMs been used to uncover the mechanism
of different hormone pathways but they have also been used to elucidate some of the
methods involved in cell wall biogenesis and cell morphogenesis.
The use of chemical genetics to understand plant cell wall formation has been
extremely useful. For example, this approach afforded the understanding that the
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cellulose synthase complex tracks with the underlying cortical microtubules (Gutierrez et
al., 2009). Many of the compounds that were found to alter normal cell wall biology often
don’t have a known molecular target, however, flupoxam and isoxaben do (Tateno et al.,
2016). These compounds seem to target CESA1 and CESA3 in mass, along with other
compounds. A potential reason for this is because the cellulose synthase complex resided
within the PM and if compounds can permeate the primary cell wall the next encounter is
within the PM, where the CESAs reside. Another compound, CESTRIN, was found to
distinctly influence two different proteins that associate with the cellulose synthase
complex within the PM (Worden et al., 2015). This highlights the importance of chemical
genetics because this compound was able to provide evidence that two distinct proteins
play separate roles in the embedding of the cellulose synthase complex within the PM.
Chemical genetics has not only been used to identify distinct proteins within a system but
to also prime a plant for bacterial pathogens.
Overall, the use of chemical genetics within plant biology can’t be understated.
The use of chemical genetics approaches has led to the discovery of hormone
biosynthesis pathways and novel proteins within the pathways of interest. It has helped in
understanding how proteins interact with other proteins as well as how basic cellular
morphology is controlled and maintained. Many of the pathways that were studied in the
above material can be in some way related to plant cell expansion. It is for that reason
they were explored with such detail. The following chapter highlights how chemical
genetics was used to phenotypically screen for SMs that inhibit plant cell expansion.
Specifically, SMs were sought that disrupted cellulose biosynthesis.
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CHAPTER 2. IN SEARCH OF INHIBITORS OF PLANT CELLOSE BIOSYNTHESIS
2.1

Introduction
The plant cell wall has numerous functions throughout the life cycle of the plant.

Plant cell wall functions can range from providing the flexibility required to support cell
division to being the first line of defense against biotic and abiotic stressors (Hamann,
2012; Tucker & Koltunow, 2014). The plant cell wall contains a wide range of receptors,
pores, and channels that regulate molecular movement and response to various stimuli
including hormones, proteins, sugars, and RNAs. All these receptors can vary widely
between different species as well as within species. In addition to widely varied plant
receptors and various forms of stimuli the plant is also composed of two distinct cell
walls, the primary and secondary cell wall.
The plant primary cell wall is established in all plant cells during cell division and
provides some basic structural support and stability (Srivastava et al., 2017). The primary
cell wall also provides a basic protective layer and mediates cell to cell signaling and
response (Lampugnani et al., 2018). Within dicotyledons the primary cell wall generally
consists of cellulose microfibrils crosslinked by hemi-cellulose and pectin (Ivakov &
Persson, 2012). During plant growth the cell walls need to be strong enough to constrain
internal turgor pressure while simultaneously flexible enough to allow for directional cell
expansion (Lampugnani et al., 2018).
The secondary cell wall is much thicker and durable and is defined as a secondary
differentiation of the cell. The secondary cell wall is formed post cessation of cell
expansion and can be found in specialized cells such as tracheid, vesicles, fibers, and
sclereids (Zhong et al., 2019). The cells that form secondary cell walls are those cells that
require mechanical strength and structural reinforcement (Srivastava et al., 2017). The
lignification of secondary cell walls in combination with the tracheid development for the
transport of water are considered to be the evolutionary adaptations that allow land plants
to survive in non-aquatic environments and support upright growth (Houston et al., 2016;
Raven et al., 2005). The secondary cell wall consists primarily of cellulose with
hemicellulose polymers that are crosslinked. Hydrophobic lignin is also incorporated into
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the plant secondary cell wall and the presence of lignin allows for the formation of water
conduits and provides structural stability (Cesarino et al., 2016; Marriott et al., 2016).
Within the plant primary cell wall is the plant cell. Plant cell diversity and shape
are the cornerstone in determining cellular fate within multicellular organisms (Green,
1962; Mathur, 2004). Plant cells are shaped by rigid and extensible cell walls that contain
internal turgor pressure (Alberts et al., 2002; Ivakov & Persson, 2013). Majority of plant
cell walls are composed of a lattice of cellulose microfibrils that are cross linked to each
other with a mixture of heteropolysaccharides. This amalgamation of cellulose
crosslinked by heteropolysaccharides provides a large carbon sink for the plants that are
fueled and sustained by photosynthesis.
One of the major load bearing components within the plant cell wall is cellulose,
and the orientation of cellulose deposition allows for controlled directional growth
(Endler & Persson, 2011; Keegstra, 2010; Keegstra et al., 1972). Cellulose is the major
load bearing component within the plant cell wall due to repeating glucose residues
linked by β (1,4)-bonds that form long linear para-crystalline microfibrils. The cellulose
microfibrils are interconnected by hemicellulose and pectin (Nishiyama, 2009; Wang et
al., 2012). Reduction of cellulose microfibrils quantity or orientation results in loss of
cellular anisotropy and an inability to achieve differential cell shape or proper
morphogenesis (Szymanski & Cosgrove, 2009; Thomas et al., 2013). This is a major
reason that screens for cellulose biosynthesis inhibition are feasible in seedling tissues.
Rapidly expanding seedlings exposed to a CBI remain dwarfed and stunted (Tateno et al.,
2016). In seedlings cellulose biosynthesis in the primary cell wall drives expansion
(Harris et al., 2012).
Structural and nonstructural polysaccharides interface with the expansion process
in plants. Cellulose, pectin, and hemicellulose are the main three elements and will be
described briefly below. Another is callose, but primarily because it competes for the
same precursor pool as cellulose. Under normal growth conditions callose only appears in
distinct cells but the synthesis of callose at the cell wall can occur in response to biotic or
abiotic stressors (Nielsen et al., 2012; Schneider et al., 2016).
In a general sense, the primary cell wall is an extracellular organization of
cellulose microfibrils interlocked and coated by cross-linking hemicelluloses. In the case
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of Arabidopsis, which was used in these experiments, the cell walls are Type I. Type I
cell walls are found within dicots and non-commelinoid monocots. Type II cell walls are
found in commelinoid monocots, such as grasses. Type I cell walls contain equal
amounts of cellulose and cross-linked xyloglucans. Type II cell walls contain equal
amounts of cellulose and cross-linked glucuronoarabinoxylans (Carpita, 1996; Carpita &
Gilbeaut, 1993; Vergara & Carpita, 2001). The cellulose microfibrils and crosslinking
hemicelluloses are surrounded by matrices of pectin within Type I cell walls. Type II cell
walls are surrounded by acidic polysaccharides. Both types of cell walls contain various
proteins that are important to expansion and cellular response to the environment (Carpita
& Gilbeaut, 1993; Harris et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2013; Vergara & Carpita, 2001).
2.1.1

Cellulose and cellulose biosynthesis

Cellulose is the one of the most abundant biopolymers on the planet and provides
the base level input for paper, textiles, and biofuel feedstocks (Anderson & Kieber,
2020). Cellulose is the one of the primary homopolymers within the Type I and Type II
cell walls and because of this is found within all plants. Additionally, cellulose is found
within certain bacterial biofilms and about every kingdom of life (Serra & Hengge,
2019). Due to the abundance of cellulose within the natural world it is only fitting that it
be studied and exploited for humanities usage. Though ubiquitous within nature this
highly abundant polymer has very complex biosynthetic origins.
Formation of cellulose occurs by the primary action of a heterotrimeric CSC
(Turner & Kumar, 2018).This involves a complex molecular mechanism, with many
biosynthesis questions to be addressed, although many aspects have been established
(McFarlane et al., 2014; Polko & Kieber, 2019). In vivo evidence showed that cellulose
synthases (CESAs) assemble into the CSC in the Golgi apparatus, which is consistent
with cell wall soluble polysaccharides (Atmodjo et al., 2013; Paredez et al., 2006; Richter
et al., 2009; Scheller & Ulvskov, 2010; Worden et al., 2012). The CSC within higher
plants has only been detected in the Golgi, vesicles (both secretory and endocytic), and
PM via freeze-fracture experiments and fluorescent protein fusion tracking (Haigler & R.
M. Brown, 1986; Rudolph, 1987).
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After packaging in the Golgi and trans-Golgi network, CSCs move to the plasma
membrane through small CESA compartments (SmaCCs) or microtubule-associated
cellulose synthase compartments (MASCs) (Crowell et al., 2009; Gutierrez et al., 2009).
These authors showed that upon CSC insertion into the PM, the CSCs begin moving in
linear trajectories and create arrays that run in coincident association with cortical
microtubules. The movement of the CSC is however independent of the cortical
microtubule array suggesting that microtubule motor proteins are not responsible for their
movement but inferring that the polymerization of the nascent cellulose chain drives the
CSC through the membrane (DeBolt et al., 2007). From this point, it is hypothesized that
CSCs could be recycled from the plasma membrane to the trans Golgi network or early
endosome for re-shuttling back to the PM. Additionally, CSCs could be recycled from the
PM to the lytic vacuole for degradation.
The smallest repeating unit extruded from the CSC, the cellulose microfibril,
consists of an unknown number of cellulose polymers that form the cellulose
microfibrils. The extrusion of the microfibrils occurs through a channel within CESAs
that pass through the PM. It is thought that CESAs could be organized in heterogeneous
or homogeneous trimers or tetramers (Turner & Kumar, 2018). Currently, it is
hypothesized that the CSC within plants is a hexamer of trimers or tetramers. This results
in either a 18 or 24 CESA protein complex composing CSC (Jarvis, 2013). Because of
this, the cellulose macrofibril produced by one CSC is thought to be an amalgamation of
either 18 or 24 cellulose microfibrils (Fernandes et al., 2011; Wang & Hong, 2016).
The CESA proteins are repetitive glycosyltransferases associated with CSC
responsible for UDP-glucose to cellulose conversions. Depending on cell wall type,
primary or secondary, along with plant type (C3, C4, or CAM) CESA proteins aggregate
differently. Generally speaking, for primary cell wall synthesis, CESA1, 3, and 6-like
aggregate to form CSC while other CESA aggregate for mucilage attachment (CesA1, 2,
5, 9) (Mendu et al., 2011) and secondary cell wall biosynthesis (CesA2, 5, 9) (Lei et al.,
2012).
In expanding seedlings CESA1 oligomerizes with CESA3 and at least one
CESA6-like protein (CESA2, CESA5, CESA6, or CESA9) within the plant membrane
and is responsible for extruding cellulose from the plant cytoplasm into the apoplast to
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form the primary cell wall (Desprez et al., 2007; Persson et al., 2007). Null mutations in
CESA1 or CESA3 are lethal, indicating a critical role for the formation of the cellulose
synthase complex (CSC). In contrast, single null mutants in CESA2, CESA5, CESA6, or
CESA9 are viable while triple null mutants in CESA2 CESA5 CESA6 or CESA2 CESA6
CESA9 are not (Desprez et al., 2007; Persson et al., 2007).
These details indicate that CESA6-like proteins are at least partially redundant.
CESAs, in general, are composed of a cytosolic N-terminal zinc-binding RING-like
domain, a catalytic cytosolic domain (family-2 glucosyltransferase), seven
transmembrane (TM) helices, and a cytoplasmic C-terminal domain (Li et al., 2014). A
plant specific hyper variable region within the catalytic domain, the class specific region
(CSR), varies among paralogous CESAs but not among orthologs and is thought to be
responsible for forming the interaction between different CESAs (Olek et al., 2014;
Sethaphong et al., 2013; Vandavasi et al., 2016; Vergara & Carpita, 2001).
Additional accessory proteins are known to aid in the CSC assembly and proper
function. The accessory protein KORRIGAN1 (KOR1) when knocked out resulted in
reduced movement of the CSC in the PM but also reduced CSC inhibitor-induced
accumulation in the PM. This implicates KOR1 as an integral part of the CSC possibly in
the role of synthesis of the cellulose microfibril and the sub-cellular trafficking of the
CSC (Vain et al., 2014). There are two additional accessory proteins, STELLO1 and
STELLO2, that have been identified to aid in CSC assembly within the Golgi. When
STELLO1 or STELLO2 are disrupted CSC distribution within the Golgi is changed, the
secretion to the PM is impaired, and upon reaching the PM the CSCs are dysfunctional
(Zhang et al., 2016).
Cellulose synthase-microtubule uncoupling (CMU) 1 and 2 are thought to be
involved in anchoring the CSC to the microtubule through experiments that displayed a
mutation in either CMU1 or CMU2 result in displaced cortical microtubules (Liu et al.,
2016). Additionally, the exocyst complex, in combination with two CSC accessory
proteins, POM2/CSI1, and CESA6, are implicated in the delivery of CESAs to the PM
(Zhu et al., 2018). The accessory proteins POM2/CSI1 interact with PATROL1 (PTL1)
and PTL1 interacts with subunits of the exocyst complex that deliver the CSC to the
membrane (Zhu et al., 2018). The CSC interacting protein CSI1 also interacts with
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microtubules. This was determined because mutations in CSI1 result in misalignment
between CSC and the underlying cortical microtubules (Li et al., 2012).
The biosynthetic pathway to produce the most abundant biopolymer on the planet
involves many proteins. Given the necessity of cellulose for expansion each one of the
proteins involved in the biosynthesis is a potential herbicidal target. Thus, the proceeding
work screened 50,000 SMs with a liquid handling robot to find novel inhibitors of plant
cell expansion with the hypothesis that expansion is tightly linked to cellulose
biosynthesis. Thus, identification of SMs that inhibit plant cell expansion is the first step
toward identifying compounds that could be CBIs.
2.2

Results
2.2.1

Programmatic approach to screen

To approach a screen of this size a high throughput method was developed that
took advantage of liquid handling robotics and light microscopy. The initial liquid
handling robot set up can be seen in Figure 2-1 and displays the layout of the hotels,
rooms, static and active (automated labware positioners) ALPs, and the plate shuttle that
was required to perform the screen. The chemical library that was received from
ChemBridge Corporation (San Diego, CA) needed to be diluted from 10 mM to 1mM to
ensure the additional library dilutions were available and viable for screening at 100 µM.
Once the library was diluted it then needed to be mixed with seeds and media to further
dilute it. Fist, the seed and media mixture were added to the plate and then the SM was
added to the seed and media plate. All this was performed with the liquid handling robot
and required the creation of three different protocols: (1) the dilution, (2) adding of seeds
and media to the plate, and (3) adding of the diluted SM to the seed and media plate.
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Figure 2-1. Overview of the FX Stacker 10 and deck set up before initiation of protocol
The Stacker Carousel is comprised of four FX Stacker 10’s (hotels A – D) which each
accommodate ten rooms. The deck holds a variety of ALPs: the tip loader, the stacker
shuttle, the Multichannel Tip Wash, and 13 static ALPs.
Figure 2-2 provides the set up required to perform a dilution using the liquid
handling robot. All the hotels were loaded in the identical way and the rooms were loaded
with either four, 96 well V-Bottom plates or a container of 96 count 250 µL pipette tips.
The reason for diluting the initial library was twofold: (1) to get the level of DMSO in the
final screen below a lethal level, and (2) to decrease the concentration of the chemical
being screened against Arabidopsis. The library was received with 25 µL of chemical at a
concentration of 10 mM and the initial dilution created a diluted library at 1 mM.
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Figure 2-2. FX Stacker 10 and deck set up required for creating a dilution library
Four FX Stacker 10’s were loaded with boxes of AP96 P250 Pipette Tips in rooms one
and six of hotels A – D and stacks of four 96 - Well V-Bottom Plates in rooms two to five
and rooms seven to nine of hotels A – D. The Biomek FX Deck layout consists of two
300 mL reservoirs on static ALPs P3 and P7.
Figure 2-3 provides the set up required to add the sterilized and vernalized seed to
the media to have approximately three to ten seeds per well. One hotel has two rooms
filled with four 96 well Flat-Bottom plates and the pipette tips are already on the deck.
Approximately 90 µL of seed and media mixture are loaded into each well and then 10
µL of chemical is added. Figure 2-4 outlines the set up to add chemical to the plates
containing the seed and media mixture. A hotel is loaded with 1 box of 20 µL pipette tips
and then the following rooms are loaded alternatively with either plates containing the
diluted chemicals or the seed and media mixture. The result of adding the chemicals to
the seed and media plates is a screen at a concentration of 100 µM.
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Figure 2-3. FX Stacker 10 and deck set up for adding media-seed mixture to screening
plates
The FX Stacker 10 is loaded with four 96 - Well Flat-Bottom Plates in rooms one and
two of hotel A. The Biomek FX deck layout consists of two 300 mL reservoirs on static
ALPs P3 and P7 and a box of AP96 P20 Pipette Tips on TL1.
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Figure 2-4. FX Stacker 10 and deck set up for adding SMs to screening plates
The FX Stacker 10 is loaded with a box of AP96 P20 Pipette Tips in Room 1, a stack of
two 96-Well V–Bottom Dilution Plates in Rooms two, four, six, and eight, and a stack of
two 96-Well Flat-Bottom Plates filled with the media-seed mixture in Rooms three, five,
seven, and nine. The Biomek FX Deck layout consists of two 300 mL reservoirs on Static
ALPs P3 and P7.
The seedlings were then incubated in a growth chamber in plastic bags and
allowed to grow for four days. At the end of the four days the phenotypes were observed
under a light microscope (Olympus FX7500 Stereo microscope using 10x objective) and
documented for measurements. Keep in mind that the screen was designed to identify SM
inhibitors of plant cell expansion.
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2.2.2

Searching for inhibitors of plant cell expansion

The first sign of a SMs influence on plant cell expansion is the inhibition of root
growth. This often results in truncated roots or swollen roots. This could be due to several
reasons including but not limited to inhibition of a critical hormonal role, inhibition of a
cellulose synthase protein, or inhibition of normal endomembrane trafficking. Due to the
many potentials all SMs that induced an inhibition of cell expansion phenotype were
catalogued.
There was a total of 3,271 aberrant phenotypes (Figure 2-5, A - E). Phenotypes
were scored when every seedling in the well exhibited the same phenotype. The most
abundant phenotype was the bleached phenotype (Figure 2-5, E) (Figure 2-6) (Figure
2-7). The second most abundant phenotype was the severely stunted root (Figure 2-5, D)
(Figure 2-6) (Figure 2-7) and the third most abundant was the stunted root (Figure 2-5, C)
(Figure 2-6) (Figure 2-7). Colored root hair (Figure 2-5, B) (Figure 2-6) (Figure 2-7) and
mildly discolored plants (Figure 2-6) (Figure 2-7) came in fourth and fifth most abundant,
respectively. The discolored plant was an off-colored bleached variant, often appearing
more purple than bleach white. The least abundant phenotypes were incomplete
germination (Figure 2-5, G) (Figure 2-6) (Figure 2-7), no germination (Figure 2-5, H)
(Figure 2-6) (Figure 2-7), and the phenotypic category other (Figure 2-5, F) (Figure 2-6).
The other category contained phenotypes that were observed that did not fit into
any of the other categories and contained things like green mucilage. The compounds that
caused no germination or incomplete germination were diluted and rescreened for any
observable phenotype. Often, there was no observable phenotype at a lower
concentration, or they were incorporated into one of the other observable phenotypes.
That said, compounds that caused no germination or partial germination could be
investigated further as pre-emergent herbicides.
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Figure 2-5. Images of representative phenotypes observed during the forward chemical
genetics screen
No morphological abnormalities (A), colored root hairs (B), stunted root (C), severely
stunted root (D), bleached (E), other (F), incomplete germination (G), and no germination
(H). Scale bar = 1 mm.
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Figure 2-6. A pie chart depicting the proportion of phenotypes observed using the percent
of total
Seedlings exhibiting abnormalities in root morphology (stunted root, severely stunted
root) constituted almost half of all phenotypically aberrant seedlings. The next largest
group were those that were bleached or discolored. Phenotypes that pertained to root hair
abnormalities (root hair) also made up a sizeable portion while the inhibition of
germination (no germination, incomplete germination) only occurred in a small
percentage of all bioactive compounds. Finally, there were several phenotypes that
occurred at such a low frequency, they were grouped into the category ‘other’, an
example of which was the production of green mucilage, seen in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-7. Bar chart to indicate the frequency of the most observed phenotypes
A total of 3,271 SMs were found to be bioactive at 100 µM after four days of incubation.
The color indicates the severity of the phenotype (black = more severe, white = less
severe). The most frequently observed phenotype pertained to root morphology, with
more than 1,500 compounds inducing stunted roots of varying severity.
Coloration was also commonly affected by the compounds in this library with 1,148
seedlings recorded as entirely bleached or partially discolored. Just under 400 compounds
produced distinctive root hair phenotypes – either stunted or both stunted and brightly
colored. Finally, germination was affected by just under 200 compounds. In these cases,
seeds either did not complete germination or did not even begin to germinate.
2.2.3

Cross referencing for phenotypes linked to CBIs

The SMs of most interest from this screen were those that displayed the stunted
root or the severely stunted root phenotype as these are endemic symptoms of inhibition
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of plant cell expansion. Again, these results are simply preliminary. To determine if these
SMs act on specific plant pathways additional assays needed to be performed. Assays that
could be performed include in vivo, in vitro, or in silico studies. Examples of in vivo
studies can come in two varieties: macro, and micro assays. The macro assay considers
the entirety of the plant in response to the compound. Examples of in vivo macro assays
that provide further lines of evidence that the compound in question is a CBI are: (1)
swollen root phenotypes observed in the initial chemical screen, (2) the presence of
ectopic lignin made visible after application of the Wiesner stain, (3) prevention of
etiolation, (4) decreased plant height, and (5) plant failure to emerge.
The micro in vivo studies include experiments that identify visually distinct
cellular responses within the plant after exposure to the active compound. Examples of in
vivo micro assays that provide further lines of evidence that the compound in question is
a CBI are: (1) loss of anisotropic growth as displayed via radial cell swelling, (2) loss of
CSC delivery to the PM as visualized through confocal microscopy, and (3) loss of CSC
movement through the PM as visualized through confocal microscopy.
With these assays in mind the following experiments are tailored to uncover SMs
that act as CBIs. As of now, there is already one line of supporting evidence that suggest
a compound could be acting as a CBI. It is the inhibition of cell expansion. However, this
is not enough evidence to make any claim that one of the compounds is a CBI, therefore,
additional screens are needed. Initially larger macro screens were performed to narrow
the candidate SM pool and the proceeding micro screens provide cellular lines of
evidence.
2.2.4

Macro plant phenotypes

A macro in vivo study refers to gross morphogenetic phenotypes that change upon
exposure to a chemical ligand. The initial screen for CBIs examined Arabidopsis
seedlings after exposure and looked for those that displayed stunted roots and severely
stunted roots (Figure 2-8, B & C). All the seedlings resulting in this phenotype after
compound exposure were also tested for the presence or absences of ectopic lignin.
Ectopic lignin within Arabidopsis seedlings manifests itself as a bright red pigment after
Wiesner staining (Figure 2-8, D).
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Figure 2-8. Plant phenotypes that point towards SMs acting within the cellulose synthase
pathway
Plant specimens (A. thaliana) treated with the compounds from the selected library were
screened and many of them showed no aberrant phenotypes (A) but, some of them
exhibited either stunted (B) or severely stunted root (C). Among SMs that caused
severely stunted root phenotypes some also caused ectopic lignification (D). Scale bars =
1 mm.
2.2.4.1 Phloroglucinol (Wiesner) staining
Wiesner or phloroglucinol staining is the most used stain for the detection of
lignin (Pradhan Mitra & Loque, 2014). Lignin is made up of three primary molecular
building blocks, (1) hydroxycinnamyl alcohol, (2) coniferyl alcohol, and (3) p-coumaryl
alcohol (Boerjan et al., 2003; Vanholme et al., 2010). Although the Wiesner stain it is not
a true lignin stain, as it detects the presence or absence of cinnamaldehydes within plant
tissue by reacting with the cinnamaldehyde end-groups of lignin, it allows detection of
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one of the main monomers of lignin and emits a pink/fuchsia color (Figure 2-8, D)
(Adler, 1977).
During normal physiological development, the presence of these SMs is not
detected in abundance until the plant secondary cell wall is being developed. However,
when a plant is grown in the presence of a CBI or a SM that reduces the amount of
cellulose often ectopic lignification occurs early in development in attempt to compensate
for the structural limitations of reduced cellulose (Melida et al., 2015). The Wiesner stain
is an easy and reproducible method to detect the presence of lignin within seedings in a
rapid manner.
Within this work, the Wiesner stain was used to detect the presence or absence of
ectopic lignin formation within 1,563 compounds that caused stunted root or severely
stunted root phenotypes (Figure 2-8, B & C). Of the 1,563 compounds that caused short
root or very short root phenotypes, 197 of these SMs caused ectopic lignification (Figure
2-8, D). 33 of these SMs caused ectopic lignification at or below 100 µM (Table 2-1).
This assay provides an additional line of evidence that a SM is acting as a
potential CBI. It does so by linking the lack of cell expansion to the cell structural
ineptitude and the physiological compensation of increased lignin abundance. Thus far,
SMs that have decreased cell expansion and the presence of ectopic lignification are leads
as potential CBIs.
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Table 2-1. Compounds that displayed ectopic lignification at or below 100 µM
ChemBridge ID

Molecule Name

7830202
7832424
9018334
7971852
9018136
9076465
9084026
9113730
9118364
9118878
9136676
9139921
7981132
9094259
9122549
9129729
9144351
9147166
9149327
9151908
9152283

4,6-dimethyl-N-[5-(2-methylphenyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazol-3-yl]-2-pyrimidinamine
N-(5-chloro-2-methoxyphenyl)-N'-(1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-naphthalenyl)thiourea
6-{[4-(2-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-N-(3-methoxyphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
4-(2,3-dihydro-1,4-benzodioxin-6-yl)-5-(2-thienylmethyl)-4H-1,2,4-triazole-3-thiol
N-(4-fluorophenyl)-6-{[4-(3-methoxyphenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
6-{[4-(2-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-N-(2-methylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
6-{[4-(4-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-N-(3-methylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
1-(3,4-dimethylphenyl)-N,5-dimethyl-N-phenyl-1H-1,2,3-triazole-4-carboxamide
1-(4-methoxyphenyl)-5-phenyl-1H-1,2,4-triazole-3-carboxamide
2-methoxy-4,5-dimethylbenzenesulfonamide
N-(3-chlorophenyl)-6-{[4-(2-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
N~1~-(4-biphenylylmethyl)-1H-tetrazole-1,5-diamine
6-{[4-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-N-(3-methylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
N-mesityl-2,3-dihydro-1,4-benzodioxine-6-carboxamide
6-{[4-(2-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-N-(2-methoxy-5-methylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
N-1-naphthyl-6-[(4-phenyl-1-piperazinyl)methyl]-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
6-{[4-(4-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-N-(2-methoxy-5-methylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
N-cyclopropyl-1-(4-methoxyphenyl)-5-phenyl-1H-1,2,4-triazole-3-carboxamide
N-(3-chlorophenyl)-6-{[4-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
5-bromo-2-methoxybenzenesulfonamide
N-benzyl-5-oxo-5H-[1,3]thiazolo[3,2-a]pyrimidine-6-carboxamide

9156446
9214827
9253854
9259032
9204506
9206563
9217857
9229656
9229574
9251203
9270621
9271163

N-(2-chlorophenyl)-6-{[4-(2-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
5-(4-bromophenyl)-3-{[2-(5-methyl-3-isoxazolyl)-1-pyrrolidinyl]carbonyl}isoxazole
3-(4-fluorophenyl)-5-{[2-(3-isopropyl-5-isoxazolyl)-1-pyrrolidinyl]carbonyl}isoxazole
7-(difluoromethyl)-5-(2-methoxyphenyl)-3-{[2-(5-methyl-3-isoxazolyl)-1-pyrrolidinyl]carbonyl}pyrazolo[1,5a]pyrimidine
2,6-diethyl-N-methylthieno[2,3-d]pyrimidin-4-amine
5-chloro-2-methoxy-4-methylbenzenesulfonamide
N-(4-bromo-3-methylphenyl)-2-(3-methyl-5-isoxazolyl)-1-pyrrolidinecarboxamide
3-({2-[(4-methylphenyl)amino]-4-quinazolinyl}amino)-1-propanol
3-(4-fluorophenyl)-5-{[2-(4-methoxyphenyl)-1-pyrrolidinyl]carbonyl}isoxazole
3-isopropyl-5-(1-{[3-(3-methoxyphenyl)-5-isoxazolyl]carbonyl}-2-pyrrolidinyl)isoxazole
4-(3,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-6-(4-pentanoyl-1-piperazinyl)pyrimidine
N-(2,6-diethylphenyl)-2-methyl-1,3-oxazole-4-carboxamide
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2.2.4.2 Prevention of dark grown etiolation in seven-day old
Arabidopsis seedling hypocotyls
In the natural environment seeds germinate beneath soil in the absence of light.
Seedlings then start the process of obtaining light by elongating their hypocotyl in a
process named etiolation. This process involves the rapid cellular elongation along the
direction of extension of the hypocotyl as the seedling grows towards sunlight
(Armarego-Marriott et al., 2019). Under normal growing conditions, the seedling
hypocotyl elongates until sunlight is reached and then starts to utilize its photosynthetic
machinery to obtain energy (Sánchez-Retuerta et al., 2018). However, seedling
germination and growth within the presence of a CBI prevents etiolation from happening
as the CBI is preventing cellulose deposition within the primary cell wall, and thus
prevents anisotropic cellular and hypocotyl elongation.
Within this body of work 15 of the 33 SMs that caused ectopic lignification also
caused an inhibition of etiolation (Table 2-2). As of now, three distinct lines of evidence
link SMs to targets within the cellulose biosynthesis pathway. They include: (1) lack of
root cell expansion, (2) presence of ectopic lignin, and (3) an inability for hypocotyls to
elongate in the dark. These lines of evidence support a SMs ability to inhibit cellular
machinery located within both the root and shoot of developing seedlings.

Table 2-2. Compounds that prevent etiolation at or below 20 µM
ChemBridge ID
7988667
9122549
9152283
9023329
9106052
9136676
9251203
9217857
7830202
9270621
9284084
7832424
9206563
9084026

Molecule Name
N-{4-[(2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-4-methoxybenzoyl)amino]phenyl}-2-furamide
6-{[4-(2-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-N-(2-methoxy-5-methylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
N-benzyl-5-oxo-5H-[1,3]thiazolo[3,2-a]pyrimidine-6-carboxamide
2-({2-[4-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1-piperazinyl]-2-oxoethyl}thio)pyrimidine
2-(3,4-dihydro-2(1H)-isoquinolinyl)-N-(3,5-dimethylphenyl)acetamide
N-(3-chlorophenyl)-6-{[4-(2-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine
3-isopropyl-5-(1-{[3-(3-methoxyphenyl)-5-isoxazolyl]carbonyl}-2-pyrrolidinyl)isoxazole
N-(4-bromo-3-methylphenyl)-2-(3-methyl-5-isoxazolyl)-1-pyrrolidinecarboxamide
4,6-dimethyl-N-[5-(2-methylphenyl)-1H-1,2,4-triazol-3-yl]-2-pyrimidinamine
4-(3,5-dimethyl-1H-pyrazol-1-yl)-6-(4-pentanoyl-1-piperazinyl)pyrimidine
5-isopropyl-3-(1-{[3-(4-methoxyphenyl)-5-isoxazolyl]carbonyl}-2-pyrrolidinyl)isoxazole
N-(5-chloro-2-methoxyphenyl)-N'-(1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-1-naphthalenyl)thiourea
5-chloro-2-methoxy-4-methylbenzenesulfonamide
6-{[4-(4-fluorophenyl)-1-piperazinyl]methyl}-N-(3-methylphenyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine

2.2.5

Micro plant phenotypes

A micro plant phenotype within this study is characterized as a phenotype
displayed at or below the cellular level. Confocal microscopy is a tool that can be
combined with molecular biology to visualize target proteins fused to auto fluorescent
proteins that excite and emit at specific wavelengths (Croix et al., 2005). As a result,
protein dynamics can be visualized throughout time with spatial and temporal control. A
primary limitation of confocal microscopy is the capacity to visualize targets that are
much outside of a 50 - 100 µm depth but this is constantly improving (Badon et al.,
2019). The use of this technology has allowed scientist to ask questions about spatial and
temporal dynamics of specific protein targets based on numerous environmental,
chemical, and genetic perturbations. Important for the experimental methods used herein,
this technique has been extensively employed to visual cellulose biosynthesis in plants
(Tateno et al., 2016).
The cellular phenotypes observed within this body of work have been obtained
with confocal microscopy. Three florescent lines were used to obtain the cellular
phenotypes. One of the florescent plant lines used was a green florescent protein fused to
a mitogen activated protein four at the C-terminus (GFP::MAP4). This plant line allows
the visualization of microtubule dynamics. Another transgenic plant line used contained a
yellow florescent protein fused to an alpha subunit of the tubulin (YFP::TUA5) and this
line also allowed the visualization of plant microtubule dynamics. The last florescent
plant line used in this study was a yellow florescent protein attached to CESA6
(YFP::CESA6) and this allowed the visualization of CESA6 in time lapse movies
spanning five to ten minutes acquiring on average 60 frames. The movement of
YFP::CESA6 was observed within vesicles (based on size, shape, and motility) in the
cytoplasm as well as within the CSC within the PM.
2.2.5.1 Cell shape imaging
Imaging was also used in this body of work to determine cellular shape after the
plant had been grown in the SM for up to four days. These images often depict bulbous
cells that are indicative of the SM preventing sustain anisotropic growth. Figure 2-9

depicts seven different SMs at various concentrations and how they affect cell shape
when compared to isoxaben, a positive control (Figure 2-9, B), and the addition of
DMSO, negative control (Figure 2-9, A). When observing the SMs imparted phenotype,
six of the seven SMs, 7832424, 7830202, 9217857, 9084026, 9284084, and 9206563,
when exposed to the plant (Figure 2-9, C - H) seem to prevent anisotropic growth. At 10
µM SM 9270621 seems to still allow for some anisotropic growth but the cells are
markedly smaller (Figure 2-9, I).
It is possible that an increase in concentration of SM 9270621 could result in a
loss of anisotropic cellular growth. This result implicates that six of the seven SMs tested
at the respective concertation could be limiting the amount of cellulose being deposited
into the primary plant cell wall. These compounds could also be affecting endomembrane
trafficking or hormonal pathways.
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Figure 2-9. Respective SMs and their effect on cell wall shape
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Plant specimens (A. thaliana) treated with the SMs from the selected library after
showing severely stunted root phenotypes and presence of ectopic lignin. A normal plant
root and negative control (A) displayed elongated cells and anisotropic growth while
plant roots treated with 6 nM isoxaben as a positive control (B) display isotropic growth,
1 µM 7832424 (C), 1 µM 7830202 (D), 10 µM 9217857 (E), 1 µM 9084026 (F), 1 µM
9284084 (G), 10 µM 9206563 (H), 10 µM 9270621 (I). All scale bars represent 10 µm.
Figure 2-10 depicts additional compounds that were tested to see if they caused a
reduction in anisotropic growth. Figure 2-10 A & B represent a negative and positive
control, respectively. Comparing to Figure 2-10 C – E, G & H to the positive control of
isoxaben treated plant it seems as though SMs 9023329, 9235815, 9126946, 9122549
(from here on fluopipamine), and 7988667 cause a decrease in anisotropic growth at the
respective concentrations. All SMs produced a severely stunted root phenotype upon
initial screen and all but 9126946 induced ectopic lignification.
However, SMs 9066901 and 9081925 seem to not affect the cell size and allow
for normal cellular morphology when compared to the negative control (Figure 2-10, F &
I). The SMs 9081925 and 9066901 both caused ectopic lignification and were identified
with the phenotype code of severely stunted roots after they were retested because of
their initial phenotype score of incomplete germination. This raises questions as to the
mechanism of action of these SMs, as they seem to not be disturbing the cell wall to the
point of disrupting anisotropic growth, but they do cause ectopic lignification meaning
they are inducing some sort of stress response.
Figure 2-11 is another depiction of how SMs affect cell shape and all the
compounds compared to the positive and negative control seems to be causing an
inhibition of anisotropic cellular growth. These SMs, with further testing could be
identified as CBIs as thus far they have all been categorized as causing severely stunted
roots, inducing ectopic lignification, and inducing isotropic growth.
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Figure 2-10. Respective SMs and their effect on cell wall shape
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Plant specimens (A. thaliana) treated with the SMs from the selected library after
showing stunted root phenotypes, ectopic lignification presence, or both phenotypes. A
normal plant root and negative control (A) displayed elongated cells and anisotropic
growth while plant roots treated with 6 nM isoxaben as a positive control (B) display
isotropic growth. 100 µM 9023329 (C), 100 µM 9235815 (D), 8 µM 9126946 (E), 100
µM 9066901 (F), 100 µM fluopipamine (G), 100 µM 7988667 (H), 100 µM 9081925 (I).
All scale bars represent 10 µm.

Figure 2-11. Respective SMs and their effect on cell wall shape
Plant specimens (A. thaliana) treated with the SMs from the selected library after
showing stunted root phenotypes, ectopic lignification presence, or both. A normal plant
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root and negative control (A) displayed elongated cells and anisotropic growth while
plant roots treated with 6 nM isoxaben as a positive control (B) display isotropic growth.
100 µM 9251203 (C), 100 µM 9136676 (D), 100 µM 9106052 (E), 100 µM 9152283 (F).
All scale bars represent 10 µm.
Thus far multiple compounds have multiple lines of evidence supporting their
potential role as a CBI. To recap, compounds that cause the severely stunted root
phenotype have also been tested for ectopic lignification and inhibition of dark grown
hypocotyl elongation. Some of these compounds also cause isotropic growth. One
compound, fluopipamine, will be highlighted in the most detail in the proceeding
chapters as it was characterized the furthest.
2.2.5.2 Cell dynamic imaging
Confocal microscopy was performed to analyze fluorescent cellular phenotypes
and provide further lines of evidence to support fluopipamine, 9084026, 9106052,
7830202, 9284084, and 7988667 as possible CBIs. There were three different fluorescent
A. thaliana plant lines were used, namely: (1) YFP::CESA6, (2) GFP::MAP4, and (3)
YFP::TUA5. Plant lines were incubated in either DMSO and media, fluopipamine,
9084026, 9106052, 7830202, 9284084, 7988667, isoxaben (a known CBI), or oryzalin (a
known microtubule depolymerizer).
The florescent plant line YFP::CESA6 images displayed accumulation and arrest
of CESA6 within the PM after incubation in fluopipamine when compared to the control
(Figure 2-12, A – C). Notably, CESA6 is cleared from the PM after incubation in
isoxaben but CESA6 has formed bright puncta in the PM after incubation in
fluopipamine (Figure 2-12, B), which is consistent with the classification of these
compounds as Group 1 and 2 CBIs, respectively.
The florescent plant lines GFP::MAP4 and YFP::TUA5 display visual differences
between the positive (Figure 2-12, D & G) and negative (Figure 2-12, F & I) controls but
not between the negative control and fluopipamine (Figure 2-12, D & E, G & H). These
data indicate that fluopipamine does not inhibit cortical microtubules cytoskeletal
dynamics within the cell (Figure 2-12, D - I). These results further support the idea that
fluopipamine acts on CESAs but does not act on the cytoskeleton lines tested, lending
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itself for further investigation as a CBI. Live cell imaging data presented herein provided
evidence that fluopipamine influenced the CSC trajectory.

Figure 2-12. Effect of fluopipamine on CESA6 and microtubule dynamics
Three different plant lines were imaged using laser scanning confocal microscopy;
Images of YFP:: CESA6 (A – C), GFP:: MAP4 (D – F), and YFP:: TUA5 (G – I) are
depicted. All images/movies are 60 frames in length and taken on three-day old, etiolated
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A. thaliana seedlings. (A, D, G) DMSO controls. (B, E, H) Fluopipamine (20 µM). (C)
Isoxaben (100 nM) and (F, I) Oryzalin (20 µM). All scale bars represent 10 µm.
When using confocal microscopy to visualize the effects of SM 9084026 on
Arabidopsis there seems to be a similar effect on YFP::CESA6 when comparing 9084026
(Figure 2-13, B) to fluopipamine (Figure 2-12, B). There is a bright puncta formation
indicating that CESA6 has been delivered to the membrane but may be limited in
mobility within the PM (Figure 2-13, B). Comparing 9084026 to the control CESA6
there is a limited number of puncta and the puncta do not create linear strands (Figure
2-13, A & B). Comparing 9084026 to the positive control of isoxaben treatment there are
more puncta present, consistent with how different CBIs affect CESAs (Figure 2-13, B &
C).
When examining how SM 9084026 affected microtubule dynamics there seems to
be no indicators of any effect. The florescent plant lines GFP::MAP4 and YFP::TUA5
display difference between positive and negative controls but there seems to be no affect
when comparing the negative control to 9084026 (Figure 2-13, D – I). All these
combined confocal microscopy results indicate that SM 9084026 does not affect
microtubule dynamics but does affect CESA trajectory and mobility within the PM
(Figure 2-13).
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Figure 2-13. Effect of 9084026 on CESA6 and microtubule dynamics
Three different plant lines were imaged using laser scanning confocal microscopy;
Images of YFP:: CESA6 (A – C), GFP:: MAP4 (D – F), and YFP:: TUA5 (G – I) are
depicted. All images/movies are 60 frames in length and taken on three-day old, etiolated
A. thaliana seedlings. (A, D, G) DMSO controls. (B, E, H) 9084026 (50 µM). (C)
Isoxaben (100 nM) and (F, I) Oryzalin (20 µM). All scale bars represent 10 µm.
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When analyzing how treatments of SM 9106052 affect CESAs and microtubule
dynamics there seems to be an effect on CESAs but a non-noticeable effect on
microtubule dynamics (Figure 2-14). Specifically, looking at SM 9106052 effects on
CESA6 dynamics, there seems to be a lack of CESA6 deposited in the membrane,
something very similar to the positive control of isoxaben, when compared to the
negative control treatment (Figure 2-14, A - C). Therefore, SM 9106052 could be acting
as a Group 1 CBI and preventing the assimilation of CESAs into the PM.
When analyzing SM 9106052 and its effects on microtubule dynamics there
seems to be no to little effect across either line, GFP::MAP4 and YFP::TUA5 (Figure
2-14, D - I). There is a consistent comparison that can be made between the negative
control and the treatment of SM 9106052 (Figure 2-14, D & F) (Figure 2-14, G & H).
However, that said, the image of the YFP::TUA5 Arabidopsis line treated with SM
9106052 is blurry (Figure 2-14, H). This image could be retaken to solidify the idea that
SM 9106052 does not influence microtubule dynamics. However, these results taken
together implicate 9106052 as a probable CBI and possibly a group 1 CBI due to the
depletion of CESA from the PM.
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Figure 2-14. Effect of 9106052 on CESA6 and microtubule dynamics
Three different plant lines were imaged using laser scanning confocal microscopy;
Images of YFP:: CESA6 (A – C), GFP:: MAP4 (D – F), and YFP:: TUA5 (G – I) are
depicted. All images/movies are 60 frames in length and taken on three-day old, etiolated
A. thaliana seedlings. (A, D, G) DMSO controls. (B, E, H) 9106052 (100 µM). (C)
Isoxaben (100 nM) and (F, I) Oryzalin (20 µM). All scale bars represent 10 µm.
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Other SMs were analyzed using confocal microscopy but only using the
Arabidopsis plant line containing the florescent YFP::CESA6. SMs 7830202, 9284084,
and 7988667 were tested to see if they had any effect on CESA6. The SM 7830202
seems to not influence CESA6 or has a very limited influence because there are still
striations present across the cell when compared to the negative control which can be
indicative of the proper laying of CESAs and cellulose within the PM (Figure 2-15, A &
C). It appears SM 9284084 causes a depletion of CESAs from the membrane when
compared to the control (Figure 2-15, A & D). However, both images were distorted by
z-plane drift, therefore, further experimentation is needed to confirm this effect (Figure
2-15, C & D). These results preliminarily indicate that SM 7830202 could act as a CBI
due to limited CESA based time lapse striations within the cell cortical focal plane. The
SM 9284084 could be acting as a CBI due the observed depletions of CESAs from the
plant cell membrane.
The SM 7988667 was tested at two different concentrations, 10 and 20 µM,
because after two hours of incubation at 20 µM the cell had lost all compartmentalization
(Figure 2-15, F). The same phenotype can be seen at 10 µM after 2 hours of incubation,
but it seems to be to a lesser degree (Figure 2-15, E). These results indicate that SM
7988667 causes severe cellular arrest and probably does not act as a CBI but targets
something more basal in cellular function.
Time lapse videos were taken of SM 7988667 to determine when the plant started
to be affected by the SM. At 30 minutes and at 1 hour of SM 7988667 incubation the
CESA6 time lapse striations that are typical of a plant under normal growing conditions
were still present but to a lesser degree (Figure 2-16, A & C – D). By an hour and a half
of incubation the SMs had caused structures in the visible plane to completely dissolve of
morphology and motility (Figure 2-16, E & F). These results suggest that SM 7988667 is
causing major disruptions of cellular function and could be investigated further with
additional florescent plant lines. Also, this SM could be diluted to a lesser concentration
to study whether the same phenotype occurs.
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Figure 2-15. Effect of 7830202, 9284084, and 7988667 on CESA6 dynamics
One plant line was images using laser scanning confocal microscopy; Images of
YFP::CESA6 (A – F). All images/movies are 60 frames in length and taken on three-day
old, etiolated A. thaliana seedlings. (A) DMSO control. (B) Isoxaben (100 nM), (C)
7830202 (50 µM), (D) 9284084 (50 µM), (E) 7988667 (10 µM), (F) 7988667 (20 µM).
All scale bars represent 10 µm.
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Figure 2-16. Effect of 7988667 on CESA6 dynamics from 30 minutes to two hours
One plant line was imaged using laser scanning confocal microscopy; Images of
YFP::CESA6 (A – F). All images/movies are 60 frames in length and taken on three-day
old, etiolated A. thaliana seedlings. (A) DMSO control. (B) Isoxaben (100 nM), (C)
7988667 incubated for 30 minutes (20 µM), (D) 7988667 incubated for 1 hour (20 µM),
(E) 7988667 incubated for an hour and 30 minutes (20 µM), (F) 7988667 incubate for 2
hours (20 µM). All scale bars represent 10 µm.
To recap, multiple lines of evidence have been presented that support some of the
initially screened compounds as CBIs. Specifically, fluopipamine was characterized as a
probable group 2 CBI due to the bright puncta formation within the PM. SMs 9084026
and 9106052 also lend themselves to being possible CBIs based on how they affect the
CSC. SM 7988667 does not seem to be acting as a CBI but after two hours of incubation
at 20 µM the plant seems to have lost all cellular compartmentalization and large
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vacuolar spaces have formed. This compound could be further studied as a potential
herbicide.
2.2.6

[14C] glucose uptake assay

A method that was used to refine the search for chemicals that acted as CBIs was
[14C] glucose uptake assays. This assay allows the measurement of time dependent
glucose uptake by the plant into the insoluble portion of the plant cell wall. Results can
determine if the addition of a SM limits or does not affect the rate of glucose
incorporation into the insoluble plant cell wall fraction, thus, having a very close link to
determining if the SM is acting as a CBI.
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Figure 2-17. Determining [14C]glucose uptake into the insoluble portion of the plant cell wall across SM treatments
The y-axis represents the percent of the control of [14C] glucose incorporated into the insoluble plant cell wall. The x-axis represents
the different chemical treatments and control. From left to right, Isox = isoxaben, used as a positive control at 10 nM, while the test

SMs 0202 = 7830202 and 2549 = fluopipamine were tested at 20 µM while 6052 = 9106052 was tested at 100 µM. Error bars
represent standard mean error. Letters above the bars denote differences in uptake based on two sample two-tailed t-tests. The Oneway ANOVA p-value is less than 0.05 and therefore the means between populations are different, or not equal. Two Sample twotailed t-test results: (1) p = .04 between the control and fluopipamine, (2) p = .004 between the control and isoxaben, (3) p = .029
between isoxaben and fluopipamine, (4) p = .027 between the control and 0202, (5) p = .01 between the control and 6052, (6) p = .002
between the control and isoxaben, (7) p = .004 between isoxaben and 6052. Isoxaben and 6052 have an n = 3 while 0202,
fluopipamine, and the control have an n = 2.
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Figure 2-17 displays that SMs 7830202, fluopipamine, and 9106052 all act as
inhibitors of glucose uptake and provide additional evidence of these SMs potentially
being CBIs. 9106052 was tested at a higher concentration and therefore is a weaker
inhibitor of glucose uptake while both 7830202 and fluopipamine were tested at the same
concentration and resulted in 7830202 being a stronger inhibitor. All the tested SMs
except for 7830202 are statistically different from both the positive and negative controls
based on the two sample two tailed t-test.
The results to date that associated with fluopipamine provide multiple lines of
evidence of this compound acting as a probable CBI. These characteristics have been
phenotypic characterizations of the compound. The [14C]glucose is the first experiment
that provides any indirect biochemical evidence that fluopipamine is acting on the CSC.
This is the gold standard for determining if a compound is a CBI. As of now,
fluopipamine is pegged as a group 2 CBI. The next logical step is to identify a point
mutation, possibly and probably within one of the proteins within the cellulose
biosynthesis pathway, that affords the plant line resistance to fluopipamine exposure.
2.2.7

Identification of loci providing resistance

When one gets to this step in forward chemical genetics screens, they are
searching for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that confers resistance to the
compound of interest, linking drug to gene. SNPs are mutations within the genome that
differ from the original plant line. These mutations can be silent, produce a deformed
protein due to premature transcriptional stoppage, or simply alter an amino acid in the
protein. The nucleic acid mutational changes that alter amino acids can cause the protein
to change confirmation, alter the traditional interaction of the SM with the protein by
changing potential force interactions, or allow the sequestration of the SM in a different
place, thus allowing the plant to grow through the presence of the exogenously applied
compound. The search for these locations can often be equated to trying to find a needle
in a haystack and often do not occur because resistance to a compound is lethal to the
plant.
There are many methods of trying to find these SNPs and the correct approach
needs to be taken. The correct approach depends on the experimental set up and the data

that has been obtained to date. For example, one can search for genetic points of interest
through breeding. One form of breeding resistance requires developing a mutagenized
population and performing directed evolution to determine the SNP conferring resistance.
Breeding requires the organism of interest be bred through multiple generations
and in the case of Arabidopsis outcrossing can be very beneficial. The plant lines that are
being bred need to be continually introduced to the SMs of interest along the breeding
pathway. Outcrossing allows the introduction of genetics that are not present in the
original plant line and affords a large exclusion of genetic material when searching for
the SNP, or in this case, the SNP desert. A SNP desert is a large region within a
chromosome that is depleted of SNPs.
The reason for searching for a SNP desert within breeding is because the plant
line of interest is constantly exposed to the SM of interest, therefore, genetic regions that
allow for resistance are conserved. This means that those genetic regions that are present
in the first generation of Arabidopsis are present in the later generations and there has
been little to no recombination events within this chromosomal region due to the
continual exposure to the compound of interest. The continued exposure to the SM
requires certain genetics that allow the plant to grow through the exposure. Those plant
lines that can grow through the exposure continually have that resistance locus present,
and therefore prevent high levels of recombination in important areas. An example of this
breeding pipeline can be found below (Supplemental Figure 1).
In this example, once the breeding pipeline has been completed, DNA has been
extracted, shipped, sequenced, and sequences have been analyzed it is important to
determine the specific location of the SNP that is causing resistance within the mutant
plant line. There are multiple methods to determine this once some of the potential
locations have been outlined. For example, one could perform a cleaved amplified
polymorphic sequencing (CAPS) assay, or one could buy cell/plant lines with known
mutations in the same or similar locations.
A CAPS assay takes advantage of the prediction that the sequenced lines have a
mutation of a particular nucleic acid where it is intended to be. For example, if
sequencing predicted that at nucleic acid position 1052 that was once, when compared to
a reference, a thymine is now an adenine can be useful information. This is where
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restriction enzymes come into play. Restriction enzymes are enzymes that cleave specific
portions of DNA and are sequence specific. So, in this example there could be a
restriction enzyme that only cleaves at or around nucleic acid location 1052 when the
adenine is present instead of the thymine. So, a CAPS assay requires that the genomic
region of interest be amplified with PCR and then cleaved with a restriction enzyme that
would only cleave this region if the SNP was present. A successful CAPS assay cleaves
every PCR product from a population of plants identifying a causal mutation allowing
resistance to the compound of interest.
Another method to determine a genetic location of resistance could be through the
purchasing of plant lines that have known locations of mutations. The results of
sequencing that identified potential SNPs that provided resistance can be used to guide
the purchasing of the plants. These plant lines can be purchased and screened for
resistance to the compound of interest. Also, additional assays that were done before
sequencing can help identify potential protein targets within the system of interest.
The above provides examples of how to find SNPs within a plant line that
provides resistance to a compound of interest. There are other approaches that can be
taken but these were the two options used in this study.
2.2.7.1 Testing for resistance to compound fluopipamine across
multiple cellulose mutants
To test for resistance loci in A. thaliana cellulose mutant lines AG, AGIXR, IXR,
P2P5, and P3P4 were gathered. These mutant lines were screened against fluopipamine
and a DMSO control (Harris et al., 2012; Sethaphong et al., 2013; Shim, 2014). A.
thaliana P2P5 (CESA1R292C) displayed resistance to fluopipamine at 5 µM, well above
the LD50 (Supplemental Figure 3, A), and did so with a root length of 5.44 ± 0.22 times
the control (Figure 2-18). A. thaliana P3P4 root length was 1.54 ± 0.09 times the control
but was unable to display resistance to fluopipamine at 5 µM (Figure 2-18) as it never
grew normally. All other mutant lines were unable to have significant growth when
compared to the control and did not display resistance to fluopipamine at 5 µM (Figure
2-18).
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Figure 2-18. Testing for cross-resistance among CBI-resistant Arabidopsis mutant lines
On the control plate, all genotypes apart from AG grew similarly to the control with root
lengths around 100% of Col-0. When fluopipamine was introduced, the CBI-resistant
genotype known as P2P5 exhibited strong cross-resistance, with roots more than five
times as long as Col-0 (Two Sample two-tailed t-test: p = 2.22e-22). In addition, the CBIresistant genotype known as P3P4 exhibited some cross-resistance to fluopipamine, with
roots about 1.5 times as long as Col-0 (Two Sample two-tailed t-test: p = 3.38e-6).
Interestingly, the CBI-resistant genotype, known as IXR, appears to be slightly more
susceptible to fluopipamine with roots about 20% shorter than Col-0 (Two Sample twotailed t-test: p = 0.004). Error bars represent standard mean error. N ≥ 14 for all samples.
This result provides evidence that fluopipamine is in fact a CBI. The specific
mutation, R292C, in CESA1 provides resistance to fluopipamine well above the calculate
LD50. With this piece of information, multiple lines of evidence have been curated that
support fluopipamine as a CBI. This evidence ranges from loss of anisotropic growth to
genetic loci conferring resistance. Not only were mutant plant lines screened, but they
were also bred to be resistant.
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2.2.7.2 Breeding resistance to compounds of interest via EMS
mutagenesis and determining the loci conferring
resistance to fluopipamine
An ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) mutagenized population was grown in the
greenhouse. Multiple plant lines were selected for resistance to different SMs of interest.
The SMs that breeding was started on included fluopipamine, 9106052, 7830202,
9270621, 7832424, 9206563, and 9084026. All SMs had potential mutants identified that
provided a base level resistance to them in the first screening (M2). Two of these SMs,
fluopipamine and 9106052, were taken further, but fluopipamine was taken the furthest.
Using the breeding pipeline 33 F2 plants resistant to fluopipamine were identified
(Supplemental Figure 1). These 33 plants were used to determine a specific SNP that
provided resistance to fluopipamine as well as create a new plant line fluopipamine
resistant mutant (FPR-M). The 33 F2 resistance plants had their DNA extracted,
normalized, and sent for Illumina Hi-Seq in a pooled form.
The original data for this analysis came back in the form of a .ngm file. The data
was uploaded to (http://bar.utoronto.ca/ngm/index.html) and compared to the Col-O
(TAIR10) genome. The Next Generation Arabidopsis Mapping (Austin et al., 2011) of
our plant 33 plant population that was resistant to fluopipamine highlighted the second
half of chromosome 4 as a region depleted of SNPs (Figure 2-19, D). This SNP desert
from roughly base pair 11,000,000 to the end of chromosome four provides a list of about
30 candidate genes. All these genes have a minimum discordant chastity above 0.85. This
list was obtained by filtering through the removal of synonymous substitutions, identical
mutations in splice variants, transverse mutations, and non-CDS mutations. When
viewing the list of candidate genes, two of the mutations that appear are within CESA1.
When analyzing chromosome four with the discordant chastity statistic (Chd)
multiple regions appear when decreasing kernel size (Figure 2-20, B). However, two
regions were targeted initially (Figure 2-20, B - red and blue stars) as one of the regions
was the most prevalent at the highest kernel size, forming a distinct peak, while the other
peak emerged after decreasing the kernel size. The region that emerged contains the listed
CESA1 mutations. Due to all the information leading up to this point supporting
fluopipamine as a CBI, the CESA1 mutations and some of the surrounding mutations
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within exons as well as exons associated with the initial peak were investigate (Table
2-3).

Figure 2-19. Determining the chromosomal region of interest that could contain our point
mutation
When looking for SNP deserts across chromosomes (A - E) there is a severe lack of SNPs
towards the end of chromosome four (D) as indicated by red stars. There are more SNPs
present across chromosome one (A), two (B), three (C), and five (E). The x-axis
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represents base pair positions within the chromosome. The SNPs are binned in 250 kb
segments. The abundance of SNP occurrence per bin is represented by the y-axis.

Figure 2-20. ChD analysis for chromosome four
The top panel in (A) represents the distribution of the ChD threads. Each thread represents
a kernel density estimation representing the SNP frequencies within an interval. The
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bottom panel in (A) represents the two distinct ChD belts generated via k-means that
encompass homozygous and heterozygous signals. The bottom panels in (B) display the
ratio of homozygous to heterozygous ChD signals across decreasing kernels (top to
bottom), to provide more regions of greatest divergence between the two signals. The xaxis represents the base pair position within chromosome 4 while the y-axis represents
either the density estimates within a kernel or the ratio of homozygous signal to
heterozygous signal.
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Table 2-3. Candidate SNPs from The Next Generation Arabidopsis Mapping protocol
Chromosome

Nucleotide
Position

Accession

Reference Codon

SNP Codon

Amino Acid Change

4

12321027

AT4G23640.1

GAC

AAC

D->N

4

12329649

AT4G23660.1

GAT

AAT

D->N

4

12377391

AT4G23750.1

TCC

TTC

S->F

4

12559731

AT4G24200.1

GTA

ATA

V->I

4

12894582

AT4G25120.1

GCT

GTT

A->V

4

15208777

AT4G31340.1

TCT

TTT

S->F

4

15279282

AT4G31520.1

GAG

AAG

E->K

4

15365931

AT4G31750.1

GGG

GAG

G->E

4

15641230

AT4G32410.1

GGT

AGT

G->S

4

15642211

AT4G32410.1

GGC

GAC

G->D

The mutation of a cytosine to a thymine at position 15641230 on chromosome 4
within CESA1 (Table 2-3, Accession AT4G32410.1) allowed complete cleavage of all
gene fragments isolated from the population via a CAPS assay (Figure 2-21, 4 & 4.1).
This point mutation resulted in the amino acid substitution G1009S in CESA1
(CESA1G1009S) (Table 2-3, Accession AT4G32410.1). This result implicates this point
mutation as a causal point mutation allowing plant resistance to fluopipamine and results
in the bred line of Arabidopsis FPR-M. The other gene fragments that were tested had
incomplete cleavage, indicating that not all members of the population possess the
mutation, eliminating them as potential population-wide fluopipamine resistant variants
(Figure 2-21, 1 – 3.1 & 5 – 5.1) (Table 2-3).

Figure 2-21. Identifying the SNP within the population that allows for resistance to
fluopipamine
All bands represent portions of genes isolated from PCR by primers selected from
Primer3. (1) Undigested at4g24200 and (1.1) partially digested at4g24200. (2)
Undigested at4g23750 and (2.1) partially digested at4g23750. (3) Undigested at4g23660
and (3.1) partially digested at4g23660. (4) Undigested at4g32410.1 and (4.1) fully
digested at4g32410.1. (5) Undigested at4g32410.2 and (5.1) partially digested
at4g32410.2. Ladder (L).

This work afforded the breeding of a new plant line (FPR-M) but more
importantly provided evidence that another locus within CESA1 confers resistance to
fluopipamine. Thus far, within this body of work, compounds have been characterized
phenotypically at a whole plant physiology or macro and cellular or micro level. Some
compounds have been characterized biochemically and only one compound,
fluopipamine, has been characterized genetically. With multiple lines of evidence and
fluopipamine linked to two loci within CESA1 its probable that fluopipamine is a group 2
CBI. With this information the question of how fluopipamine was acting within CESA1
and why two distinct mutations within CESA1 conferred resistance can be hypothesized.
2.2.8

Predicting mechanism of action of fluopipamine with in silico docking

In silico analysis can be an excellent way to start to propose or investigate how a
SM might act upon a protein either in an inhibitory or an activating manner. For example,
in silico docking can be used to address the question of if a SM might act within a
protein-protein interface, a competitive inhibitor location, or within an allosteric inhibitor
location. To test these suppositions, it is necessary to determine a good protein structure
to have some idea about the potential binding sites.
Within this work a model for CESA1 was developed based on the electron
microscopy model of a poplar cellulose synthase 8 (Purushotham et al., 2020). This
structure allowed us to investigate SMs from the past that were found to be CBI’s as well
as well as fluopipamine. The SMs from the past, flupoxam and quinoxyphen, were
genetically linked to CESA proteins through identification of Arabidopsis lines that were
resistant to the SM effect. AutoDock Vina was used to model how the SM fluopipamine
could interact with the wild type Arabidopsis CESA1 and other mutant CESA1s (Trott &
Olson, 2010). According to literature there were other SMs that lost their affect due to
amino acid substitutions in the same or geometrically close locations. Due to this
information, these different systems were modeled, and close attention was given to how
the SM located itself within the protein based on the different mutations.
Specifically, several mutations in CESA1 have been shown to induce resistance to
flupoxam (CESA1G1009D, CESA1P1010L, CESA1G1013F) and quinoxyphen (CESA1R292C,
CESA1G620E, CESA1A903V) (Harris et al., 2012; I., 2014). Within this work, structural
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analysis of CESA1 reveals that G1009 and most of these substitution sites are located at
or near the interface between neighboring protomers, with G1009, P1010, and G1013 in
transmembrane helix 6 (TM6), and A903 in TM4 (Figure 2-22, A). All these mutations
are in close spatial proximity to one another. In contrast, R292 is located at TM1 and
G620 in a cytosolic interface helix in contact with TM2 (Figure 2-22, A). Given the
spatial proximity of most of these key sites identified in resistant variants, it is possible
that they form a binding site for inhibitors.
As a preliminary test for this supposition, docking calculations of fluopipamine,
flupoxam, and quinoxyphen were performed targeting both wildtype CESA1 and the
corresponding resistant variants with interfacial site mutations (CESA1R292C,
CESA1A903V, CESA1G1009S, CESA1G1009D, CESA1P1010L, CESA1G1013F). The top-ranking
predictions of both CESA1 and mutants have the SM bound to the active channel, near
the cytosolic interface. However, docking calculations also show that the 15 best ranked
predictions of the mutants always include the interface between protomers as an
alternative binding site. The estimated binding affinity in this site is comparable to the 15
top binding modes in CESA1 (Figure 2-22, B) (Figure 2-23
Figure 2-23. In silico docking of flupoxam in CESA1 and corresponding resistant
mutants
).
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Figure 2-22. Structural analysis of CESA1 mutations that confer resistance to CBIs and putative binding sites of fluopipamine
Depicted in yellow, the site mutations G1009D, P1010L, G1013F confer resistance to flupoxam, G620E and A903V to quinoxyphen,
G1009S to fluopipamine, and R292C to quinoxyphen and fluopipamine. The different protomers in the trimer of CESAs are depicted
in blue (CESA1), pink, and gray. The putative main binding site of fluopipamine (green transparent surface I) overlaps part of the
cello-oligosaccharide binding site. A potential alternative binding site of fluopipamine (green transparent surface II) is located at the
interface with TM7 from the neighboring protomer (A). Docking results indicate that the abundance of aromatic residues in both
binding sites allow for key hydrophobic contacts and pi-stacking interactions. In the binding site II, the substitution G1009S is
suggested to add hydrogen bond interactions (dashed lines) with fluopipamine (B). Vina estimated binding affinities of fluopipamine
in the binding sites I and II are -10.5 and -10.2 kcal/mol, respectively.

Figure 2-23. In silico docking of flupoxam in CESA1 and corresponding resistant mutants
CESA1 is shown in blue (ribbon and surface representations). The site of amino acid substitution in the mutants are indicated in
yellow. TM7 from the neighboring CESA protomer is depicted in pink. The predicted position(s) of the compounds in CESA1 are
represented as a green surface. The Vina estimated binding affinities are shown.

As of now, fluopipamine has been classified as a Group 2 CBI through multiple
lines of evidence. Its classification as a Group 2 CBI was displayed with confocal
microscopy due to the formation of bright puncta in the PM, indicating an accumulation
of CSC, after a short two-hour exposure. This SM was confirmed as a CBI when two
distinct genetic loci within CESA1 conferred resistance to fluopipamine. Additionally,
this information was used to hypothesize how mutations within CESA1 confer resistance
as well as how fluopipamine acts within CESA1. In the following section the highlights
of this work will be discussed and added to the larger context of the current field.
2.3

Discussion
The ability to link biologically active SMs to gene is essential for unraveling their

mechanism of action in forward chemical genetics. Within this body of work 50,000 SMs
were screened, and multiple phenotypes were scored upon initial screening. The ultimate
goals of the screen were to identify new SMs that act as CBIs and to hopefully identify
novel proteins within the pathway of cellulose biosynthesis. One CBI and multiple
probable CBIs were identified through confocal microscopy and multiple lines of
evidence including biochemical, genetic, and in silico results.
Liquid handling robotics systems are designed to handle large numbers of
samples, increasing the speed with which assays can be performed. Liquid handling
robots have been instrumental in driving progress in the biological sciences (Macarron et
al., 2011). Every realm of biological science, from cancer biology to plant microbial
colonization, could benefit from the use of understanding the applications of liquid
handling robotics. A major aid in increasing the speed of SM hit identification and then
further selection is the use of automation and automated equipment (Yoshitani et al.,
2005). In the realm of chemical genetics, liquid handling robotics can be used to increase
the speed at which a chemical library can be screened in addition to
minimizing/standardizing error.
These robots come in a variety of sizes and can be custom built to perform a
variety of function including but not limited to: (1) automate PCR, (2) benchtop chemical
screen screening, (3) vector cloning, and (4) microbial sample thawing, preparation, and
refreezing (Ortiz et al., 2017). Often, these robots are built/used for a very specific

purpose and to perform a high throughput task, much like a robotic car assembly line.
Each robot, depending on what the goal is, will come with different attachments ranging
from a device that allows the storage of many plates, aspirating/dispensing head that can
accommodate anywhere from 6 to 384 wells, appropriate disposable tips that work with
the robot, a tip washing station, a bar code reader, or a platform that allows the
adjustment of the well temperature.
If the user would like to perform a different protocol than what the robot is
currently set up for it might require changing multiple features/attachments of the robot
itself as well as programming a new script to facilitate the desired outcome. However, If
the procedure that the liquid handling robot was programmed for is needing to be done
again, the input cost to do so decreases dramatically. This is because the robot is already
purchased and has some level of programming to do the task. Some fine tune
programmatic tweaking might be required if the robot is to obtain optimal results but the
input cost to do so is much lower than programming one from scratch.
The input cost to get something started can be much more intense than doing it
manually, however. The result can easily outweigh the input cost if there are many
samples that need to be processed. This means that liquid handling robots have their
place within biological automation and as the scale of the project increases, the need for
some sort of biological automation process also increases.
The high through put screen using liquid handling robotics and light microscopy
resulted in identifying 3,271 chemicals that caused aberrant phenotypes within
Arabidopsis at 100 µM out of the 50,000 chemicals that were screened. Majority of the
compounds caused no aberrant phenotypes (Figure 2-5, A). Of the 3,271 aberrant
phenotypes, roughly 1,563 (Figure 2-5, C & D) (Figure 2-6) (Figure 2-7) compounds
caused aberrant root morphology resulting in either the stunted root or severely stunted
root morphology. The second most abundant phenotypes with 1,148 (Figure 2-5, E)
(Figure 2-6) (Figure 2-7) hits were those that caused discoloration within the plant
resulting in either a lack of coloring or complete bleaching. Root hair discoloration or
shrinking phenotypes represented roughly 400 of the 3,271 hits and included plants that
contained very short root hairs or plants that contained very short root hairs that were also
brightly colored (Figure 2-5, B) (Figure 2-6) (Figure 2-7).
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The least abundant phenotypes included those that did not germinate or partially
germinated but then stopped and the category of other (Figure 2-5, F & G) (Figure 2-6)
(Figure 2-7). The compounds that were in the did not germinate or germinated but gave
up were also tested at lower concentrations for the presence of an aberrant phenotype.
Often, no phenotype resulted, but when it did, they were placed in a category that
represented the phenotype observed. The other group contained compounds that caused
odd phenotypes that would not be present in any other category such as green mucilage.
The compounds that induced phenotypes that caused short roots or very short
roots are good leads for CBI candidates because that is one of the indicative phenotypes
induced by these types of compounds (Tateno et al., 2016). These compounds could also
be inducing issues within the endomembrane trafficking system and thus indirectly
affecting the cellulose biosynthesis pathway. The additional phenotypes that were
observed, particularly those with short root hairs or brightly colored root hairs, could be
induced because of the exogenous chemical inhibits auxin, brassinosteroid, ethylene, or
cytokinin hormonal regulation (Vissenberg et al., 2020).
The compounds that induced bleaching and discoloration of the plant could be
inhibiting the production carotenoids which ultimately leads to bleaching and
discoloration (P.M., 1993). The compounds that caused the no germination or the tried
but gave up germination could be inhibiting proteins within hormone pathways that are
required to promote and induce active germination (Ye & Zhao, 2016).
Ultimately, the phenotypes that were studied further were those of stunted roots or
severely stunted roots. These compounds were probable CBIs and provided leads to
potentially identify a novel chemical that would act as CBIs. The result of the screen
provided a list of candidate SMs that could be screened with additional bioassays to
provide further lines of evidence that a SM could be acting as CBI. Again, the stunted
root and severely stunted root phenotypes were of interest to study further because their
appearance is often an initial sign that a SM could be a CBI (Tateno et al., 2016). These
two phenotypes could also be indicative of endomembrane trafficking disruption and thus
be indirectly affecting cellulose biosynthesis (Worden et al., 2015). The additional
phenotypes could be indicative of hormonal (short roots or colored roots) or carotenoid
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(bleached and discolored phenotypes) inhibition (P.M., 1993; Vissenberg et al., 2020; Ye
& Zhao, 2016).
The next broad screen performed was to test for ectopic lignification within plants
that displayed a short root or very short root phenotype when grown in the presence of
the SMs (Figure 2-8, B & C). Often, when cellulose deposition is inhibited, plants will
respond by producing increased amounts of lignin to compensate for the lack of cellulose.
This is because cellulose functions as backbone of the plant cell and without it the plant is
unable to grow within proper morphogenesis guidelines. The lignin that is often produced
in these scenarios is in abundance, early in development, and in improper tissue (Melida
et al., 2015). This phenotype can be observed by a bright red pigmentation after staining
with the Wiesner stain (Figure 2-8, D).
1,563 SMs induced stunted roots or very stunted root phenotypes. Of these SMs,
197 induced ectopic lignification (Figure 2-8, D). Of the 197, 33 of these SMs induced
ectopic lignification at or below 100 µM (Table 2-1). The SMs that induced ectopic
lignification within plants provide additional lines of evidence that the SMs could be
acting as potential CBIs.
An additional test to provide further lines of evidence that a SM is acting as a CBI
is to determine if the SM prevents etiolation (hypocotyl elongation in the dark). This can
often be seen within plants in the presence of a CBI (Gorossmann et al., 2001). During
etiolation, cell expansion is at an exceptionally high rate, resulting in a copious amount of
cellulose being deposited along the axis of etiolation (Bischoff et al., 2011). This is
another easy test and can be performed quickly. To test this, SMs were added to plates at
a final concentration of 20 µM and seed was placed atop to create a mat of seed. Of the
33 SMs that caused ectopic lignification at or below 100 µM (Table 2-1), 15 prevented
etiolations (Table 2-2).
While a lot of this screening was taking place there was also an effort to start
obtaining confocal microscopy images of cell shape. Cell shape under normal
physiological conditions results in anisotropic growth, producing a cell that elongates
towards the direction of growth which is generally towards the sun. A plant cell under the
presence of a CBI will not grow in an anisotropic fashion, but instead will grow in all
directions. Loss of anisotropic growth can often be seen with CBIs and results in swollen
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cells, often circular in nature (Brabham et al., 2014). This is due to a lack of cellulose
being deposited in the correct position preventing cell wall elongation, resulting in a lack
of ability for the cell to contain internal turgor pressure. This effect on a macroscopic
level lends itself to the truncation and bulbous formation of roots under normal light
conditions (Brabham et al., 2014).
Within this study multiple plant lines were exposed to SMs that caused
anisotropic cell growth and images of this abnormal cellular growth were taken. A total
of 20 SMs were applied to plants and cell images were taken. All the images taken of cell
shape had been categorized by a previous phenotype, meaning, that all the compounds
had already caused either of the severely stunted root phenotype, presented the presence
of ectopic lignification, or both. The SMs were applied to the growth media at different
concentrations to find the relative lowest concentration that caused circular cell growth.
At 1 µM SMs 7832424, 7830202, 9084026, and 9284084 all caused circular
cellular root growth providing further lines of evidence that these compounds act as CBIs
(Figure 2-9, C – D & F - G). At 8 µM SM 9126946 caused a mild change in cellular
shape, although they are not completely circular (Figure 2-10, E). At a higher
concentration SM 9126946 might have more of a pronounced affect. At 10 µM SMs
9217857, 9206563, and 9270621 caused a noticeable affect by at least shrinking cell
shape (Figure 2-9, E & H - I). The SM 9270621 caused the least amount of anisotropic
growth and at a higher concentration could possibly yield a much stronger reduction in
linear cell shape.
At 100 µM SMs 9023329, 9235815, fluopipamine, 7988667, 9251203, 9136676,
9106052, and 9152283 caused a marked decrease in anisotropic cellular growth (Figure
2-10, C - D & G - H) (Figure 2-11, C - E). The concentration of SMs exposed to the
plants could be decreased and it is highly probable that loss of anisotropic growth would
still be observed. At 100 µM SMs 9066901 and 9081925 displayed anisotropic growth
thus really limiting their chance of being categorized as a CBI (Figure 2-10, F & I). These
results taken together outline concentrations for SMs to induce isotropic cellular growth.
These concentrations could be refined to the IC50 or a bit above and tested again to see if
isotropic cell growth is occurring. The results of these images provide further evidence
that some of the SMs affect cell shape and could possibly be acting as CBIs.
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Additional use of confocal microscopy took advantage of multiple fluorescent
plant lines within the lab. Specifically, CESA6::YFP, MAP4::GFP, and TUA5::YFP were
used. These plant lines enabled further characterization of how the SM was acting on the
plant system. CESA6::YFP can be used to identify if the SM is affecting the trajectory of
CESAs within the PM or affecting the shuttling of the CESAs to the PM. MAP4::GFP
and TUA5::YFP can be used to see if the SM of interest is acting on the cortical
microtubules within the plant. If the SM is not disrupting the cortical microtubules but is
disrupting CESA accumulation or traversal within the PM, it is a strong indicator the SM
affects CESA dynamics specifically.
One of the SMs tested, fluopipamine, does not interrupt the formation of cortical
microtubules (Figure 2-12, D - I) but does seem to affect CESA6 due to a lack of
movement/arrest and bright puncta formation of CESA6 in the PM (Figure 2-12, A - C).
The SM 9084026 was also tested in this fashion and displayed a similar affect in the fact
that it did not seem to affect microtubule dynamics (Figure 2-13, D - I) but did seem to
affect CESA6 dynamics (Figure 2-13, A - C). This affect seems very similar to the affect
seen within the CESA6::YFP line when exposed to fluopipamine. It is possible that both
compounds act as CBIs within group 2. These results provide an additional line of
evidence that supports SMs fluopipamine and 9084026 as CBIs.
The SM 9106052 was tested in a similar fashion to fluopipamine and 9084026.
The results are mildly different, but and need more exploring, particularly the
microtubule dynamic videos as they are blurry. But initial viewing of the videos indicates
that SM 9106052 does not affect cortical microtubule dynamics (Figure 2-14, D - I) but
does seem to affect CESA6 dynamics (Figure 2-14, A - C). It appears this compound
depletes CESAs from the PM and results in a decrease of puncta brightness within the
membrane. This evidence could be indicative of placing this compound as a Group 1
CBI.
Additional SMs were studied but they were only analyzed based on their capacity
to disrupt CESA6. Their effect on microtubule dynamics was not analyzed. The SMs
7830202, 9284084, and 7988667 were exogenously applied to plant specimens for two
hours and then imaged. The SM 7830202 seems to have on effect on CESA6 dynamics as
there seems to be limited striations of cellulose across the plasma membrane, however,
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further evidence is needed to solidify that (Figure 2-15, C). The SM 9284084 seems to
influence cellulose dynamics because it forms puncta within the membrane and there are
no cellulose striations across the membrane (Figure 2-15, D). However, more evidence
needs to be gathered to confirm this observation.
The SM 7988667 was applied at two concentrations and after two hours
incubation at both concentrations the plant seems to have lost cellular
compartmentalization (Figure 2-15, E & F). Due to this a time series was created. At 30
minutes incubation in 20 µM 7988667, cellulose still seems to be present within the
membrane due to the striations across it, however at 1 hour, it seems to be depleted. By
an hour and a half, it is completely removed from the membrane and by 2 hours the cell
is in complete disarray, seeming to be dissolved (Figure 2-16). These results support the
idea that this SM does not act as a CBI but acts on another foundational part of the plant.
Additionally, this SM could act very differently at a lower concentration. Additional
confocal microscopy experiments focusing on SM 7988667 and its effects on the ER or
actin filaments could provide evidence of mechanism of action.
With confocal evidence to support some compounds as CBIs the next step was to
understand how those SMs acted. This was approached with the radio labeled glucose
uptake assay. Under normal physiological conditions, this incorporation results of the
cleavage of uridine diphosphate-glucose and the glucose transfer to the C4 hydroxyl of
the cellulose polymer being formed in the CESAs (Endler & Persson, 2011). This assay
quantifies the amount of radiolabeled glucose incorporated into the insoluble portion of
the plant cell wall. This is an excellent method to determine if a SM acts on/within the
cellulose synthase pathway by inhibiting the amount of glucose that is incorporated into
the plant cell wall. The decrease in [14C] glucose incorporation into the insoluble
cellulosic fraction of the cell wall is consistent with CBIs of the past (Worden et al.,
2015).
Within this study three different SMs were measured for the inhibition of radio
labeled glucose uptake. SMs 7830202 and fluopipamine were tested at 20 µM while SM
9106052 was tested at 100 µM. The result indicates that SMs 7830202 and fluopipamine
are much stronger inhibitors of radio labeled glucose uptake than SM 9106052. These
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results provide additional evidence that SMs 7830202 and fluopipamine are probable
CBIs and that 7830202 is the stronger CBI.
Another step taken to understand the molecular target of these SMs using genetics
was through mutagenesis. A mutagenized population of Arabidopsis was used as a
launching pad to search for genetic resistance to multiple compounds. The following SMs
at least found initial resistance within the M2 population; fluopipamine, 9106052,
7830202, 9270621, 7832424, 9206563, and 9084026. The resistance line that was
developed the furthest provided a SNP location that provided plant resistance to
fluopipamine. A population of 33 plants was used to determine a specific SNP that
provided resistance to fluopipamine in addition to creating a new plant line (FPR-M).
To create the 33 plants that contained the same resistance location, a breeding
pipeline needed to be followed (Supplemental Figure 1). This breeding pipeline provided
the 33 plants that needed to be sequenced to provide a list of possible locations of
interest. DNA was extracted from these plants, pooled, normalized, and shipped for
sequencing. Using Illumina Hi-seq and the Next Generation Arabidopsis Sequencing
Pipeline (Austin et al., 2011), post processing, the second half of chromosome 4 appeared
to be a SNP desert, indicating its role in allowing resistance to fluopipamine (Figure 2-19,
D). Through further filtering two specific locations within chromosome 4 were found to
be important locations of probable causal SNPs (Figure 2-20, C).
These two areas provided a list of candidate genes that could be causing
resistance within the plant line to fluopipamine (Table 2-3). With the list of candidate
SNPs methods were searched to identify if the SNP was present across the population of
plants. The method chosen was the CAPS assay. This assay takes advantage of the fact
that restriction enzymes cleave at sequence specific locations. If the point mutation that is
hypothesized by The Next Generation Arabidopsis Sequencing Pipeline is present, then
the restriction enzyme that is chosen to cut specifically at the location of the SNP will
cleave all DNA within the population. This provides evidence that the SNP was the
casual location providing resistance to the SM of interest and is consistent with numerous
prior studies using the same approach (Huang et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Nagashima et
al., 2020).
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The genetic locations of interest provided by The Next Generation Arabidopsis
Sequencing Pipeline (Table 2-3) were checked using specific restriction enzymes (Austin
et al., 2011). If there was a restriction enzyme location due to the presence of the SNP,
primers were developed that flanked the region of interest (Supplemental Table 1). These
snippets of genomic information were extracted from the pooled DNA and gave
confidence to the possible mutations providing resistance to fluopipamine (Figure 2-21)
(Austin et al., 2011).
The results of this effort indicate complete cleavage across CESA1 in location
15641230 resulting in an amino acid change from glycine to serine (Figure 2-21). This
provides evidence that FPR-M is resistant to fluopipamine through this genetic locus.
This also provides another plant line, FPR-M, that can be used as a tool to further
understand CSC dynamics. This provides evidence that G1009S is a causal missense
mutation conferring resistance to fluopipamine. To further understand how fluopipamine
was interacting with CESAs effort was placed in gathering diverse plant lines that
obtained loci that provided resistance to different CBIs.
Five different mutational Arabidopsis lines were gathered; (1) AG-IXR, (2) AG,
(3) IXR, (4) P2P5, and (5) P3P4 (Harris et al., 2012; I., 2014; Sethaphong et al., 2013).
These plant lines provided alternative mutational locations across CESA1 and CESA3.
Ultimately, mutational plant line P2P5 provided resistance to fluopipamine at 5 µM
(Figure 2-18). This indicates that two-point mutations within CESA1 provide resistance
to fluopipamine, specifically, P2P5 (CESA1R292C) and FPR-M (CESA1G1009S). These
amino acid substitutions provide evidence that fluopipamine acts as a CBI. There could
be additional mutational locations that confer resistance to fluopipamine within CESA1
or other CESAs, but they have yet to be investigated. To investigate this further in silico
methods were used to explore how fluopipamine might be predicted to interact with the
wildtype protein as well as the mutated proteins of P2P5 and FPR-M.
To test this, a model of CESA1 was created using I-TASSER and it was generated
based off an electron microscopy model of a CESA8 from poplar (Purushotham et al.,
2020; Yang et al., 2015). This model allowed us to investigate how three different
molecules interact with different mutational lines of CESA1. To make sure that the model
generated was suitable to study CESA1 a quick test was performed to determine if
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cellopentoase would locate in a similar position compared to the electron microscopy
results (Supplemental Figure 2). This resulted in a root mean square deviation (RMSD) of
carbon atoms in the predicted and experimental structure of 6 Å.
This provided us with a template to model CESA1 and the desired mutants and
how they interact with specific SMs. The three SMs studied were quinoxyphen,
flupoxam, and fluopipamine. Flupoxam and quinoxyphen are classified as group 1 CBIs
and cause depletion of CESAs from the PM (Harris et al., 2012; I., 2014). Despite
phenotypic differences caused by these SMs and fluopipamine, many substitutions in
CESA1 that confer resistance are rather local, being found near or at the interface
between CESA1 protomers (Figure 2-22, A). Aside from impairing the effects of
antagonists, interfacial mutations may have an impact on the packing of the trimer and on
their concerted action which may explain the reduced crystallinity of cellulose
microfibrils produced by CESA1A903V (Harris et al., 2012). Next, the proximity of
mutations prompted investigation into possible common aspects of the resistance to these
compounds by mapping the position of these mutations on the predicted 3D-structure of
CESA1.
Docking calculations indicate that flupoxam, quinoxyphen, and fluopipamine can
dampen CESA1 activity by their direct binding in the active channel (Figure 2-22,
binding site 1) (Figure 2-23, A). In fact, this region of CESAs is rich in aromatic residues
that can form π-stacking interactions with aromatic compounds, likely making it a
compatible molecular environment for these CBIs (Figure 2-22, B). On the other hand,
the docking calculations with the CESA1 mutants consistently suggest an alternative
binding site at the interface between protomers (Figure 2-22, binding site 2) (Figure 2-23,
B – C). Therefore, a hypothesis was formed that some CESA variants may impair the
inhibitory action of fluopipamine, quinoxyphen, and flupoxam by providing a binding
site that traps them at the interfacial region and blocks their entry into the active channel,
allowing the accommodation of the nascent cellulose polymer. The second binding site
also appeared in the docking results with CESA1R292C, although it is not an interfacial
site. It is possible that distant mutations like this have an indirect effect on the interfacial
environment. Future structural information from cryogenic electron microscopy of CESA
resistant variants in the presence of one of these compounds may be used to test this
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hypothesis, and if confirmed, the characterization of the putative interfacial binding site
may ultimately guide the rational design of new CBIs.
The work up until this point has been using bench top biology and little bit of
computational biology to identify potential CBIs and then identify the precise location
that is allowing resistance within the plant. The result of this effort has been the
identification of a putative CBI, fluopipamine, and additional potential CBIs, 9084026,
9106052, 7830202, the bred line FPR-M that allows resistance to fluopipamine, and the
hypothesized mechanism of action of fluopipamine, quinoxyphen, and flupoxam. The
highlight of this study is the identification and characterization of fluopipamine as a
putative CBI.
This general approach can be taken with any organism of interest. This means that
the initial screen can be conducted in a similar fashion, but the following assays need to
be tailored to the desired outcome. Up to this point this body of work has looked at how
to classify chemicals into broad groups and then narrow those groups to find chemicals
that are of interest within bench top biology specifically as it pertains to cell wall
biosynthesis. There was a little in silico methodology towards the end of the work, but
that was to hypothesize on the mechanism of action of the respective compounds. The
work that follows will be completely in silico and will outline the methodology to
perform a screen for compounds of interest in a reverse chemical genetics’ manner.
2.4

Materials and methods
2.4.1

Plant material and growth conditions

Arabidopsis lines of the Columbia ecotype were used for all portions of the
chemical screen. For resistance breeding, the Columbia ecotype was outcrossed to the
Landsberg erecta ecotype. Seedlings were stratified for at least 3 days and then
germinated and grown under light for 16 hours and dark for 8 hours. Some seedlings
were grown in continuous dark. All seedings were grown at 23ºC and on plates
containing 0.5x Murashige and Skoog (MS) mineral salts (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and
.8% agar. Inhibitors were solubilized in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and added into
media so that concentrations of DMSO never exceeded 0.2%. Florescent protein
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experiments were performed on seedlings prepared essentially the same as described
before (Gutierrez et al., 2009; Paredez et al., 2006)
2.4.2

High throughput screen protocol

The procedure that was created to perform the high throughput chemical screen
on Arabidopsis can be broken down into 4 different steps: (1) creating a dilution library,
(2) adding media and seed mixture to the screening plates, (3) adding SMs to the
screening plates, and (4) incubation and visualization of the screening plates. Prior to
initiating the first three steps the liquid handling robot must be set up appropriately. The
general terms used to travel across the liquid handling robot components are outlined in
Figure 2-1. Figure 2-2 outlines the required setup before creating the dilution library. In a
short summary, every hotel of the stacker is loaded in rooms one to nine, and the first and
sixth room of the hotel contain a box of 250 µL pipette tips. The other rooms in the hotel
all contain four 96 well V-Bottom plates. Of the plates in the hotel, two contained the
library that was shipped, and the other two plates are empty. Only 10 µL from the plates
containing the chemical library are added to 90 µL of water in empty 96 well V-Bottom
plates to create the dilution library.
Once the dilution library is created the media and seed mixture plates for
screening need to be created. Figure 2-3 outlines the required set up of the liquid handling
robot to complete this process. In summary, the first and second rooms of one hotel are
loaded with four 96 well flat bottom plates and the sterilized and vernalized seeds are
added manually to media at a density of .1 g/100 mL. The box of 20 µL pipette tips is
added to the deck. This solution is added to one of the 300 mL reservoirs. Finally, 90 µL
from the seed and media solution is added to the 96 well Flat-Bottom plates.
With the dilution library created and the seed and media mixture added to the 96
well Flat-Bottom plates the chemical can be added to the plants at the desire screening
concentrations. Figure 2-4 outlines the required set up for the liquid handling robot to add
the SMs to the screening plates. In summary, one hotel has rooms one to nine loaded.
Room one has a box of 20 µL pipette tips and rooms two, four, six, and eight contain two
96 well V-Bottom plates containing the dilution library. Rooms three, five, seven, and
nine contain two 96 well Flat-Bottom plates with the seed and media mixture. Finally, 10
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µL from the dilution library plate are added to the 90 µL of the seed and media plate.
This allows a screening concentration of 100 µM.
The final step in the screening procedure is to incubate the plates in the growth
chamber for four days at 22 °C on a 16/8 light/dark cycle in a desiccation proof container.
At the end of the four days the plates can be viewed under a light microscope and the
phenotypes can be scored. SMs were said to induce a phenotype when every seedling
within the well that germinated displayed the same aberration. A more detailed version of
this protocol has been published (Amos et al., 2018).
2.4.3

Wiesner staining

A solution of .3 g phloroglucinol is mixed in 10 mL of absolute ethanol to prepare
a 3% phloroglucinol solution. A mixture of one volume of HCl to two volumes of 3%
phloroglucinol is added to plants that have been grown in chemicals for three days. The
96 well plates containing the plants and ligands are gathered and the Wiesner stain is
added to each well at a volume of 100 µL. Once all the plates have the Wiesner stain
added to the desired wells they are viewed under a light stereoscope (Olympus FX series)
at 10x magnification to determine the presence or absence of ectopic lignification. This
solution will not keep and needs to be made fresh before imaging on the day of.
2.4.4

Prevention of dark grown etiolation

Seeds are sterilized and stratified for at least three days before use according to
the above plant material and growth conditions. Plates are made containing 0.5x
Murashige and Skoog (MS) mineral salts (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and .8% agar.
Inhibitors were solubilized in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and added into media so that
concentrations of DMSO never exceeded 0.2%. The seeds are added densely to the plate
to create a layer of seed. The plate is capped and wrapped in aluminum foil to mimic
complete darkness. Place the wrapped plates upright in a growth chamber and check in
four to seven days. If etiolation has been prevented, the hypocotyl will not have grown,
and the plants will be truncated.
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2.4.5

Testing for reversibility

Seeds are sterilized and stratified for at least three days before use according to
the above plant material and growth conditions. Plates are made containing 0.5x
Murashige and Skoog (MS) mineral salts (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and .8% agar.
Inhibitors were solubilized in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and added into media so that
concentrations of DMSO never exceeded 0.2%. Seedlings were grown on plates for four
days at a concentration of 100 µM. Seedlings were then removed from the plate
containing the compound and placed on a plate without the presence of the compound
and allowed to recover.
2.4.6

Confocal microscopy

Seeds were germinated on 0.5x MS agar for two to four days in darkness at 23ºC.
Seedlings were incubated in control or compound solution for at least two hours prior to
imaging. Seedlings were mounted to the slide between the cover slip as described in
(Gutierrez et al., 2009). Seedlings were imaged via an Olympus 1200 Laser Scanning
Confocal microscope using an Olympus UPLSAPO60XW NA:1.20 water-immersion
objective. The GFP and YFP fused proteins were excited at 488 nm and florescence was
collected through a 525/50 nm band pass filter (Olympus Life Science).
2.4.7

Image analysis

All image processing was done with Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) software. All
confocal movies were smoothed using the Walking Average (three frame) plugin. This
average was then Z-projected across average intensity to obtain the still images
presented. Confocal images had contrast adjusted enough to define cellular shape. All
editing and figure building with confocal movies and images was performed in Adobe
Photoshop and Illustrator.
2.4.8

Radio labeled glucose uptake

The available protocol for radio labeled glucose uptake was used in this study
(Brabham et al., 2015). Briefly seeds were sterilized and vernalized for two days to
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promote standard germination. Seeds were then placed in an Erlenmeyer flask with liquid
MS media, exposed to light for two hours, and then grown in the dark on a rotary shaker
for at least three days. On the third day, the etiolated seedlings were harvested in the
dark, weighed, and loaded into Eppendorf tubes. Seedlings were soaked in media with
[14C]glucose and either 20 µM fluopipamine, 10 nM Isoxaben, or no chemical for two
hours. Acetic-nitric acid [acetic acid: nitric acid: water (8:1:2)] reagent was added to the
tubes and the tubes were boiled to solubilize non-cellulosic material. The radiolabeled
glucose detected indicated the amount of cellulose synthesized during the experimental
timeframe.
2.4.9

Breeding pipeline and establishing resistance

An EMS seed population was generated according to a predefined protocol (Kim
et al., 2017). These seeds were then spread generously and spaciously across numerous
pallets of soil within a greenhouse and watered on a regular basis. The plants that grew
(M1) could self and produce seed. This seed was the M2 generation and was not allowed
to self, but instead treated with the compound of interest and those plants that were
resistant to the compound were outcrossed to the Arabidopsis accession Landsberg
erecta. This outcross comes to seed creating the F1 population. The F1 population is
allowed mate with itself and produces seed for the F2 generation. This generation of seed
is exposed to the compound of interest and those plants that are resistant to the compound
are the mapping population. If all seed from the same plant are resistant to the compound
it can be assumed that the mutation providing resistance is homozygous. Those plant
populations that provide a homozygous mutation can have their DNA extracted, pooled,
and sent for sequencing. A pictographic description can be seen below (Supplemental
Figure 1).
2.4.10 Testing mutant lines for resistance to fluopipamine
All CESA mutant Arabidopsis seeds were stratified and vernalized for at least
three days and plated on plates containing either media with fluopipamine at 5 µM or
DMSO to act as a control. Plates were grown for four days under light for 16 hours and
dark for eight hours. At four days’ time images were taken using a scanner and root
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length was measured using Fiji. All root lengths are represented as a percentage
comparison to the control.
2.4.11 CAPS assay
Primers were designed from Primer3 and ordered from Integrated DNA
Technologies (Supplemental Table 1) (Kõressaar et al., 2018; Koressaar & Remm, 2007;
Untergasser et al., 2012). They corresponded to genes that were uncovered from the
Next-Generation Arabidopsis Mapping protocol (Table 2-3) (Austin et al., 2011). Genes
selected were able to be cleaved by an enzyme present only if the SNP was present.
Enzymes were chosen with NEBcutter V2.0 by observing nucleases that cleaved the
mutant gene and not the wildtype gene (Supplemental Table 1) (Vincze et al., 2003). The
DNA from all Arabidopsis lines were normalized with a nanodrop spectrophotometer,
pooled, and amplified using PCR with selected primers. Nuclease reactions cleaved
population DNA post PCR. Concentrations of PCR products were determined with a
nanodrop spectrophotometer. Equal concentrations were loaded into the wells and Gel
electrophoresis allowed visualization of cleavage across the population.
2.4.12 Protein structure prediction and molecular docking
The structure of CESA1 was predicted via fragment-based modeling using ITASSER (Yang et al., 2015). The estimated TM-score of 0.70 ± 0.12 indicates a correct
topology. The resulting structure significantly overlaps with the recently solved structure
of CESA8 from Populus tremula x Populus tremuloides (PDB id 6wlb) (Purushotham et
al., 2020) especially in the transmembrane regions (Supplemental Figure 2).
The coordinates of a few identical residues (W318, W927, F1017, and W1020) at
the protein channel were directly transferred from this crystallographic structure to our
model, so that an open channel was generated representing the holo conformation of the
protein. This structure was embedded in a model bilayer of 1-palmitoyl-2oleoylphosphaditylcholine. The full systems, comprising the protein, the lipid membrane,
water, and neutralizing ions (Na+ and Cl-), were energy minimized for 5000-10,000 steps
with steepest descent using GROMACS (Abraham et al., 2015). CHARMM36m and
TIP3P force fields were used for the biomolecules (protein and lipids) and water,
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respectively (Huang et al., 2017; Jorgensen et al., 1983). The same procedure was used
with the mutants, in which the amino acid substitutions were modeled using CHARMMGUI (Jo et al., 2008).
Molecular docking of fluopipamine, flupoxam, and quinoxyphen targeting the
transmembrane regions of the wild-type CESA1 mutants was performed using AutoDock
Vina (Trott & Olson, 2010). To evaluate if the predicted model can be used for the
docking of fluopipamine, docking of cellopentoase was performed and verified a good
overlap between its resulting position and the oligosaccharide in the crystallographic
structure (PDB id 6wlb) (Supplemental Figure 2). Cellopentoase was prepared with
GLYCAM web (Group, 2005-2021). AutoDockTools was used to prepare the inputs of
targets and ligands in pdbqt format (Morris et al., 2009). The search space was defined as
a box with dimensions 54 x 62 x 48 Å, encompassing the full TM region and TM7 of the
neighboring protomer. Grid space and exhaustiveness were set as 1.0 Å and 20,
respectively.
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CHAPTER 3. IN SILICO METHODS APPLIED WITHIN CHEMICAL GENETICS
3.1

Cheminformatics
Cheminformatics is the field of study that combines chemistry and computational

methods to ask questions within in silico environments (Begam & Kumar, 2012). This
field encompasses an enormous swath of chemistry that can be incorporated into
computer programs. Examples of techniques and approaches that are used within
cheminformatics are: (1) molecular similarity, (2) quantitative-structure activity
relationship models (QSAR), (3) substructure searching, (4) automated molecular
depiction, (5) encoding/decoding of molecular structures, (5) 3-D structure generation
from a 2-D or 1-D structure, (6) conformer generation, and (7) algorithms that interpret
ring perception, aromaticity, or isomers (Xu & Hagler, 2002). These various
interpretations of computational chemistry can be used together in a pipeline, or they can
be used in isolated scenarios to address a particular question. Often, these tools can come
in the form of a web based graphical user interface while others are built into
downloadable programs that are run either through the command line interface or a
language specific graphical application.
Molecular similarity is the measurement of similarity between compounds. As an
example, these similarities can be represented as bit vectors, and these bit vectors can
then be compared, and a similarity score will be calculated. The method of bit vector
generation can come in many varieties that represent the compounds in diverse ways
(Capecchi et al., 2020). The similarity score can be calculated with many different
similarity metrics (Bajusz et al., 2015). In addition to bit vector representations of
compounds, compounds can also be represented in the form of a continuous set of
numbers, instead of bit vectors. This continuous set of numbers can be hashed to produce
a bit vector that can then be compared. Additionally, SM representations can be a list of
strings that represent physiochemical properties of the atoms in the molecule (CeretoMassague et al., 2015).
QSAR models are regression or classification models attempting to predict a
response variable (such as biological activity) of new compounds based on physiological
descriptors of known compounds (Perkins et al., 2003). These models are often used to
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predict the activities of untested chemicals. This method of scientific inquiry has become
extensively linked to the pharmaceutical industry as these approaches can rule out
potential compounds that do not have desired drug like properties or do not meet the
required levels of toxicity (Lipinski et al., 1997). The approach used to create these
models can be generally described in three steps: (1) gather or design a set of training
chemicals, (2) choose the descriptors that are relevant for biological activity, and (3) use
statistics to correlate change in biological activity with changes in the chemical structure
(Perkins et al., 2003). There can be both 2D and 3D QSAR models and there are multiple
methods to perform these models. As the field of cheminformatics continues to evolve
the use of QSAR models to predict toxicity and potential activity will continue to be
used.
Sub-structure searching is a method that identifies substructures of SMs within a
library and returns those compounds that have the desired substructure. This problem can
be thought of as testing two graphs for subgraph isomorphisms (Ehrlich & Rarey, 2012).
Isomorphisms in graph theory are the occurrence of a bisection between vertex sets,
meaning that each vertex within one set is matched with a vertex in another set. This is
often employed within SM databases so they can be searched efficiently based on a lead
target.
Molecular encoding and decoding are exactly as they sound. They are the
methods that have been developed, for example, to convert SMILES representations of
SMs into bit vector FPs, pharmacophoric FPs, or another chemical format (Karthikeyan
& Bender, 2005). These can also be thought of as methods to encode and decode
physicochemical properties associated with the compounds. This can also be raised as a
question; What math needs to be applied to convert a 1D SM into 3D? This is where
encoding and decoding come into play. The 1D SM can be interpreted by an encoder to
be formatted so that is then able to be decoded into a 3D SM. Additionally, these during
the encoding or decoding process background algorithms can be running to predict
different ordinations of the compound such as ring perception. There are a lot of ways in
which chemicals can be referenced and because of that encoding and decoding between
the various formats needs to be developed and always maintained.
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A recent highlight of cheminformatics has been the novel generation of chemicals
through AI. For an example, a SMILES form of a molecule can be encoded and then
across latent space the decoder creates unique SMILES using the original SMILES as a
scaffold (Gómez-Bombarelli et al., 2018). This approach to developing novel chemistry
is incredible as it allows a computer to permute all possible options within a range and
provides chemicals potentially not thought of by man. It could be taken a step further and
coupled with additional chemical information and be used to predict the desired chemical
information of the new compound. My concern with methods like this is that the
compounds produced won’t be synthetically feasible, but there are programs that only
build compounds based on more stringent methods (Durrant et al., 2013).
The use of computational chemistry is a growing field of global interest because
there has been an explosion in the capacity to compute at a large scale (Gorgulla et al.,
2020; Gorgulla, Çınaroğlu, et al., 2021). This scale of computing has just begun to allow
the unlocking of virtual screens that comb through billions of compounds, a small
fraction of the total perceived chemical space (Gorgulla, Padmanabha Das, et al., 2021).
The computationally intensive task is not to compare similarity between compounds, as
this is a 2-D task, but to model how a 3-D molecule/ligand interacts based on either
artificial intelligence (AI) driven feature selection or complex physics equations.
Additional computational complexity can be incurred if one is interested in modeling
protein-protein interactions or the interactions between/within proteins in a system (Weng
et al., 2020). Only further computational requirement is incurred if one is interested in
modeling how these systems perform over time if all atoms are allowed to move within
the system (Abraham et al., 2015). To this end, it is best to handle chemical space in its
entirety before trying to glean detailed information from it in high resolution simulation
is to approach it from the minimalist modeling side, the perspective of a rigid catalytic
interface and a flexible ligand.
The estimate of SMs in chemical space that could be used as potential drugs is
upwards of 1060 SMs (Reymond et al., 2010). As of now, using the lowest resolutions and
one of the faster modeling programs, QuickVina2, 1 billion compounds can be screened
across 160,000 Google cloud computing CPU cores in about 15 hours (Gorgulla,
Çınaroğlu, et al., 2021). This program was specifically designed to perform large virtual
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library screens in a high-throughput manner. If a linear approach is taken to scale this, to
screen 1060 SMs will take approximately 100 hours on 160,000 Google cloud computing
CPU cores.
If this is broken down into node hours and the assumption of the same number of
cores within the CPUs on the Summit supercomputer, so 44 CPU cores per node (Larrea
et al., 2018). Using Summits current infrastructure, it would take 15 hours to screen 1
billion compounds across roughly 3,634 nodes. The equates to roughly 55,000 node
hours. If 1060 SMs are screened, multiply the number of node hours by roughly six and a
half. This is the node hour requirement for modeling just one protein against chemical
space at one of the lowest resolutions. It is estimated that the number of proteins within
the human body is between 10,000 and several billion (Ponomarenko et al., 2016). So, to
screen all chemical space across all the proteins within the human body is still a bit of a
far-reaching task.
So, this becomes an intractable problem with a less than enormous compute
infrastructure. Because of this, exceptionally large compute facilities are needed to screen
chemical space in any reasonable time. As the depth of system resolution increases the
computational requirements to interpret and run increase as well. So, when thinking of
the problem and potential combinations involved in screening all chemical space on 5
proteins, let alone the entire proteome of an organism, the required computational
resources become immense and almost unfathomable.
One of the many factors that determine the time for modeling is the size of the
modeling volume within/around the surface of the protein. Often, a specific
catalytic/allosteric site is of interest and therefore that small volume around the site of
interest can be modeled for interactions with multiple SMs. Often there are proteins that
are not fully understood and therefore the catalytic/allosteric core is not completely
highlighted. Due to this, the entire surface of the protein and some of the volume
surrounding the protein might need to be modeled resulting in a much larger modeling
volume. This is an increase in volume and therefore the time to model all possible
locations of potential interaction is increased. Modeling a system like this compared to
the identical system but with less volume will always take more time.
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As the affordability of large-scale computing continues to decrease in price the
ability to screen large libraries of chemicals in silico will enable great science to be
performed across many disciplines. The rapid speed of candidate selection and testing
can aid in a plant biologists’ pursuit of a new chemical to help understand the
mechanisms that underly exocytosis. At the same time, approaches like this can allow
alternative drug therapies to be delivered to patients in critical need. The continued
development and exploration of in silico approaches that aid in delivering biological
candidate lists to experimental biologists will always be in demand.
The field of biology is only beginning to stand on new legs as more and more
organism omics data are generated. The amount of data generated will only continue to
increase as different sequencing technologies become more affordable. This affordability
will allow multiple organisms to be studied in silico and provides a faster route to
designing SM inhibitors for varied scientific pursuits. For example, decreasing the time
and money it takes to bring a drug to market could decrease the price to the public. A
very similar example could be brought to light within the agrochemical sector.
3.1.1

Chemical fingerprints and molecular similarity

Chemical fingerprints (FPs) are representations of SMs. There are many forms
and variations of FPs and they often come in these different groups: (1) Substructure
keys-based FPs, (2) topological or path-based FPs, (3) circular FPs, (4) hybrid FPs, (5)
pharmacophore FPs, and (6) text-based FPs (Cereto-Massague et al., 2015). There are
multiple examples of FP representations and multiple software that contain some but not
all the options (O'Boyle et al., 2011; RDKit: Open-source cheminformatics;
http://www.rdkit.org). For that reason, it is necessary to choose what is the most
important information to capture and choose the software appropriately.
In general, to create a FP that represents the SM of interest, encoding needs to
occur. The encoding of SMs into FPs can come in a variety of forms. Some of these
encoding techniques trace the path of a SM up to x atoms away while others determine
atoms that are within a radius of a distance. Other FPs take the approach very similar to
checking presence or absence while others encode information of importance needed to
ensure biological activity and there are even hybrid varieties (Figure 3-1).
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Figure 3-1. Cartoon depiction of how dictionary, path, and radial FPs are created
This figure depicts three distinct ways that SMs can be converted into bit vectors. The
first representation (A) is that of a dictionary-based method. The moieties in the
dictionary are determined present or absent by the 1 or 0, respectively. The path-based
representation (B) traces the path of the SM and based on the substructure created the
corresponding bit is activated. The radial based representation (C) scans radially from
atoms in the SM creating substructures that are assigned a unique identifier that then
maps to a corresponding bit. Both path and radial FPs use hash tables to assign bits active
based on unique substructure IDs.
MACCS FPs are an example of sub-structure key-based FPs. In this FP, the bit
represents the presence or absence of a single given feature in the SM. These can be
thought of as a dictionary and if the molecule being analyzed has that chemical moiety,
then a 1 will be present in that bit location, and the converse is true if the chemical
moiety is not present in the SM (Figure 3-1, A). There are two variants of the MACCS
based FP: (1) the 166-bit structural key, and (2) the 960-bit structural key. The 166-bit
key is the most frequently used variant (Durant et al., 2002). The PubChem FP is another
example of a dictionary-based FP but it is represented as a 881-bit vector (Bolton et al.,
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2008). BCI, TGD, and TGT are examples of other substructure keys-based FPs (Barnard
& Downs, 1997; Sheridan et al., 1996).
The Topological or path-based FPs trace the path of a molecule from a starting
atom up to a specified bond number and hash each increment to produce a unique bit
vector (Figure 3-1, B). Due to the hashing these types of FPs can be used for substructure
searching. One of the primary topological FPs is the Daylight FP (Cereto-Massague et al.,
2015). Circular FPs are a type of topological hashed FP, but they differ in that instead of
marching down paths of the SM, they search the environment of the SM up to a certain
diameter, so therefore the search is radial (Rogers & Hahn, 2010) (Figure 3-1, C). ECFPs
are the standard for circular FPs and stand for Extended-Connectivity FPs. They were
specifically designed for their structure-activity modeling and are excellent to use for
comparing whole structures.
The radial features on representation of ECFP, FCFP, differs due to the indexing
an atom in the environment, they index that atom’s role. This is akin to a pharmacophoric
FP. Pharmacophoric FPs attempt to classify an atom by how it would react chemically,
for example, either as a hydrogen doner, hydrogen acceptor, or in some cases neither a
donor nor acceptor. These FPs also have the capacity to denote atoms within an aromatic
ring as well as either cationic or anionic states of the atom.
Hybrid FPs include the UNITY 2D and the MP-MFP. The UNITY 2D is a 988-bit
FP that is composed of both structural keys and path-based fragments while the MP-MFP
is a 171-bit FP composed of both structural keys and property descriptions (Xue et al.,
2003). Both FPs take advantage of previously defined fingerprinting methods and result
in a dually combined result.
The above methods are examples of how SMs can be encoded into various
representations and then compared to one another. There is dictionary, path, radial, and
hybrid-based methods that can be used individually or in combination for similarity
searching. These approaches taken together can provide a great start to search a chemical
library for compounds of interest.
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3.1.2

Virtual screening and protein SM docking

Virtual screening can come in many forms depending on the desired outcome of
the screen and the amount of available information when one starts the screen. Often the
goal of the virtual screen is to predict SMs that will be active on the protein of interest.
For example, there can be both pseudo forward and reverse chemical genetics screens.
An example of a pseudo forward chemical genetic screen could be combing through
chemical space to find SMs that have a high binding affinity on some protein of interest.
The larger the size of the compound library screened the better the results (Lyu et al.,
2019). The only caveat to this being a forward chemical genetics screen is that there is
already a protein in mind, but there is no SM to build scaffold molecules.
Another form of pseudo in silico forward chemical genetics screening could take
the route of comparing all compounds to all other compounds, thus creating a pairwise
comparison matrix. This matrix could then be clustered using a clustering method
specific to graphs or distances, and then a random SM, or random percent of SMs, from
each cluster could be selected and these SMs could have their interactions modeled with
the protein of interest. If there are SMs from a particular cluster that have high affinity for
the protein of interest, then every SM from that cluster can be modeled against the protein
of interest. This could result in less computing time to cover the same amount of
chemical space because the space is fractured and only a small fraction of each cluster is
modeled against the protein of interest.
Reverse in silico chemical genetics could take the approach of knowing the SM
experimentally interacts with the protein of interest and branching out from there. This
method can begin by changing some of the chemical moieties within the SM to design a
SM that might have higher potency. An approach like this can be classified as a structure
activity relationship analysis. This approach models known SMs and their desired
outcome to predict how changes in the substructures of the SM can alter the
potency/toxicity/lipophilicity of the SM. This can result in lead optimization or the
building a SMs that are ideal for the desired outcome because the least amount of it is
needed to achieve the desired phenotype.
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Imagine a network where the nodes are chemicals and the edges that link nodes
are their similarity score. Reverse chemical genetics, for example, could be performed in
the fashion of a SM of interest is known to interact with a protein. This SM has been used
to compare itself and all other molecules to the other SMs within a library of choice. The
comparisons between molecules can be run through the clustering method of choice and
the result will be a clustered undirected weighted network. This network can be used to
pick the closest SMs to the compound of interest by traversing the edges and landing on
the nearest nodes, or the entire cluster that the SM of interest resides in can be of interest.
Another approach could be to take the clusters that contain the SMs that are only 1 hop
away from the SM of interest.
These are just some of the approaches to virtual screening and there can be a wide
variety of them, but they do have a general form. The key ingredients include a library of
SMs and the desired proteins to test these SMs on. Once the SMs have been gathered
they need to be converted into the proper formatting so that the modeling can occur.
Depending on the modeling to be done the SMs format can be different. This is also true
for the proteins that the SMs are to be modeled on.
With the required components in the proper formats the modeling can occur and
the lowest energy conformation of the ligand within the modeling volume can be
determined. These results provide the best conformations of the SMs being modeled. The
lowest binding energy scores can be determined and then can be checked visually with
some sort of molecular viewing software. These compounds can be ordered and tested in
vivo. A successful screen should result in providing a compound list with higher hit
percentages than simply randomly sampling a diverse library.
3.2

Unsupervised machine learning clustering methods
Supervised and unsupervised learning methods are numerous, and all have pros

and cons regarding the type of data they require and the type of output they can generate.
Supervised learning is something the allows the user to have/know the output desired.
Often these learning techniques come in the form of binary classification or regression.
Easy examples to make this more understandable come in many forms but they could be
the binary classification of if an image to determine if it is a dog or a cat. Another
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example of a supervised learning could be a regression calculation to predict car or house
prices based on data from past car or house prices. Often, the broader the data and the
more depth of data the better the prediction can be.
Within unsupervised learning the outcome is unknown and therefore cannot be
predetermined. The algorithm that is employed learns from the data and tries to make
decisions based on the data. A good example of an unsupervised learning method is the
general applications of clustering. The correct outputs desired from clustering are
unknown and therefore the algorithm does the best it can to classify data based on all the
data presents. For example, if you have data that is representing many chemicals as nodes
and the similarities between them as edges a clustering algorithm could group the
chemicals based on how similar they are. The output could be any number of clusters,
based on the algorithm of choice, with similar/like compounds grouped in the same
cluster. There are many unsupervised clustering methods that include but are not limited
to Markov clustering, K-Means clustering, Hierarchical clustering, or Density-Based
clustering (Saxena et al., 2017).
Generally, clustering algorithms have some parameters that need to be tuned to
find the desired output of the data. Depending on the algorithm the parameters needing to
be tuned can be numerous or rather limited. These parameters often tune the granularity
of the clustering output. This means that the parameters adjust how many results would
be present per cluster. So, whether there are only four clusters or 400. The result with
four clusters is less granular than the more granular result with 400 clusters.
Another form of unsupervised learning is dimensionality reduction. Often these
methods are employed so that very complex and high dimensional data can be reduced to
less dimensions. This reduction can cause the viewing/displaying of the data to be much
easier. Often, the most used examples of this approach to unsupervised learning are
principal component analysis (PCA), t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE), or uniform manifold approximation algorithms (UMAP) (Velliangiri et al., 2019).
PCA determines the variables within the data that provide the most variance, allowing a
reduction of dimensions because they aren’t contributing to change (Jolliffe & Cadima,
2016). The dimensionality reduction method t-SNE is useful in understanding highdimensional datasets. It differs from PCA in that it is iterative and non-deterministic, so it
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produces a new result every time (Maaten, 2008). UMAP is a manifold learning
technique for dimension reduction that is competitive with t-SNE for visualization.
UMAP can be used as a general-purpose dimension reduction technique for machine
learning (McInnes et al., 2018).
Different unsupervised learning methods are applied to different datatypes.
Regarding unsupervised clustering methods, ClustEval is a great resource to determine
the type of clustering method that would be best to be used on the data you are providing
the model (Wiwie et al., 2015). Within this matrix analysis of 19 different clustering
methods and 25 data sets results in 14 different measurements of the clustered output.
The data sets that are used in this analysis include gene expression, protein similarity,
protein-protein interaction, protein structure similarity, social networks, and synthetic and
word disambiguation datasets. The 19 different clustering methods include methods that
are applied across 25 various input data sets.
The following sections highlight only a few of the clustering methods that are
available, one of which was used intensely within the work described in the future
chapters. Each of these methods are different in how they find the appropriate clusters
and can be employed optimally across different datasets.
3.2.1

K-means

K-means clustering is possibly the most widely used clustering method and is
described as an unsupervised centroid based clustering method (Shukla & Naganna,
2014). This method uses the number of K clusters as an input parameter and iteratively
minimizes the within sum of squares by assigning each node to the nearest centroid. This
method minimizes the within cluster variance. The centroid is continuously updated until
there is convergence (the centroid does not move much as the within cluster variance has
diminished), and the result is the clusters (Kijsipongse & Ruekolan, 2012).
K-means clustering is relatively easy to implement and can scale to large datasets.
On top of this, this method guarantees convergence, meaning that it will stop once
optimal centroids are determined unless the number of iterations is exceeded
(Developers, 2021). Additionally, if the user knows a bit about the distribution of the data
the centroids can be predetermined before the iterative process begins, which allows
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quicker centroid convergence. This technique can easily be adapted to new examples and
the clusters can be fit to different globular shapes, such as an elliptical cluster next to a
spherical cluster.
There are drawbacks to this method which include requiring the user to
predetermine the number of clusters and the outcome being dependent upon the initial
values, meaning that k-means does not transform the initial data in any way (Abbas,
2008). Additionally, this algorithm is poor at handling data that comes in different
densities and various sizes and has a drawback regarding outliers (Patil & Vaidya, 2012).
Often, within k-means clustering, the outliers can either get clusters of their own or drag
the centroids towards the outliers creating inaccurate clusters. To avoid this often the data
needs to be trimmed to remove the outliers (Wu et al., 2008). This method also scales
poorly with an increasing number of dimensions because the distance-based measure
between converges to a constant value between any of the samples (Developers, 2021). A
dimensionality reduction such as principal component analysis can alleviate this.
This method has obvious pros and cons that should be taken into consideration
when one thinks about clustering their data. When examining ClustEval the data that
provided the best F-1 score, a score that measures the harmonic mean of precision and
recall, the three best outcomes are synthetic datasets with the fourth being a gene
expression dataset (Wiwie et al., 2015). When it comes to protein-protein similarity, there
is no score as K-means does not apply to graph-based data as it requires 2D data.
3.2.2

DBScan

Another widely used clustering method is Density Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise (DBSCAN). The clustering method DBSCAN is a density-based
and is designed to cluster areas of data based on density, or how close neighboring points
are to the point of interest (Ester et al., 1996). A distance is determined by the user and if
there are points that are within that distance from a particular point then they are a part of
the same cluster. This algorithm then hops to a new point and asks the same question of
neighboring points, and clusters accordingly (Mann & Kaur, 2013). If there are shared
points between clusters then all those points form one cluster but if there are no shared
points between clusters then they share individual clusters.
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The benefits of density-based clustering are that there are no predetermined
number of clusters, only a minimum number of objects in a cluster, to be set by the user
(Nagpal et al., 2013). This is in opposition to K-means where the number of clusters in
the output needs to be preset by the user. A limitation/advantage of this clustering method
by design is that it does not consider outliers as they are not within the dense portion of
the data. Therefore, this clustering algorithm excludes a lot of noise, intentionally or
unintentionally (Moreira et al., 2005). Additionally, this algorithm allows for the
clustering of arbitrary shapes if those shapes contain dense sets of data. Because of its
ability to find arbitrarily shaped clusters it also can find clusters that are surrounded by
other clusters (Ahmad & Dang, 2015). For this method to work only two data points are
required and the ordering of those points within the dataset does not matter.
Generally, density-based algorithms tend to falter as densities vary and
dimensionality increases (Ahmad & Dang, 2015) This means, for example, that if the
data is all one density within one area of the 2D plane but data in another part of the
plane is less dense, then the distance used to create the cluster within the dense set of data
in the first area will not be suitable for the data in the sparsely populated area. This could
result in the data within the denser area being correctly clustered while the more sparce
data being poorly clustered even thought it might be distinct. Another issue with this
algorithm arises when the data density varies and is to sparce (Ahmad & Dang, 2015).
This effect can lead to failure to identify any clusters. Additionally, random sampling of
data cannot be done well because it will affect the density of the data.
This algorithm is well applied to data that is equally dense across the preferred
clusters and can find clusters within clusters. It tends to break down and fail with a high
number of dimensions and varying densities. Within ClustEval, when examining the F-1
score regarding protein similarity it falls between .26 and .68 and could therefore be a
suitable clustering algorithm for similarity comparisons (Wiwie et al., 2015).
3.2.3

Hierarchical clustering

Hierarchical clustering is another clustering method that is based on measures
between two nodes where each node in the tree of nodes can represent a cluster. This
method is one of the most popular clustering methods after K-means. This method differs
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from k-means in the fact that the user does not need to specify the desired number of
clusters and it will stop at any number of clusters. The results of this method of clustering
are dendrograms (Murtagh & Contreras, 2012).
There are two distinct types of hierarchical clustering, agglomerative hierarchical
clustering, and divisive hierarchical clustering (Sinha & Bateja, 2017). These methods are
best thought of as opposites of one another. In agglomerative hierarchical clustering the
algorithm initially assigns all nodes to a single cluster and then merges nodes one by one
based on similarity until all the nodes are within one cluster. Often this approach is called
bottom-up hierarchical clustering (Bouguettaya et al., 2015). Divisive hierarchical
clustering takes an opposite approach and initially groups all nodes into a single cluster
and then decomposed them one by one into smaller clusters along the tree until all nodes
have their own cluster. This results in a top-down approach to clustering (Roux, 2018).
Within hierarchical clustering the linkage measure can affect the outcome of the
clustering. There are multiple linkage methods but 5 are discussed here; (1) single
linkage, (2) complete linkage, (3) average linkage, (4) centroid method of linkage, (5)
and wards method of linkage (Murtagh & Contreras, 2017). Single linkage measures the
distance between the closest two nodes within two different clusters while complete
linkage measures the distance between the furthest two nodes within two different
clusters (Graham & Hell, 1985). Average linkage takes the average of the distances
between all node pairs within the cluster while the centroid method measures the distance
between the closet two clusters based off the node that is closest to the center of the
cluster (Ding & Xiaofeng, 2002). Ward’s linkage method is a bit different as its goal is to
combine clusters that result with a decrease in total variance, meaning that if the
combination of two clusters decreases cluster variance, they will be combined (Nielsen,
2016).
There are pros and cons to both hierarchical clustering methods. Within
agglomerative hierarchical clustering there are the pros of it being easy to implement, it
can produce an order to the object which can be helpful to display and there is no need to
specify the desired number of clusters (Sonagara & Badheka, 2014). Additionally, using
this approach will produce smaller clusters which may allow the discovery of other
similarities in the data. One of the issues with this clustering method can arise within the
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linkage method chosen. Therefore, the results should be checked with different linkage
measures to ensure that the results are not to variable and to check for consistent clusters
across linkage measures (Nielsen, 2016). Finally, hierarchical clustering does not work
well on vast amounts of data (Embrechts et al., 2013).
When examining how hierarchical clustering performs within ClustEval based on
the F-1 test across different protein similarity data there is a minimum of 0.48 and a
maximum of 0.99 making this clustering method the best performing for sequence
similarity examined to date (Wiwie et al., 2015). That said, the linkage measure that was
used within these measures is unclear and because of that the data could be skewed one
way or another if measured again.
3.2.4

Markov clustering

Markov clustering is a graph clustering method. This is in opposition to vector
clustering methods. For examples sake, this means that every node within a graph is
connect to some other node within the graph either directionally or not or weighted or
unweighted (Van Dongen, 2000a). Nodes that are highly connected will have many edges
within a cluster while nodes with fewer edges could act as nodes connecting clusters.
This method is random in the way that it traverses the graph (Van Dongen, 2000a). As an
example, consider a graph that is not completely connected, if one starts at one node there
is a probability that by randomly traversing the graph from the point of origin one could
land at an adjacent node. This is where Markov chains are applied. These chains calculate
the probability across multiple time steps as the random walker traverses the graph and
the output is a transition matrix which can also be viewed as a probability matrix (Van
Dongen, 2008).
If data for this graph is weighted, or not ranging between 0 and 1, it can be
column normalized so that it no longer becomes symmetric. Additionally, adding single
paths from one node to itself can address the errors that can arise from simple path loops,
or small graphs (Van Dongen, 2010b). During the early iterations of the Markov chain
higher edge weights correspond to the links within the cluster while lower edge weights
tend to represent in between clusters. Due to this, there is a representation of clustering
within the edge dispersion (Van Dongen, 2000a). This effect is boosted by stopping early
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in the Markov Chain and boosting strong effects and reducing less popular effects. This is
done iteratively through processes named inflation and expansion (Van Dongen, 2010a).
Inflation occurs when a single column is raised to a non-negative number and
then re-normalized while expansion is only the process of squaring the matrix (Van
Dongen, 2000b). Expansion occurs before inflation and these two steps are repeated until
a steady state convergence is reached. Generally, although not proven, the number of
steps required to converge occurs within ~ 10 to 100 steps. Upon convergence these
clusters are distinct.
This approach to clustering is different in its input does not need to be a vector
(Van Dongen, 2010b). Markov clustering scales well with increasing graph size working
with both weighted and unweighted graphs (Dongen, 2000). This approach produces
solid cluster results and is effective against noise in the original graph data (Dongen,
2000). Another positive about this clustering method is that unlike K-means, there is no
need to input the desired number of clusters. The adjustments of inflation and expansion
will adjust the cluster granularity (Van Dongen, 2010b). The limitation of this algorithm
is that it cannot find overlapping clusters and it is not suitable for clusters with a large
diameter (the longest distance between any two nodes within a cluster) (Dongen, 2000).
When examining how Markov clustering performs on general datasets curated by
ClustEval the F-1 score across different protein similarity data ranges from .92 to .59
allowing it to have an average F-score when compared to all forms of hierarchical
clustering (Wiwie et al., 2015). Due to the way the data output was being generated from
the similarity comparison, the use of either hierarchical clustering or Markov clustering
could be performed. Within this work Markov clustering was used as it was already
implemented at scale on the compute cluster.
3.3

Molecular modeling software and developments
Software within the cheminformatics space is often designed for a very specific

purpose, often like general software. For example, within the
cheminformatics/computational biology space, the software that model protein-protein
interactions are not suitable for modeling protein SM interactions or protein peptide
interactions. There are many reasons for this but some examples of why building a
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platform that compares the orientations and conformations of two protein surfaces, if not
both proteins in their entirety within the space, considers many other variables and factors
that are not considered when a much simpler system is modeled. Forces of importance,
either including or weighting a particular calculation or not, depends on the system that is
being modeled. Due to this, there is a need to find the modeling system/systems that are
best suited for the tasks (Weng et al., 2020). There is software that is suitable for
modeling a particular clade of interactions and because of that sometimes ensemble
molecular modeling software provides the best results (Aminpour et al., 2019; Sliwoski et
al., 2013).
Systems have been designed that model very specific interactions: (1) Protein and
SM interactions, (2) protein and peptide interactions, (3) protein-protein interactions, (4)
protein hot spot prediction, (5) protein modeling, and (6) protein pocket conservation (Le
Guilloux et al., 2009; Pierce et al., 2011; Trott & Olson, 2010; Yang et al., 2015; Zhang
& Sanner, 2019; Zhu & Mitchell, 2011). Some of these, such as protein pocket
conservation, are as “easy” as comparing two 3-D structures and determining
some/multiple scores for similarity/conservation when either compared to each other or
one to all. That is relatively simple computationally assuming the structures are oriented
in the same direction within space.
However, determining how proteins interact with other proteins can be a more
difficult task. Often proteins are large and therefore when they interact with one another
there are multiple points of contact. These multiple points of contact can be considered
the hotspots. These hotspots cannot be calculated under static movement, and that is
where something like this becomes a bit more computationally rigorous and that is just
one protein-protein interaction. Imagine trying to do a lot of them. That would take a far
more computational resource. There are also software’s that allow hot spot prediction
based on a machine learning algorithm trained on a database of known protein-protein
interaction sites (Darnell et al., 2007; Zhu & Mitchell, 2011). The most recent winners of
the ACM Gordon Bell Special Price for COVID-19 Research used compute clusters to
carry out 305 million atom simulations that shed light on SARS-CoV-2 spike glycan
shield and how the spike interacts with the human receptor ACE2 (Casalino et al., 2020).
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Modeling how a protein surface acts with a SM can begin with multiple
approaches. One of the approaches is to leave the molecule and protein rigid so that the
local minimum is precise. This often leads to greater binding affinity scores as there is
only one conformation that is suitable to both protein and SM. Another approach is to
keep the protein pocket around the SM rigid so within the system of study only the SM is
allowed torsional movement within a confined space. This allows for a lot more
movement or changes in conformation of the SM and therefore the ability for there to be
low binding affinity in multiple locations. For this reason, it is often best to make sure
that the modeling box is appropriately placed.
The other approach is to allow both the protein and SMs flexibility. Leaving both
SM and protein to flex will increase the computational requirements of the process and
decrease the throughput. This as close to molecular dynamics as possible. However,
within this type of modeling there is no water box or salts and the modeling box that is
present is confined to the movement of the SM. To screen as many molecules as possible
with the least number of computational resources the approach of rigid protein pocket
and flexible SM is often taken (Gorgulla, Padmanabha Das, et al., 2021). There are
additional parameters that influence the extensiveness that the search space is searched
for lowest binding energy. Increasing this parameter will also increase the amount of
computational time required.
Another caveat that can greatly increase the time to local minima is the size of the
defined space to be modeled. This space confines the SM, therefore reducing the search
space, and reaching local minima earlier. Without a defined space to confine the flexible
SM the entirety of the protein space, both internal and external, will be searched, greatly
increasing time to results. Therefore, the usual practice is to define the space which will
be modeled, defining a smaller search space for the SM, and increasing the throughput of
SM screening.
Another thought to consider when setting up large virtual screening efforts is if
these efforts will be easy to pull off. To start, ensure that all the required in silico pieces
are present. This is something that should be checked at the beginning. Determine if the
protein of interest has a reliable model/structure, so check something like PDB (Berman
et al., 2000). If there are no models, can one be created with a high score based on
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evolutionary conservation with a protein shape prediction software (Yang et al., 2015;
Zheng et al., 2021)? At this point in time, there might be an AlphaFold2 protein model
within human, Arabidopsis, or another model organism (Tunyasuvunakool et al., 2021).
Another question to ask is whether there are detailed data that highlight important
features of the protein of interest. These important features could point to potential areas
to model with the SM and could help to pick the type of software to use. These features
are often within literature so reading the paper that was deposited with the molecule is
necessary. Additionally, these features could also influence how this protein interacts
with other proteins to form the protein complex that it might be associated with. With
these questions answered the search space to model the system with higher biological
accuracy has been decreased a bit. This could increase the complexity of your system but
more accurately represent biology. Again, to address some of these questions a large
amount of literature might need to be reviewed. With literature reviewed and all the
pieces of the screen in hand, the effort to conduct the screen can begin.
Within this work the DUD-E database (Mysinger et al., 2012) was used to
develop a pipeline of functions that compares all the DUD-E database to itself to generate
a pairwise similarity network to cluster. The clustered similarity network was then
explored in a reverse chemical genetics fashion and the proposition of exploring chemical
space in a forward chemical fashion is addressed. Another set of functions was written in
attempt to assess clustering. This assessment tried to determine if the clusters created
were based on the SM protein target from the DUD-E database. An additional effort was
placed on building a pipeline of functions that compares a compound to the PubChem
Compound Database (Kim et al., 2021) across multiple FPs, fuses the FP data similarity
results, and then uses a fraction of those compounds to model within AutoDock-GPU
(ADTGPU) (Santos-Martins et al., 2021) against the modeled CESA1. This provided a
list of candidates CESA1 inhibitors.
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CHAPTER 4. ATTEMPTED AND SUCESSFUL APPROACHES TO VIRTUAL
SCREENING
4.1

General pipelines overviews
Within this body of work two different approaches were taken to in silico

chemical genetics. The first compared all PubChem Compound to the molecules
fluopipamine, flupoxam, and quinoxyphen (Figure 4-1). MACCS (a 181-bit dictionarybased FP), ECFP6 (a radius of 6 circular FP), FCFP6 (a radius of 6 with feature
extraction on circular FP), and FPN4 (a concatenation of the three FPs) FPs were
generated for all SMs and compared to the chemicals of interest using the Dice similarity
metric (File 1). The results across FP comparisons were sorted and the top 10,000 across
all files within a ligand were taken. For example, the combined list for fluopipamine
would have the top 40,000 compounds across four different FP comparisons. These
results are then deduplicated across all ligands and combined resulting in a final list of
roughly 75,000 SMs that are suitable to model against 7 different variants CESA1.
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Figure 4-1. Flowchart depicting how flupoxam, quinoxyphen, and fluopipamine were
used to search PubChem for similar compounds
A list of compounds in SMILES format and the PubChem database in SDF format (A)
needs to be gathered and fed to the script. The script (B) sub-samples the data based on a
user parameter. Keys are generated for both database and the SMs of interest and then the
FPs are generated as defined by the user for the sub-sampled data. A comparison is then
performed as defined by the user. This comparison within the sub-sampled data is done
by comparing the SMs of interest to the PubChem Database and allows for a threshold to
be selected using only a sub-sample of the data. This threshold is propagated through the
entire database and only those SMs above it are kept. This provides a list of compounds
with high similarity. A key is then created for the compounds that were above the
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threshold. This can be done multiple times across FPs and the data concatenated into a
single list of the top similar compounds across FPs (B). From here, the compounds can be
converted using Open Babel into a format that is suitable for running ADTGPU (C). The
results of ADTGPU can then be parsed to find the lowest binding energy molecules or
searched for proper conformation within a software like VMD (D) and the compounds of
interest can be subsequently purchased.
Another approach was taken with the DUD-E database (Figure 4-2) (Mysinger et
al., 2012). A similarity comparison is calculated between every SM in the database (File
2). This results in a similarity network, or a graph. This similarity network can be used as
the basis for a reverse or forward in silico chemical screen. A method of reverse chemical
genetics within a graph could be a breath first search (BFS). BFS is a graph traversal
method that affords the non-redundant searching of a graph. Effort was placed on
developing a method that performs a BFS on clustered data provided a root node to start
(File 3). Additional effort was put into writing a method to randomly sample all the
clusters to act as a pseudo forward chemical genetics screen. The pseudo forward
chemical genetics code has not been completed and is not presented.
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Figure 4-2. Overview of what a in silico pipeline containing clustering could look like
A list of compounds, in this case the DUD-E database, concatenated into one file (A)
needs to be gathered and fed to the script. The script (B) sub-samples the data based on a
user parameter. The FPs are generated as defined by the user for the sub-sampled data
and then a comparison is performed as chosen by the user. This comparison is within the
sub-sampled data and allows for a threshold to be selected based off a fraction of the total
data. This threshold is propagated through as the entire database is converted into the
appropriate FP and compared. All the comparisons that are below the threshold are
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discarded while those that are above provide your weighted partially connected similarity
network. This network can then be clustered (C). From here, either forward or reverse
chemical genetics (D) can be performed on the clustered data. The resulting molecules
from the selection process need to be converted with Open Babel to formats readable for
ADTGPU (E). The results of ADTGPU can then be parsed to find the lowest binding
energy molecules or searched for proper conformation within a software like VMD (F)
and the compounds of interest can be subsequently purchased.
To run either of these two pipelines some basic questions need to be addressed.
One of the decisions that needs to be made is the FP type of interest. This can be selected
as either MACCS, ECFP6, FCFP6, TOPO (path-based FP generated from the Daylight
FP), or FPN4 (an in-house concatenation of three (MACCS, ECFP6, FCFP6) FP types).
Once determined the desired measurement of similarity needs to be chosen. Within this
implementation the comparison measures to choose from are Dice, Tanimoto, Sokal,
Russel, Rogot-Goldberg, McConnaughey, Kulczynski, and Cosine.
With FP and similarity measure decided the user can then selected the sub
sampling percentage and the desired threshold. The sub sapling rate determines the
random sample of data that will be evaluated to set the desired threshold. For example, if
a sub-sample of .05 is selected, 5% of the total data will initially be analyzed. This 5% of
total data will be transformed into bit vectors and the desired similarity comparison run.
These results will be ordered from highest to lowest and the threshold will be used to
determine the cut off for acceptable comparisons. This results in the threshold that will be
applied across the entirety of the data (Figure 4-1) (Figure 4-2).
Within the PubChem search the SMs from PubChem are read in an SDF format
while the compound of interest is read in the SMILES format. Once read, a sub-sample of
the PubChem data is taken, FPs are generated, and the comparisons are made (Figure
4-1). With the comparisons made, the threshold is then established. With the threshold
established the entirety of the PubChem Database is read and only compounds that have a
similarity score with the desired compound above the threshold are kept. These results
can be converted into a different file format suitable for modeling (Figure 4-1). This
approach can be done for multiple FP types and then fused together to produce a list of
SMs that are highest ranked across multiple FP spectra.
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With an the in silico pipeline complete that generates a similarity network either a
forward or reverse chemical genetics approach can be applied to the weighted undirected
graph. Once clustered, in this case with MCL, the data can be randomly sub-sampled by
cluster and modeled against a protein of interest. This could result in the identification of
clusters of SMs having a high binding affinity when compared to other clusters. With this
information, the user can go back to those clusters and model all the SMs from that
cluster. This contrasts with a reverse in silico chemical genetics screen where an anchor
SM is used that is known to interact with the protein of interest and the search space is
expanded across the graph centered around that anchor SM. Either of these approaches
could result in the identification of SMs of high affinity from chemical space at a small
percentage of compute time because rather than screening all the SMs only a portion of
them are searched.
The outputs associated with the different virtual screening techniques are unique
to the method that is being performed. The one constant is that they all have a measure of
similarity among them. Depending upon the types of comparisons different inferences
can be made. If the comparisons are made in the form of a pairwise comparison, then the
results of similarity can be clustered as this is a representation of a network. However, if
the comparisons are in the form of one to many, then there is no network. Due to this, the
types of comparison limit the post processing options.
For example, the results from the data that is to be clustered could be run again at
different thresholds to determine if there is an ideal threshold within the data that clusters
most ideally given a set of cluster parameters. Once the data generated is suitable the
desired cluster parameters can be tuned. Counter to the cluster output, the output of the
direct comparison can be compared to itself based on changing the FP type, comparison
type, and potentially based on the sub sampling rate, though changing the subsampling
rate will have little effect if enough of the data is taken to provide a good estimate. These
parameters alter the output results, but in a some to all comparison without clustering, the
multiple outputs can be aggregated so the database/list of compounds has been compared
across multiple FPs and multiple comparisons. This results in data fusion because it is
across comparisons that are all valid and provides a more coherent list of compounds that
are most similar.
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With these two programs ideal clusters can be created or aggregated data can be
generated across varying similarity comparisons and FPs. Both approaches are potential
routes that an in silico chemical genetics pipeline might take and they can be used in
different ways. Both approaches could lead to the successful identification of novel
candidate chemistry before a compound is even purchased. Screening approaches like
this could be the way to screen vast portions of chemical space before purchasing a small
directed diverse library. In the following sections we will discuss how these approaches
were tuned and applied to find novel chemistry to probe the CSC.
4.2

Picking FPs of interest and proof of concept for clustering
DUD-E is comprised of 22,886 active compounds and their affinities against 102

targets with an average of 224 ligands per target. This provides a truth set. When dealing
with large datasets one option to get an understanding for the distribution of the data is to
sub-sample at random. This decreases compute time and provides a distribution of data.
This affords the setting of a threshold and more rapid prototyping. The basic outline for
this procedure can be seen below (Figure 4-3). Broadly, the distribution of random and
proper FPs was compared from a random 1% selection of the DUD-E database.
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Figure 4-3. Flowchart depiction to determine the distribution of similarities when
comparing random and proper FP generation
This flowchart depicts how the random and proper FPs were generated and compared. To
start the data is gathered, in this case a concatenated version of the DUD-E database. The
data is sub-sampled at the user defined threshold, five to ten percent is fine. FPs are
generated for the sub-sampled data and then the random FPs are created by scrambling
the proper FPs. Both the proper and random FP now need to be encoded back into an
RDKit readable object and the distributions can be measured in seaborn (Waskom, 2021).
To create the random bit vectors the original bit vector was calculated. This bit
vector was then randomly shuffled with an in-house function (Figure 4-4). Additionally,
the positions of the ones is determined in the vectors and used to create an object for
RDKit to use for FP comparison (Figure 4-5). This resulted in a random bit vector that
has no chemical significance. The collection of random bit vectors was used to compare
to the collection of proper bit vectors. Random vectors were compared to random vectors
and the same was true of the proper vectors. This allowed viewing the distribution of FP
types and afforded the opportunity to determine if one FP was more adapted to separating
itself from the noise of its shuffled self.
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1 def scrambleFP(DBsub):
2
3
DBsub1 = DBsub.reset_index(drop = True, inplace = False)
4
DBtoRandomize = DBsub1[fpType + 'BitVect']
5
ShuffDB = []
6
7
for j in DBtoRandomize:
8
total = len(j)
9
zeros = j.count('0')
10
arr1 = np.array([0] * zeros + [1] * (total - zeros))
11
np.random.shuffle(arr1)
12
ShuffDB.append(arr1)
13
q = pd.concat([DBsub1, pd.DataFrame(ShuffDB)], axis = 1)
14
r = q[q.columns[2:]].apply(lambda x: ''.join(x. dropna().astype(str)),
axis = 1 )
15
16
newDBframe = pd.concat([DBsub1, r], axis = 1)
17
DBnamedFrame = newDBframe.rename(columns={0: 'Shuffled' }, inplace =
False)
18
19
return DBnamedFrame

Figure 4-4. Function to scramble the bit vector
This function was used to scramble the proper bit vector to provide a random bit vector.
As input this function takes a sub-sampled DF (line one) and then needs to reset the index
(line three) and pulls the column from the DF that contains the generated bit vector (line
four). For every bit vector the length is calculated (line eight), the zeros are counted (line
nine), and then an array is created containing the appropriate number of ones and zeros
(line ten). This array is then shuffled and appended to the empty list (lines 11 -12). The
list is then added to the new DF (line 13) and then turns the randomized array into a
single string (line 14). The randomize array is then concatenated to the original DF (line
16) and the column is named Shuffled. The new DF containing the shuffled bit vector is
returned (line 19).
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1 def FPtoListOfOnes(fp):
2
myTuples = ()
3
for j in range(len(fp[0])):
4
if(fp[0][j] == '1'):
5
myTuples = myTuples + (j,)
6
return myTuples

Figure 4-5. Function to extract ones positions from the FPs
This function extracts the ones from the FPs generated and then appends them to an
empty tuple to return. The definition requires the FP (line one) and for each element in
the FP if the element equals one (lines three to four), then update the tuple (line five). The
final return is the tuple containing all ones from the bit vector (line six). This tuple is used
to create an object in RDKit that can be compared within RDKit.
This method is very similar to the all to all comparison method to generate a
graph but instead of generating the graph to cluster (Figure 4-2, A - C) this set of
functions plots the distribution of the data (Figure 4-3). The attached code can be run to
identify the distribution of your data (File 4).
One of the first things done was to determine how the different similarity metrics
and FP choices shaped the distribution of the similarity scores across a random 1% of the
DUD-E database. When initially writing the comparison method TOPO FPs were include
in the concatenated FP FPN4. However, when comparing FPs and similarity options there
is separation between random noise and signal with the TOPO FP was negligible, so the
TOPO FP was removed from the FPN4 FP (Figure 4-6) (Figure 4-7) (Figure 4-8) (Figure
4-9) (Figure 4-10). The difference between a FP representation containing the TOPO FP
in the FPN4 FP when compared to the FPN4 FP without the TOPO FP can be seen in
Figure 4-10. Due to this finding the TOPO FP within RDKit was not used any further.
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Figure 4-6. A random 1% comparison of DUD-E across FP types and Dice and Tanimoto
comparison types
Within all graphs (A, B, C, D, E) DiceRandom is the Dice similarity score distribution
for the randomized bit vectors and DiceProper is the Dice similarity score distribution for
the chemically accurate representation of the bit vectors. The variable TanRandom is the
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Tanimoto similarity score distribution for the randomized bit vectors and TanProper is
the Tanimoto similarity score distribution for the chemically accurate representation of
the bit vectors. When comparing random to proper and across graphs the most separated
and distributed FPs are MACCS (E) and FPN4 (C). The most overlap, or least amount of
separation, is seen within the FP TOPO (D). A little bit of separation and mild
distribution are seen with ECFP6 (A) and FCFP6 (B).
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Figure 4-7. A random 1% comparison of DUD-E across FP types and Kulczynski and
Cosine comparison types
Within all graphs (A, B, C, D, E) KulczRandom is the Kulczynski similarity score
distribution for the randomized bit vectors and KulczProper is the Kulczynski similarity
score distribution for the chemically accurate representation of the bit vectors. The
variable CosineRandom is the Cosine similarity score distribution for the randomized bit
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vectors and CosineProper is the Cosine similarity score distribution for the chemically
accurate representation of the bit vectors. When comparing random to proper and across
graphs the most separated and distributed FPs are MACCS (E) and FPN4 (C). The most
overlap, or least amount of separation, is seen within the TOPO FP (D). A little bit of
separation and mild distribution are seen with ECFP6 (A) and FCFP6 (B). Similar
amounts of separation can be seen between MACCS (e), ECFP6 (A), an FCFP6 (B).
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Figure 4-8. A random 1% comparison of DUD-E across FP types and Rogot-Goldberg
and McConnaughey comparison types
Within all graphs (A, B, C, D, E) RogotRandom is the Rogot-Goldberg similarity score
distribution for the randomized bit vectors and RogotProper is the Rogot-Goldberg
similarity score distribution for the chemically accurate representation of the bit vectors.
The variable McconRandom is the McConnaughey similarity score distribution for the
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randomized bit vectors and McconProper is the McConnaughey similarity score
distribution for the chemically accurate representation of the bit vectors. When
comparing random to proper across graphs the most separated and distributed FPs are
Rogot-Goldberg comparison MACCS (E) and both comparisons for FPN4 (C). There is
more overlap with the Rogot-Goldberg MACCS (D). The most overlap, or least amount
of separation, is seen within the TOPO FP (D). A little bit of separation and mild
distribution are seen with ECFP6 (A) and FCFP6 (B), but it is very similar to MACCS
(E) with these comparisons.
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Figure 4-9. A random 1% comparison of DUD-E across FP types and Sokal and Russell
comparison types
Within all graphs (A, B, C, D, E) SokalRandom is the Sokal similarity score distribution
for the randomized bit vectors and SokalProper is the Sokal similarity score distribution
for the chemically accurate representation of the bit vectors. The variable RussRandom is
the Russell similarity score distribution for the randomized bit vectors and RussProper is
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the Russell similarity score distribution for the chemically accurate representation of the
bit vectors. When comparing random to proper across graphs the most separated and
distributed FPs are Sokal comparison MACCS (E) and both comparisons for FPN4 (C)
but FPN4 is severely pressed up against 0. There is more overlap with the Russell
MACCS (D). The most overlap, or least amount of separation, is seen within TOPO FP
(D). A little bit of separation is seen in ECFP (A) and FCFP (B), but they are severely
pressed up against 0, having a very narrow distribution.

Figure 4-10. A comparison of Dice similarity distributions with different FPN4
compositions
Each graph represents a random 5% of DUD-E Compared to another random 5% of
DUD-E. There is a significant separation of distribution when removing (A) the TOPO
FP from the FPN4 FP when compared to the distribution with (B) the TOPO FP present.
Additionally, this information was used to understand the range of the different
similarity metrics and the range of the different FPs similarity distribution. With this
information and a paper saying that the Dice similarity metric is suitable for comparing
FPs all comparisons from here on out are performed using the Dice similarity metric
(Bajusz et al., 2015). With this knowledge, the generated network from a random sub
sample of the DUD-E database, Markov clustering was performed.
When viewing the raw data that was clustered, there seems to be a good
representation of compounds that act across the protein targets within DUD-E (Figure
4-11). The high cut off and the connections across clusters and between clusters display
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high SM similarity but target different proteins. This could also be the result of identical
molecules having multiple protein targets or that the hashed vector has many bit
collisions, and the resulting similarity is artificially high for two different SMs.
Visualization of the clusters resulting from a random sampling of the DUD-E database
look promising at an inflation of 2 and 4 (Figure 4-12) (Figure 4-13). The higher the
inflation the more singular clusters are present, which is to be expected as a result from
MCL.
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Figure 4-11. A network Visualization of a random 5% of DUD-E compared to another random 5% of DUD-E
The FPN4 FP was used, and the Dice comparison was performed. Data was gathered if the similarity was greater than .33 and the top
5% of data was taken to visualize. This network visualization depicts SMs and their respective protein targets. SMs are represented by
nodes. Protein targets are color coded by node. No clustering method has been performed. This representation shows similarities
between SMs grouped based on protein targets. Observation lends itself to the discovery of a lot of cross protein target edges.

Figure 4-12. A random 5% of DUD-E compared to a random 5% DUD-E clustered via MCL with an inflation of 2
The FPN4 FP was used, and the Dice comparison was performed. Data was gathered if the similarity was greater than .33 and the top
5% of data was taken to visualize. Each node represents SMs with DUD-E, and they are color coded by their protein target. Clusters
were removed from visualization that were smaller than 3 nodes for simplicity. At this inflation value there are 295 clusters.
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Figure 4-13. A random 5% of DUD-E compared to a random 5% DUD-E clustered via MCL with an inflation of 4
The FPN4 FP was used, and the Dice comparison was performed. Data was gathered if the similarity was greater than .33 and the top
5% of data was taken to visualize. Each node represents SMs with DUD-E, and they are color coded by their protein target. Clusters

were removed from visualization that were smaller than 3 nodes for simplicity. At this inflation value there are 379 clusters and more
singles (B) than other inflations.
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4.3

Forward and reverse chemical genetics in silico comparison pipeline containing
clustering
Forward and reverse in silico chemical genetics approaches can be very similar to

bench top biology approaches but the field of view for compound screening can be
greatly increased. This expanded view allows for vast amounts of chemical space to be
perused. With a lot of space comes a lot of noise. One way that this can be address is by
taking the time to gather the appropriate data, portion that data off into homogenous
groups. Sub-sampling randomly or intentionally from each group, or cluster, can
drastically decrease the computational requirements for the following three-dimensional
steps.
For example, within this body of work, to generate the weighted and incompletely
connected network data needs to be gathered in the proper format (Figure 4-2, A) (Figure
4-14, A). With the data digested by the program a sub-sample of the entire data submitted
is taken, this sub-sample of data is then used to generate the user desired FPs. These FPs
from the sub-sampled data are then used to get the similarity measure of choice among all
the data. This subsampling is used to determine the threshold of the data, and or it sets a
filter limit. This filter limit is then propagated through to the next two functions that
generate the FPs for the entire data set, not the sub-sampled dataset, and is used to output
similarity scores above the desired threshold. The result of this is the weighted, threshold
limited, similarity network that can be used to cluster the data (Figure 4-2, B & C).

Figure 4-14. Network creation datatypes
This figure highlights some of the datatypes within the network creation pipeline that are
possibly used downstream. The input data required to run the network comparison
pipeline needs (A) to be a .csv with column one being the SMILES representation of the
compounds. Only the ProtienTarget is kept and used throughout the process in the future.
A comparison representation between two SMILES is what happens internally (B) but the
key needs to be made (C) for formatting purposes. The underscore tags the protein target
to the SM. Each SM in the key is attached to their protein target from the DUD-E. The
final data output of the network creation pipeline is (D). The first two columns represent
the nodes (SMs) and column three represents the similarity score.
With the similarity network made the data can go one of two ways (Figure 4-2,
D). The first mimics a forward chemical genetics screen while the second mimics a
reverse chemical genetics screen. In the forward chemical genetics screen a random
fraction of compounds from each cluster is sampled. These sampled compounds are then
processed in the appropriate formant and used in modeling software. This modeling
software predicts how the compound might interact with the modeled protein. Within this
work Open Babel was used to convert compounds into the proper format for modeling in
ADTGPU (Figure 4-2, E). The results from ADTGPU can be filtered to find the lowest
binding affinity compounds (Figure 4-2, F) and these compounds can be traced to their
prior cluster. If there are compounds that have high affinity but are within one cluster it
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would be appropriate that the entire cluster should be screened. Due to this, the cluster
results need to be revisited and SMs of interest converted into the proper format to run
modeling simulation (Figure 4-2, D – F). This could reveal a base scaffold which
derivative compounds could be built upon. This could occur across multiple clusters.
Ultimately, by screening random portions of clusters more of chemical space can be
searched at a lower computational cost and possibly unearth compounds that have unique
scaffolds with good binding affinity.
The reverse chemical genetics approach involves knowing a compound that is
active within the system of interest and actively searching within the clustered results to
find either all the compounds within that single cluster or all the nearest compounds
within a determined distance. This can allow the definition of the search space to be
based on three criteria: (1) Nearest compounds, (2) nearest compounds and the compound
of interest’s cluster, or (3) the cluster of the compound of interest and the cluster of every
compound that is connected within one hop (Figure 4-2, D). These search spaces increase
in the number of compounds that will be added to the final list. These are just example
search spaces, the threshold could be raised so only SMs with connections one hop away
above a threshold would be considered. The next steps (Figure 4-2, E & F) are the same
as those steps within the forward chemical genetics tract but there is no going back to the
original clustered network unless you are searching for compounds that are like
additional compounds of interest.
The above-mentioned approaches are some of many that could be used to find
compounds of similarity across a database of choosing with a clustering method included.
The idea behind the clustering approach is to decrease the computational requirements to
model many SMs by performing filtering steps within the 2D space.
Within this body of work scripts were created that compare all SMs within the
DUD-E database that can easily be altered to perform the same way on other data of the
users choosing. This clustered data can be further explored through different clustering
algorithms but in this case, the MCL algorithm was used. With the data clustered it can
be explored in either a forward or reverse chemical genetics fashion. For the reverse
fashion a script was developed to perform a BFS to pick compounds most like the
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compounds of interest. The forward chemical screening program is still being written so
that random samples of each cluster can be taken.
4.3.1

Network creation for clustering

Generating a network from a list of chemicals can be done with ease due to the
development of RDKit (RDKit: Open-source cheminformatics; http://www.rdkit.org).
This software allows the conversion of multiple chemical formats into an RDKit object
named ROMol. This ROMol can then be used to generate the desired FP that is then used
to begin to partition the data to calculate desired similarity between two molecules. All of
this can be implemented with the aid of RDKit. However, the processing of large
amounts of data requires that the encapsulation of the RDKit implementation to remain
computationally fast and memory inexpensive.
Due to this, parts of the scripts call upon the python module multiprocessing. This
module allows functions to be sent across all processors within a node. This module is
particularly important when performing comparisons, as this is often the bottle neck in
trying to generate the similarity matrix from this data. This is because the number of
pairwise comparisons required is k(k-1)/2 where k is the number of objects. This means
that as more objects are added the number of comparisons almost increases
exponentially. In attempts to speed up the processing, chunks of data are sent out to the
many processors to increase efficiency. The resulting similarity matrix is held above a
threshold based on the sub-sample. A detailed explanation of how this is approached
programmatically is described below.
To start, the command needs to be executed (Figure 4-15). Next, the data needs to
be loaded in the appropriate format (Figure 4-14, A). Once loaded in the proper format
the FPs are generated (Figure 4-16) from the ROMol object that was created for each
SMILE upon loading. The FPs of choice within this program are MACCS, FPN4,
ECFP6, and FCFP6 (Figure 3-1, A & C). An example of how these FPs are formed can
be found in line ten to 12 in Figure 4-16. This FP, FPN4, is the concatenation of three
different FPs as seen on line 13.
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1 ./execute/script path/to/database maccs .1 .05 Dice
2 ./execute/script path/to/database path/to/SMs/of/interest maccs .1 .05 Dice

Figure 4-15. Example of how to run scripts in command line
Line one resents the example of how to run all to all comparison to generate a network
while line two represents how to perform the one-to-many comparison.
With every FP generated for the DUD-E database the data is then sent to a
function that takes care of comparing all the desired compounds to each other (Figure
4-17). Figure 4-17 calls a function (Figure 4-18) that then calls another function (Figure
4-19). These nested functions: (1) organize the data (Figure 4-17) in chunks to send to
Figure 4-18, (2) determine the comparisons to make (Figure 4-18) from the data provided
while excluding self-comparisons and redundant comparisons, and (3) then makes a
single comparison (Figure 4-19). Keep in mind that the first time through only a subsample of the data is compared to itself (Figure 4-2, B).
1 def genProperFP(sub1, fpType):
2
3
x = sub1.to_dict('records')
4
romol = [d.get('ROMol') for d in x]
5
FP = []
6
7
for mol in romol:
8
9
if fpType == 'fpn4':
10
fp2 = AllChem.GetMACCSKeysFingerprint(mol)
11
fp3 = AllChem.GetMorganFingerprintAsBitVect(mol, 3, useFeatures
= False)
12
fp4 = AllChem.GetMorganFingerprintAsBitVect(mol, 3, useFeatures
= True)
13
k5 = fp2 + fp3 + fp4
14
FP.append(k5)
15
16
sub1[fpType] = FP
17
DBsub = sub1.drop(columns = ['ROMol'])
18
key = keyCreation(DBsub, inputFP)
19
20
return key

Figure 4-16. An example function of using RDKit to build the FPN4 FPs
This function is a snippet of the whole function, but it generates a proper FP, in this case
‘FPN4’ through the RDKit module AllChem and returns a data frame (DF) without the
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ROMol column but with the FP. It accepts as variables (line one) a pandas DF and the
global variable fpType. The DF sub1 is transformed into list like values and the ROMol
variable extracted (line three and four). The for loop beginning on line seven checks if the
fpType is appropriate (line nine) and if so, builds it (line 10 – 13). The FP FPN4 is the
concatenation of the MACCS, ECFP6, and FCFP6 FPs (line 13). The list FP is attached
to the DF with the column name of the global variable fpType (line 16), the column
ROMol is dropped from the DF (line 17), and the DF and the global variable inputFP are
sent to the keyCreation function (line 18). The function keyCreation writes a key and
returns a DF with the keyed SMILES, the protein target, and the generated FP (line 18).
Once the data that has been sub-sampled and compared to each other resulting in
similarity scores between all FPs within the sub-sampled data, the threshold is established
(Figure 4-20). This threshold is calculated based on the scores that are returned from
Figure 4-19. The threshold is then propagated through to the initial comparison function
again (Figure 4-17) (Figure 4-2, B) and all the data is processed into chucks (Figure 4-18)
and a single comparison is made (Figure 4-19). If those comparisons are above the
threshold, then they are kept (Figure 4-18, line 25 - 30).
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1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

all2AllCompProp(DBSub2Compare, comp, inputFP, thresh=0):
inputfplist = DBSub2Compare[inputFP].to_list()
protlist = DBSub2Compare.ProtienTarget.to_list()
smileslist = DBSub2Compare.smiles.to_list()
size1 = len(inputfplist)
dim = int(size1)
possib = int((dim * (dim - 1) / (2)))
step = int(size1/2)
list2 = []
for i in range(1, possib + 1, step):
if thresh == 0:
list1 = []
iStart = i
iEnd
= iStart + step
list1.append(iStart)
list1.append(iEnd)
list1.append(inputfplist)
list1.append(dim)
list1.append(protlist)
list1.append(smileslist)
list2.append(list1)
else:
list1 = []
iStart = i
iEnd
= iStart + step
list1.append(iStart)
list1.append(iEnd)
list1.append(inputfplist)
list1.append(dim)
list1.append(protlist)
list1.append(smileslist)
list1.append(thresh)
list2.append(list1)
pool = mp.Pool(mp.cpu_count())
tempComp = pool.starmap(result, list2)
pool.close()
return tempComp

Figure 4-17. Function to break input data into chunks and send those chunks to be
compared.
The all to all comparison function takes as inputs the DF output from Figure 4-16, the
global input comparison, the global input FP, and if no threshold is given it assumes it is
0 (line one). The variables inputfplist, protlist, and smileslist are created from the DF
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(lines three to five) while line six and seven determine the length of the inputfplist. The
variable possib defines the possible number of comparisons given the data (line eight).
Line nine highlights the step variable that can be adjusted but it splits the length of the
total inputfplist by two and is used to define the range step size (line 12). The for loop
(line 12) starts the process of packaging the data for comparison across multiple CPU’s.
Within this for loop istart and iend are calculated and multiple variables of different types
are appended within a nested list and the if/else statement is triggered based on the
change in threshold (lines 12 – 37). The pool variable is called on line 40 to check the
available processor pool and in line 41 the nested list defined by variable list2 is sent to
the results function. The output from the result function are returned from this function.
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1 def result(istart, iend, inputfplist, dim, protlist, smileslist, thresh=0):
2
3
global inputComp
4
5
start = istart
6
end = iend
7
results = []
8
9
for j in range(start, end):
10
a = (j-1) % dim
11
k = ((j-a) / dim) + 1
12
k = round(k)
13
b = (a+k) % dim
14
tempValue1 = singleComparison(inputfplist[a], inputfplist[b],
inputComp)
15
16
if thresh == 0:
17
results.append(tempValue1)
18
results.append(smileslist[a])
19
results.append(smileslist[b])
20
results.append(protlist[a])
21
results.append(protlist[b])
22
23
else:
24
25
if tempValue1 >= thresh:
26
results.append(tempValue1)
27
results.append(smileslist[a])
28
results.append(smileslist[b])
29
results.append(protlist[a])
30
results.append(protlist[b])
31
32
return results

Figure 4-18. Unpackages the organized data and computes appropriate single
comparisons
This function calculates comparisons one by one and then returns them and is called
within the all2AllCompProp function (Figure 4-17). It takes as input the start and stop of
the range, the inputfplist, inputsmileslist, inputprotlist, and dim (possible number of
comparisons within this chunk of data) (line one). Lines nine to 14 decide which
comparisons should be made from the list inputfplist and those are sent to the
singleComparison function, and a single comparison float is returned, tempValue1 (line
14). The following if/else statements considered the presence or absence of a threshold
(lines 16 – 30). The results returned are a list containing the calculated similarity, the
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proteins the SMs target, and the SMILES that represent them. Lines ten to 13 were
implemented from (Gazolla)
1 def singleComparison(a, b, compType):
2
3
if compType == 'Dice':
4
tempy = DataStructs.DiceSimilarity(a, b)
5
6
return tempy

Figure 4-19. An example Dice comparison function
This is the single comparison function that is called within the result function (Figure
4-18). It is a portion of the function and works within the DUD-E database. This function
takes two different RDKit generated FPs and the desired comparison type (line one). If
the comparison type is Dice (line three), then the FPs are compared (line four) and the
comparison float (similarity) is returned (line six).
1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

determineThresholdfromSubsample(list1):
global theTopPercent
list3 = []
for i in list1:
list3.extend(i)
simlist = []
for i in range(0, len(list3), 5):
simlist.append(list3[i] + 0)
sortedsimlist = sorted(simlist)
totalSims = len(sortedsimlist)
topCandidates = round(totalSims * theTopPercent)
toSetThresh = (sortedsimlist[-topCandidates:])
threshold = toSetThresh[0]
return threshold

Figure 4-20. Determining the threshold from the sub-sampled data
This function determines the threshold to be set based on a random sub sampling of the
data that meets the user desired top percent of comparisons. As input this function takes
the list generated from the all2AllCompProp (Figure 4-17). The global top percent is
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added (line three) and the input list is assigned to list3 (line five). Line 12 and 13 append
each similarity from the sub-sampled data to the simlist variable (line ten). Lines 15 to 19
sort the similarity list, determine total similarities, determine the number of similarities
needed to get the top x percent to set the threshold, and determines the threshold. This
function returns the threshold (line 21).
The results of these functions together provide the basic input required for
Markov clustering to be functional (Figure 4-2, C). Tailoring the input parameters to
ensure desired outcome will be an iterative process. The conversion from SMILES to
integers ensures that Markov clustering will work and the key that is produces guarantees
the produced integers can be mapped to the SMILES. With the clustered data either
forward or reverse chemical genetics approaches can be applied (Figure 4-2, D).
4.3.2

Running Markov Clustering and interpreting results

Markov clustering was used to cluster data generated from the DUD-E database.
This algorithm is stochastic in nature and follows iterations of expansion and inflation to
determine clusters. The variant performed was HipMCL (Azad et al., 2018). This version
of Markov clustering is a parallel implementation of the original MCL algorithm (Enright
et al., 2002). To run HipMCL within this context the output from the network creation
procedures previously described needs to be used because HipMCL does not handle
unusual characters well (Figure 4-14, D).
The three columns that are submitted to the clustering algorithm are required to be
separated by white space. To run HipMCL it needs to be installed on the compute cluster
of choice and a batch script needs to be prepared and submitted to the queue. If all goes
well, the data will be clustered, and the results are represented by each line containing all
the nodes that are within that cluster (Figure 4-21, A).
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Figure 4-21. Example output from MCL and the root node list for BFS
The output from MCL and the desired root nodes are presented. The output of MCL is in
the form of every line is a cluster and the nodes within that cluster are separated by a
space. In the current representation the DUD-E database proteins have been tagged to the
node to facilitate downstream analysis (A). The results of clustering can also be searched
in a BFS manner from a root node of interest. The format of this list is provided (B).
4.3.3

A measurement of cluster accuracy

One of the major hang ups encountered when trying to develop this pipeline was
in attempting to understand how and why HipMCL was clustering the data like it was.
For this reason, all the work within the clustering pipeline was done on the DUD-E
database instead of any specifically selected SMs. The idea behind this was that the
DUD-E database could act as a truth set when analyzing the clustered results. Within the
DUD-E database all the SMs are known to interact with a particular protein target. Some
of the SMs within that database act on multiple protein targets which is indicative of
biology because some SMs have off target effects.
The idea was that the parameters could be tuned with the DUD-E database so that
the best results for clustering were attained. These parameters include the cluster inflation
parameter which determines the granularity of the final clusters but also the top percent
of comparisons that are desired which is a parameter when building the network.
Generating a network that is connected fully, meaning that all nodes are connect to the
main network rather than all nodes being connected to all other nodes would be
imperative. So, that means that the threshold needs to be set so that the nodes are in one
network as opposed to being in isolate networks.
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With these criteria met maybe it is also better to include more of the comparisons
to increase the connectivity of the network to a point. From here, with a network with no
isolated graphs, the inflation parameters can be adjusted to provide the best outcome. The
idea is to see if the clusters are homogenous and to pick the best parameters to provide
homogenous clusters. For that reason, a script was written that provided some basic
statistics across the generated clusters from the network provided that measured
homogeneity of the clusters within the cluster output based on protein target (Figure
4-22) (Figure 4-23) (Figure 4-24).
This script takes measurements across every cluster within the cluster output and
provides basic statistics on the cluster output (File 5). These measurements include: (1)
the total protein count in the top X largest clusters, (2) the number of non-redundant
proteins in the top X largest clusters, (3) how many proteins are presented by the top X
percent of counts, meaning that two proteins could represent 75% of the protein count for
the cluster, (4) the total number of non-redundant proteins within the cluster, (5) a
measure of homogeneity which is describing the total number of counts to the protein
count, so if it is one then it is a completely heterogenous cluster of equal weight but if it
is smaller than one it is more homogeneous, (6) the percentage of protein counts that are
represented by the desired threshold, and (7) the number of proteins to hit the desire
threshold of the cluster.
These totals are calculated for each cluster within a specific clustering result and
each one of them is post processed to find the average and the standard error of the mean
across all the clusters within the single cluster result. The outcome of this is an overview
of the clustering results.
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1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

toppercet(sortedproteinlist, percentDesired, purityDesired):
proteinCountSum = []
totalNumberProteinsinTopXPercent = []
percentage = []
totalNonRedundantProteinsInCluster = []
homogenetity = []
purityExample = []
proteinCount = []
for lists in sortedproteinlist:
sumlist = []
protlist = []
for proteinAndCounts in lists:
for eitherProteinOrCount in proteinAndCounts:
if type(eitherProteinOrCount) == int:
sumlist.append(eitherProteinOrCount)
if type(eitherProteinOrCount) == str:
protlist.append(eitherProteinOrCount)
sumOfProteincounts = sum(sumlist)
proteinCountSum.append(sumOfProteincounts)
distinctProteinsPerCluster = len(protlist)

Figure 4-22. Gathering top desired percent of clusters from a HipMCL clustering output
This function gathers information on how the data was clustering within the DUD-E
database based off the HipMCL algorithm. Line one requires the input of the sorted
protein list, the percent of the protein list desired, and the purity of the cluster that is
desired. The sorted protein list is a list of proteins and their counts within a cluster output.
The percent and purity desired are floats used in the function. A total of seven empty lists
are created (lines three to nine) and then three for loops iterate through the original large
list (line 11), one of the sub-lists (line 14), and then the elements within the sub-list to
extract the protein count or protein on a per cluster basis (lines 15 – 19). The total count
of proteins per cluster is determined, appended to a new list, and the distinct proteins per
cluster calculated (lines 22 – 25)
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1
topXDesired = int(round(distinctProteinsPerCluster *
percentDesired))
2
totalNumberProteinsinTopXPercent.append(topXDesired)
3
topXRepresentation = sum(sumlist[:topXDesired]) / sumOfProteincounts
4
percentage.append(topXRepresentation)
5
totalNonRedundantProteinsInCluster.append(distinctProteinsPerCluster)
6
measureOfHomogeneity = distinctProteinsPerCluster/sumOfProteincounts
7
homogenetity.append(measureOfHomogeneity)
8
9
for j in range(100, 0, -1):
10
11
protCount = int(round(distinctProteinsPerCluster/j))
12
13
countCompostionComparedtoWholeCluster = sum(sumlist[:protCount])
/ sumOfProteincounts
14
15
if countCompostionComparedtoWholeCluster >= purityDesired:
16
purityExample.append(countCompostionComparedtoWholeCluster)
17
proteinCount.append(protCount)
break
18
19
20
return proteinCountSum, totalNumberProteinsinTopXPercent, percentage,
totalNonRedundantProteinsInCluster, homogenetity, purityExample, proteinCount

Figure 4-23. Gathering the top desired percentage of a cluster continued
The continuation of Figure 4-22 which proceeds to calculate desired properties of each
cluster within a MCL output. The top percent of distinct proteins in the cluster is
calculated, so the distinct proteins needed, and it is then appended to a list (lines one and
two). Line 3 calculates the counts in the top percent of distinct proteins and appends it to
a list (line four). The total number of non-redundant proteins per cluster is appended to a
list and used to measure homogeneity by dividing the distinct proteins in a cluster by the
counts in the cluster (lines five and six). From 100 backwards in steps of one if the
calculated composition compared to the whole cluster is greater than the purity desired
then the percentage that the counts represent, and the distinct proteins required to hit the
mark, are appended and the for loop is broken (lines nine to 18). The returned values are
the originally created empty lists (line 20)
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1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

averageAndStandardErrorOfMean(x):
if len(x) >= 1:
average = sum(x) / len(x)
sampleStandardDev = statistics.stdev(x)
standardErrorOfMean = sampleStandardDev / math.sqrt(len(x))
else:
average = 'N/A'
standardErrorOfMean = 'N/A'
return average, standardErrorOfMean

Figure 4-24. Calculates the standard error of the mean for each HipMCL output
This function is used to calculate the average and standard error of the mean for the list
provided (line one). If the length of the list is greater than one then the average and
standard error of the mean are calculated (lines three to seven) else the average and
standard error of the mean are N/A (lines nine to 12). The average and standard error of
the mean across the cluster result are returned (line 14).
When observing the results of the homogeneity averages across clustered results
there is a continuous trend upwards towards one as the inflation is increased, regardless
of the size of the graph submitted or the FP used (Figure 4-25) (Figure 4-26) (Figure
4-27) (Figure 4-28). However, the slopes of these lines across inflation were not the
same. The slope for the homogeneity lines was consistent within FPs but inconsistent
across FPs, meaning that the inclusion of similarities equal to one made no difference.
There was a noted difference between the protein count and the number of nonredundant proteins within the cluster. This is most noticeable at an inflation of two
(Figure 4-25) (Figure 4-26) (Figure 4-27) (Figure 4-28). This is an inflation that is not
optimal for clustering of the data. The homogeneity is low, meaning that clusters are
predominantly composed of less diverse protein targets. The protein count is at its lowest,
but the number of non-redundant proteins is at its highest. This results in less proteins,
but the homogeneity score is trending up. This results in a more heterogeneous cluster.
The ideal place will be at the lowest homogeneity and the place where the distance
between protein count and number of non-redundant proteins is at its lowest.
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Figure 4-25. Cluster result analysis from FCFP6 FP from top 50% of data
Comparison of clustered chemicals within the FCFP6 FP, with and without ones, and
across different thresholds and inflations. The threshold for similarities retained increases
from left to right from 0.1% to 9%. Inflation represents the x-axis and normalized counts
represent the y-axis. The homogeneity increases across clustered results regardless of the
presence of ones (A, B). There is a change in the trajectory of non-redundant proteins per
cluster when comparing clustered results without ones (A) to clustered results with ones
(B). The MCL algorithm failed at an inflation of 1.4 and 9% of total comparisons across
DUD-E.
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Figure 4-26. Cluster result analysis from ECFP6 FP from top 50% of data
Comparison of clustered chemicals within the ECFP6 FP, with (B) and without ones (A),
and across different thresholds and inflations. The threshold for similarities retained
increases from left to right from 0.1% to 9%. Inflation represents the x-axis and
normalized counts represent the y-axis. The homogeneity increases across clustered
results regardless of the presence of ones (A, B). There is a shared slope at 9% threshold
between the inflations of 1.4 and two that is close to zero across both cluster results with
(B) and without ones (A). the greatest distance between protein count and number of nonredundant proteins per cluster is at an inflation of two and a threshold of 9%.
Homogeneity changes in shape from concave to convex as more data is accepted for
clustering.
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Figure 4-27. Cluster result analysis from FPN4 FP from top 50% of data
Comparison of clustered chemicals within the ECFP6 FP, with (B) and without ones (A),
and across different thresholds and inflations. The threshold for similarities retained
increases from left to right from 0.1% to 9%. Inflation represents the x-axis and
normalized counts represent the y-axis. The homogeneity increases across clustered
results regardless of the presence of ones (A, B). In comparison to ECFP6 FP trends at
9% threshold there is a much smaller difference between an inflation of 1.4 to two (A, B).
There is also a different trajectory of the segments within the homogeneity line when
compared to different FPs.
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Figure 4-28. Cluster result analysis from MACCS FP from top 50% of data
Comparison of clustered chemicals within the ECFP6 FP, with (B) and without ones (A),
and across different thresholds and inflations. The threshold for similarities retained
increases from left to right from 0.1% to 9%. Inflation represents the x-axis and
normalized counts represent the y-axis. The homogeneity increases across clustered
results regardless of the presence of ones (A, B). There is noticeable separation between
the protein count and non-redundant proteins per cluster from inflation 1.4 to three within
thresholds 3% and 9% (A, B). There is the greatest separation at an inflation of two. This
separation is not as great as was seen in the ECFP6 FP or probably the FCFP6 FP.
These results could be further expanded upon by integrating them into known and
used clustering assessment metrics. Unfortunately, common clustering assessment
metrics were not used but this was created. Further exploration of this data is needed and
a finer resolution across both inflation and network size could provide more insight into
defining optimal parameters.
4.3.4

A reverse chemical genetics approach to analyzing clustered compounds

Within this context the reverse chemical genetics approach to sampling clustered
SMs is to already know a SM/SMs within the clustered data that is/are active on the
desired protein. With this knowledge you can gather the data that is closest to the
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compounds that you are interested in, or data that is only a couple hops a way. The below
functions are a part of a script that outlines how a desired node can be found, a root node,
and how all clusters associated with the compounds that are within one hop of the root
node can be gathered. To get this information, the clustered data, a key, the original
network submitted for clustering, the root node/nodes to search for, and the desired depth
of search need to be provided (Figure 4-14, C & D) (Figure 4-21).
With this information a python dictionary is created based on the similarity
network (Figure 4-29), the clustered results (Figure 4-30), and the key (Figure 4-31).
Each of these components is gathered from the previous steps (Figure 4-14) (Figure
4-21). The root list is read in and for every root in the list a BFS (Figure 4-32) is
performed. The results provided from the BFS (Figure 4-32), are fed to the next function
that extracts nodes that are of user defined depth from the root nodes provided (Figure
4-33) that when returned are used to get the list of clusters where those nodes reside
(Figure 4-34). The results from determining the cluster key are used to gather the list of
nodes within clusters, or in this case, list of SMs that are within the user defined depth
from the node of interest (Figure 4-35).
This method searches a graph specifically from the roots provided and assigns
depth during the BFS. The resulting functions gather the SMs that are within, for
example, one hop from the desired root. Not only does it gather the SMs that are within
one hop, but it also gathers the compounds that are associated with the cluster in which
the SMs reside. This allows a reverse chemical genetics screening to take place but in
potentially a broader manner as the search space can be increased or limited depending
on the desired depth of search.
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1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

createGraph(comparisonMatrix):
x = pd.read_csv(comparisonMatrix, header = None, sep = ' ')
x0 = x[0].to_list()
x1 = x[1].to_list()
graphdict = {}
for i in range(0, len(x0)):
if x0[i] in graphdict:
graphdict[x0[i]].append(x1[i])
else:
graphdict[x0[i]] = [x1[i]]
if x1[i] in graphdict:
graphdict[x1[i]].append(x0[i])
else:
graphdict[x1[i]] = [x0[i]]
return graphdict

Figure 4-29. Creates a graph from the comparison matrix
This function creates a dictionary based on the generated comparison matrix. The
resulting dictionary contains as the key the node and as the values all the nodes that are
associated with the key. Line three to six open the comparison matrix file and then extract
the first two columns, the SMs compared to each other, and an empty dictionary is
created. Lines eight to 20 search the length of the variable x0 to create a dictionary that
represents the SMs as the key and their values are the connected SMs. With the length of
x0 searched the full dictionary is returned (line 22).
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1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

createClustDictionary(clusterResults):
clustdict = {}
with open(clusterResults) as file:
keycounter = 0
for line in file:
myLine = line.split()
clustdict[keycounter] = myLine
keycounter = keycounter +1
return clustdict

Figure 4-30. Creates a dictionary for the cluster results
This function creates a dictionary from the cluster results. The key for the dictionary is
the cluster number and the values are the SMs within the cluster. In line three an empty
dictionary is created and in line five the cluster results file is opened. Line seven creates
the variable key counter that is set to zero while the for loop reads the file line by line
(line nine), splits it based on empty space (line ten), creates the dictionary entry using the
key and the line (line 11), and then increases the value of the key counter by one (line
12). The completed dictionary is returned (line 14).
1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

createDictKey(keyForSmiles):
y = pd.read_csv(keyForSmiles, header = None, sep = ' ')
y0 = y[0].to_list()
y1 = y[1].to_list()
keydict = {}
for i in range(0, len(y0)):
keydict[y1[i]] = y0[i]
return keydict

Figure 4-31. Creates a dictionary key for the SMILES
This function creates a dictionary from the key that is produced during the similarity
matrix generation. Line three reads in the file and separates it based on a space. Line four
to five convert the first two columns of the DF into lists while line six creates an empty
dictionary. Lines eight to nine start a for loop the length of y0 to create the dictionary
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where the key is the number associated with the SMILES and the value is the SMILES
representation.
1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

bfs(graph, root):
visited, queue = set(), collections.deque([root])
visited.add(root)
levels = {}
levels[root] = 0
while queue:
vertex = queue.popleft()
for neighbor in graph[vertex]:
if neighbor not in visited:
visited.add(neighbor)
queue.append(neighbor)
levels[neighbor] = levels[vertex] + 1
return(levels)

Figure 4-32. Performs a BFS from user defined vertex
This function takes the graph generated in Figure 4-29 and the root nodes of interest as
input (line one) and an empty set and the python container datatype deque are created on
line three. Lines six and seven create an empty dictionary named levels and then assign
the root as zero. Line nine states that while queue contains values execute the following
code. Line eleven removes a value from the left from queue and then searches for
neighbors of the vertex within the graph (line 13). If the neighbors have not been visited
(line 15) then they are added to the visited variable (line 16), appended to the queue (line
17), and the level is updated to be one more than the current level (line 18). The final
return is a dictionary containing the visited nodes for the whole graph from the root node
and their depth from the root node (line 20).
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1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

getNearestNodes(root, graph, levelCutOff):
vertexes = []
for i, j in graph.items():
vertexes.append(i)
if int(j) > int(levelCutOff):
break
return vertexes

Figure 4-33. Gets the nearest nodes from the graph based on a user defined depth
This this function takes as input the root, the comparison matrix in a dictionary format,
and the depth of search desired (line one). An empty list is created on line three and line
five starts a for loop that iterates through the graph dictionary and appends the node (line
six) to the vertex’s variable. This loop is broken when the level cutoff reaches the desired
integer (line eight and nine). The list of nodes within a certain depth are returned (line
11).
1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

getClustersfromNodes(nodes, clusterdictionary):
print(nodes)
print(clusterdictionary)
listofclusterskeys = []
for i in nodes:
for clusterkey, value in clusterdictionary.items():
for j in value:
if str(i) == str(j):
listofclusterskeys.append(clusterkey)
return listofclusterskeys

Figure 4-34. Gets the cluster number that is associated with the node
This function determines which clusters are associated with the node list from Figure
4-33. As input, it receives the list of nodes and the cluster dictionary (line one), creates an
empty list (line four), iterates through the nodes (line six), iterates through the dictionary
(line eight), iterates through the values in the dictionary (line ten), and if the node value
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equals the dictionary value (line 12), append that cluster key (line 13) to the created list
(line four). The created list is returned (line 15).
1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

getNodeFromClusters(listofclusterkeys, clustdict):
listofNodes = []
for i in listofclusterkeys:
for key, value in clustdict.items():
if str(i) == str(key):
listofNodes.append(value)
return(listofNodes)

Figure 4-35. Gets all nodes from the specified cluster number
This function obtains the nodes from the clusters by first receiving the list of cluster keys
generated in Figure 4-34 and the cluster dictionary (line one). An empty list is created
(line three), the list of cluster keys is iterated through (line five), the cluster dictionary is
iterated through (line seven), and if the cluster key equals the dictionary key (line nine),
append the cluster dictionary value to the empty list (line 11). The list of nodes is
returned (line 13).
With this approach the user can gather clusters that are associated with the SMs
that are within a user defined depth from the root node. This results in a list of smiles that
can then be converted to the desired file formats through Open Babel. This conversion
can result in a file format that is suitable for SM and protein docking.
4.3.5

Future directions of this code and approach

The code that has been presented allows the user to cluster the DUD-E database
and then perform a reverse chemical genetics screen on the clustered data. This could be
applied to any data if it is in the appropriate form. The concept to randomly sample
clusters for SMs was discussed at this time is incomplete. There is current interest in
writing and developing that script.
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This approach to virtual screening could be further improved upon by being
reformatted to run with a standard datatype as opposed to the DUD-E database. This
would allow the investigation of random molecules that do not have a protein target.
However, a work around to using this without the protein target information is to simply
tag the SM as not applicable. The reason that it was run on the DUD-E database
continuously was due to the idea of attempting to find a setting of MCL that performed
optimally to cluster SMs based on protein target. Within the DUD-E database there are
specific protein targets for each of the SMs and because of this critical information it is
possible to inspect to see if the SMs are clustering based on protein target. This can
further be explored and could really lead to tailoring the settings of the inhouse pipeline
so that parameters for MCL are optimal.
It is possible that different FPs could be employed to capture the information of
importance to the SM and protein interaction. Something like a pharmacophoric FP might
be a better FP to base similarity comparisons on, resulting in generating clusters based off
protein target. But that requires information about the SM to be generated. To generate
these FPs for comparison requires generating atom descriptors that relate to binding for
each atom within the SM. This information could be used in accompaniment to the
dictionary and path-based FPs. It could also be interesting to see if a multi-edge graph
would be worth considering, or if the aggregation of edges would be better. Again,
further development of this method will simply address random smiles so future versions
can be run against a novel library.
Another issue within this program is the use of the threshold across some of the
similarity comparisons. Some of the comparisons have ranges from negative one to one,
negative one to zero, and from zero to one. With these differing ranges the threshold
might return values closest to zero instead of nearest to negative one as the top desired
similar compounds. This could possibly be addressed by taking the absolute value of the
similarity comparisons if a particular similarity method is chosen.
An area that could be improved upon within this work is the memory usage of the
BFS. Currently, it creates a depth graph for each root node provided for the entire graph
when it could stop at the desired cutoff depth, or at one or two depths further. If this were
to happen the speed of the BFS would drastically increase based on the depth of search.
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One additional caveat that could affect this search method is the idea that the result from
the network creation program need to be fully connected, meaning, there are no separate
graphs in the results. This could also help during the clustering of the network as a
disconnected graph makes clustering a bit ineffective.
Code that could be written that would benefit this pipeline could gather the SMs
not only from the nearest neighbor clusters, but to also gather only the nearest neighbors
in one or two hops, not the clusters. Another great addition would be to gather just the
cluster that is associated with the compound of interest. An additional script could gather
compounds in any of the forms but at a more stringent threshold than was used to create
the network. All these scripts would be beneficial to the assessment of clustered SMs.
These approaches would simply allow the user to reframe the quantity of data desired to
proceed to the next step. Within the BFS script it would be a good addition if the weights
of the edges were considered in the creating of the graph which would allow additional
thresholding.
An area that could be improved upon is through the removal of the pandas DFs.
The pandas DFs are very useful for a certain scale of code. When that scale is passed, the
pandas DF becomes incapable of handling the large amount of data. A basic python
program would speed up the process even further, however. If there was the desire to
increase the speed of the software another language would be a good choice, but that
could require a tremendous amount of work to alter.
The scale of this program could be increased to perform across node, not just
within node. A great starting point to begin with the across node communication would
be during the comparisons. The chunks of code needed to be compared can be sent to the
various nodes in sizes that justify the cross-node message passing. To implement this it
might be best to use mpi4py or some multi-node platform (Dalcin et al., 2011).
One of the final areas of improvement within this code could be to use the
ClustEval software to measure cluster accuracy within the DUD-E database. This
software could be installed on a local machine or a computer cluster system. The
assessments provided by ClustEval could really benefit identifying parameters that are
optimal when attempting to cluster SMs based on protein target scores. Ideally these
parameters could be closely matched on additional data to provide similar results.
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4.4

Reverse chemical genetics in silico pipeline
Reverse chemical genetics takes a different approach, a from the result back

approach. This can be accomplished when a protein of interest is known and there are
SMs that are known to interact with it. Using the pipeline presented here the user can
incorporate those SMs and see how they compare in similarity to other SMs within
PubChem (Figure 4-1).
The data is gathered that represents the compound or compounds of interest and
the PubChem SDFs are gathered. The PubChem SDF could be a handpicked selection or
the entirety of the database (Figure 4-1, A). With the data gathered the program provided
begins (Figure 4-15). It starts by taking a sub-sample of the PubChem Database and then
using that sub-sample to create keys for both the sub-sampled database and the SMs of
interest. FPs are then generated for the SMs of interest and the sub-sampled data. The
SMs of interest are then compared to every SM from the PubChem database and this
comparison list is used to set the threshold to screen the entirety of the PubChem
database. Only the data that is above the threshold is kept for further processing. A key is
then created for the database of compounds that are above the desired threshold (Figure
4-1, B).
With the list of SMs from PubChem that are above the threshold when compared
to the SM of interest they can now be converted with Open Babel into the appropriate file
format for ADTGPU (Figure 4-1, C). With the ADTGPU run executed the results can be
assessed to determine which ligands provided the lowest binding energy and where they
were located within the model to provide that binding energy (Figure 4-1, D).
Within the context of reverse chemical genetics, the program created searches all
of PubChem for SMs that share structural similarities with SMs of interest. To perform
this a series of functions needed to be developed. To start, a parser to extracts the relevant
information from a concatenation of PubChem SDF files. The entire PubChem
Compound SDF collection was gathered as of January 2021, and it was approximately
650 GB of total data. This 650 GB file was split into 5 different sections. The reason for
the splitting is because even on compute nodes with 1TB of RAM the original 650GB file
would cause the memory max to be reached and the job to terminate. This termination
continued to occur when the ROMol object with RDKit was invoked. This object caused
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a massive increase of required RAM. Even with 150 GB split file the max RAM was
close to 750 GB while the program was running.
To start the similarity comparison pipeline the concatenated PubChem SDF needs
to be read into memory (Figure 4-36). This function pulls the PubChem CID and the
PubChem Canonical SMILES from each SDF and creates the ROMol object using RDKit
from the Canonical SMILES. Roughly the same is done for the input SMILES that
represents the compounds of interest. With both the PubChem SDF and compounds of
interest with their ROMol generated the random sub-sample of the PubChem Database is
taken in accordance with the user specified sub-sample input required to run the script
(Figure 4-37).
Once the random sub-sample of the PubChem database has occurred the
generation of FPs for the sub-sampled database and the compound of interest occurs
(Figure 4-38). After the FPs for both the database and the SMs of interest have been
generated a key is created for each of them (Figure 4-1, B). From here, the comparisons
between the SMs of interest and the sub-sampled database from PubChem occurs (Figure
4-39) (Figure 4-40). This provides a list of similarities within the sub-sampled database
of PubChem when compared to the compound of interest. These similarities are used to
determine the threshold for similarity for the entirety of PubChems database. The user
inputs the desired top percent of data that they want to keep and that is used to determine
the threshold that is propagated through the rest of the functions (Figure 4-41).
With the threshold established the process of generating FPs for the entirety of the
PubChem Database is undertaken (Figure 4-38). With the FPs generated another key is
created for the entirety of the PubChem database to provide the proper format for the
comparisons to be made (Figure 4-39) (Figure 4-40). The comparisons that are over the
determined threshold are returned and written to file in the form of CID and the similarity
score.
This program can be applied multiple times to the PubChem database across
various FPs to perform data fusion across the different representations. The data fusion
approach should provide a more comprehensive list of SMs that are like the SM of
interest because it is the aggregation of most similar compounds from different FPs.
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1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

sdf2DF(file):
pubchemID_list = []
smiles_list = []
ROMol_list = []
with open(file, 'r') as f:
for line in f:
searchTerm1 = '> <PUBCHEM_COMPOUND_CID>'
searchTerm2 = '> <PUBCHEM_OPENEYE_CAN_SMILES>'
if searchTerm1 in line:
pubchemID_list.append(next(f))
if searchTerm2 in line:
smiles_list.append(next(f))
pubchemID_list_s = []
smiles_list_s = []
for i in range(0, len(pubchemID_list)):
strippedline = pubchemID_list[i].strip('\n')
strippedline1 = smiles_list[i].strip('\n')
pubchemID_list_s.append(strippedline)
smiles_list_s.append(strippedline1)
for i in range(0, len(smiles_list_s)):
mol = Chem.MolFromSmiles(smiles_list_s[i])
ROMol_list.append(mol)
complete_list = []
for i in range(0, len(smiles_list_s)):
complete_list0 = []
complete_list0.append(smiles_list_s[i])
complete_list0.append(ROMol_list[i])
complete_list0.append(pubchemID_list_s[i])
complete_list.append(complete_list0)
return complete_list

Figure 4-36. Function to pull the appropriate data from a PubChem SDF
This function is used to parse the PubChem formatted SDF, or the concatenation of
numerous PubChem formatted SDFs. As an input it accepts the path to the file (line one).
Three list are made (line three to five), the file is opened and read line by line (line
seven), and if either of the search terms (line ten and 11) are encountered (line 13 and 16)
the following line is appended (line 14 and 17) to one of the two lists (lines three to five).
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The following for loop (line 22) loops through the length of the pubchemID_list (line
three) stripping the new/end of line annotation from both the pubchemID_list and the
smiles_list (lines 23 and 24) and appending the stripped line (lines 25 and 26) to two new
lists (lines 19 and 20). The following for loop on line 28 loops through the length of the
stripped SMILES list and creates the ROMol using RDKits Chem.MolFromSmiles
module from the striped SMILES list (line 29). The generated mol is then appended to
the ROMol_list (line 30). The following and final for loop (line 34) iterates through the
length of the stripped SMILES list and appends the SMILES (line 37), the ROMol (line
38), and the pubchemID (line 39) to an empty list (line 36) that is then appended to
another list (line 40), creating a list of lists. This list of lists is the return (line 42). This is
very similar to the SMILES parser.
1 def subsampleDF(df3):
2
3
global inputSubsamplingRate
4
5
randomsubsampledData = random.sample(df3, int(round(len(df3) *
inputSubsamplingRate)))
6
7
return randomsubsampledData

Figure 4-37. Function to randomly sample the determined fraction of the input PubChem
Database
This function receives a list of lists (line one) and uses the global input sub sampling rate
(line three) to randomly sample some of the compounds from the database (line five) and
returns the sub-sample (line seven)
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1 def genProperFP(smiles, mol, name):
2
3
global inputFP
4
5
if mol is not None:
6
if inputFP == 'fpn4':
7
fp2 = AllChem.GetMACCSKeysFingerprint(mol)
8
fp3 = AllChem.GetMorganFingerprintAsBitVect(mol, 3, useFeatures
= False, nBits = 2048)
9
fp4 = AllChem.GetMorganFingerprintAsBitVect(mol, 3, useFeatures
= True, nBits = 2048)
10
fp = fp2 + fp3 + fp4
11
12
else:
13
fp = 'None'
14
15
return smiles, fp, name

Figure 4-38. Generate FPN4 FP function
This function receives a SMILES, mol, and name (line one) as inputs and uses the global
input FP (line three) to create the FPs. This function is performed in parallel through the
starmap object within multiprocessing. As a check, it is ensured that the mol was created
properly and if it is (line five) then the MACCS (line seven), ECFP6 (line eight), and
FCFP6 (line nine) FPs are generated and concatenated (line ten). Another check is in
place for future functions (lines 12 and 13). The returned results are the SMILES, the FP,
and the name (line 15).
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1 def cmpdsOfIntComparedToDatabase(cmpdsOFInterst, database, comparisonType,
fingerprintType, thresh = 0):
2
3
listWithCmpdsToCompare = []
4
5
for i in cmpdsOFInterst:
6
7
for j in database:
8
listWithCmpdsToCompare.append(i[1])
9
listWithCmpdsToCompare.append(j[1])
10
listWithCmpdsToCompare.append(i[2])
11
listWithCmpdsToCompare.append(j[2])
12
13
nestedCmpdlist = [listWithCmpdsToCompare[q:q + 4] for q in range(0,
len(listWithCmpdsToCompare), 4)]
14
15
results = []
16
17
pool = mp.Pool(mp.cpu_count())
18
tempvalue = pool.starmap(singleComparison, nestedCmpdlist)
19
20
pool.close()
21
22
for i in tempvalue:
23
24
if i[0] == 'None':
25
continue
26
27
elif thresh == 0:
28
results.append(i[0])
29
results.append(i[1])
30
results.append(i[2])
31
32
else:
33
if i[0] >= thresh:
34
results.append(i[0])
35
results.append(i[1])
36
results.append(i[2])
37
38
return results

Figure 4-39. Calculation of similarity
This function takes as input the compounds of interest, the database, the desired
comparison type, the FP, and the threshold. If the threshold is not provided, then it is set
to zero (line one). An empty list is created (line three) and in the first for loop the
compounds of interest are iterated through (line five) and in the second for loop the
database is iterated through (line seven). Lines eight through 11 append the appropriate
comparisons to the list. This list, through list compression, is converted to a list with lists
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where each of the nested lists has a length of four (line 13). The CPU count is obtained
(line 17) and using pool.starmap the comparisons are performed across all CPUs a single
comparison at a time (line 18). The processing pool is closed (line 20) once the results are
returned and then the results are iterated through (line 22). The first if statement ensures
that the comparisons were not faulty (lines 24 to 25), the elif statement occurs if the
threshold is zero (lines 27 to 30) and the else statement occurs if a threshold is provided
(lines 32 to 37). The results are returned (line 38).
1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

singleComparison(a, b, cmpdID, DBID):
global inputComp
if a != 'None' and b != 'None':
if inputComp == 'Dice':
tempy = DataStructs.DiceSimilarity(a, b)
else:
tempy = 'None'
return tempy, cmpdID, DBID

Figure 4-40. A function that performs a single Dice comparison
This function takes as entry the two SMs and their respective IDs (line one) and proceeds
to import the global input comparison (line three), checks to ensure that both compounds
are viable (line five), and proceeds to perform the Dice similarity comparison (lines seven
and eight). If the SM a or b do not exist or equal None, then tempy is None (line 11). The
return value is the comparison value, the compound ID, and the database ID (line 13).
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1 def
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

determineThresholdfromSubsample(list1):
global theTopPercent
simlist = []
for i in range(0, len(list1), 3):
if list1[i] == 'None':
continue
else:
simlist.append(list1[i])
sortedsimlist = sorted(simlist)
totalSims = len(sortedsimlist)
topCandidates = round(totalSims * theTopPercent)
toSetThresh = (sortedsimlist[-topCandidates:])
threshold = toSetThresh[0]
return threshold

Figure 4-41. Determining the threshold from the sub-sampled dataset
This function calculates the threshold as set by the user based on the size of the data. As
input it takes the results from Figure 4-39 (line one). The global variable for thresholding
is input and an empty list is declared. The for loop iterates through the function input in
steps of three (line seven), checks to see if the results are valid (line nine), if they are not
(line nine), then the line is skipped (line ten) but if they are then they are appended to a
list (lines 12 - 13). This list is sorted from smallest to largest similarity (line 16), the
number of comparisons are calculated (line 18), the number of comparisons to take based
on the threshold is established (line 20), and then that number from the top of the list are
removed (line 22), and the threshold is the determined (line 24) and returned (line 26).
4.4.1

Future direction of the similarity comparison pipeline

Though this approach to virtual screening is complete there are always ways to
improve approaches to get more out of each run through. To start, one thing to address is
the ability to provide the user an option to select the data type for either input.
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Additionally, it would be nice to provide more generic search terms within the SDF
parser for PubChem so that it would work with any generic SDF.
In its current state the best results come from running the program with only one
compound compared to the database. It would be nice to provide a list of compounds to
compare to the database and the output be individual files that contain the most similar
compounds from the database that are above the desired threshold. In its current state the
results would be combined into the same file and the threshold would be calculated based
on both compounds instead of taking one individually for each SM. This would be a great
way to search multiple compounds within a database simultaneously.
A small improvement in this process would be to remove the non-necessary key
creation in the beginning. The real reason for the key creation is to get the data in the
proper format for the next step. However, compute power and time required would be
saved by removing this during the processing of the sub-sample.
Another way that this software could benefit would be through the additional
building of the PubChem SDF parsing function. This function could include filtering out
those compounds that do not meet some of the general rules that are associated with
activity. Additional filters could be placed in the search of the database that could include
limited or no bioassay record. These filters could provide a list of candidate compounds
that have no assay associated with them and meet basic guidelines for activity. However,
the basic guidelines for activity are just that, basic. There are examples of larger
molecules being suitable for bioactivity.
The one large issue that arises from this software is the amount of RAM that the
ROMol object uses. The generation of the ROMol object within RDKit takes a ton of
memory. For example, when running a single comparison to a 150 GB portion of
PubChem memory consumption entered around the 750 GB range. This type of memory
usage is out of reach for many aside from those who have access to high memory
compute clusters. This could be addressed simply by sectioning the screened database
further or by changing how the ROMol is made/interpreted. The easier of the two options
is to chunk the gathered database information and compare the SM to the database chunk.
Currently, the one-to-many similarity comparison pipeline is limited by the
number of CPUs on the node as well as the RAM. Parts of the program are executed
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using all available CPUs on the node which greatly accelerates the process; however, this
could be scaled to be multi nodal. This would allow an even greater number of
comparisons. This could be implemented via a software that can parse the input data and
then send to each node the SM of interest and the database of compounds to compare it
too. This would allow for hundreds of compounds to be compared to entire databases in a
parallel fashion.
Another way that this pipeline could be improved is in the packaging of the
execution of tasks in different places. For example, the user could provide a list of SMs
of interest and the database of interest. The software could start the process of
distributing a SM of interest and the database to each of the available nodes within the
job request. The software could then use each of the available CPUs on the node to
perform the comparison. Another way to enhance the program at this point, or possibly
one of the earlier things to do, would be to chunk the data to be compared. Chunking the
data would allow the CPU to be used entirely for an extended period rather than for a
moment when performing single comparisons. This will also decrease the number of
transfers of data to different CPUs. These are hypothetical ways that the scale of this
process could be increased to support higher throughput.
4.4.2

Curation of most similar compounds from PubChem search

Once the SMs of interest have been compared to the SMs across PubChem and
across different FP types, the most similar compounds need to be gathered. For this, data
fusion was employed to gather compounds that were most similar. The top 10,000 most
similar SMs to the SM of interest were gather across all FPs from the top .1% of
comparisons (Figure 4-42). This was performed for the chemicals quinoxyphen,
flupoxam, and fluopipamine across the FPs MACCS, ECFP6, FCFP6, and FPN4. This
resulted in 40,000 SMs across all FP types that are most like the compound of interest,
10,000 from each of the FPs. These files were then deduplicated so that only one
representative PubChem compound IDs (CIDs) was present in the list (Figure 4-43).
Each of the deduplicated lists that contained the most similar SMs compared to
quinoxyphen, fluopipamine, and flupoxam were combined into one list and then
deduplicated again to remove duplicate CIDs from the combined list (Figure 4-43). This
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combined list was the list of CIDs from PubChem that would be used to perform the SM
protein docking. Before modeling can be performed, each of these compounds needs to
be converted into a format that is suitable for modeling.
1 from operator import itemgetter
2 import os
3 import glob
4
5
6 file1CID = []
7
8 os.chdir('C:/Path/to/directory/')
9
10 for file in glob.glob('*fpn4*'):
11
print(file)
12
with open(file, 'r') as f:
13
for line in f:
14
strippedline = line.strip('\n')
15
splitline = strippedline.split('\t')
16
file1CID.append((splitline[0], splitline[1]))
17
18 sortedfile = sorted(file1CID, key=itemgetter(1), reverse = True)
19
20 top10000 = sortedfile[:10000]
21
22 f1 = open('C:/PAth/to/outfile.txt', 'a')
23 for i in top10000:
24
f1.write(i[0] + '\n')
25 f1.close()

Figure 4-42. Picking the topmost similar SMs to the SM of interest
This figure highlights a short python script that can search the results from the similarity
pipeline and take the top desired amount. Three different modules are imported (lines one
to three), an empty list declared (line six), the path to the directory containing the
similarity files is stated and moved too (line eight), and every file containing FPN4 in the
name is opened and read line by line (lines 10 – 13). The lines are stripped of end line
notation and split based on tabs (lines 14 and 15). The first and second elements of the
split line variable (the similarity score and the CID) are appended to the file1CID list
(line 16). This list is sorted from highest similarity to lowest similarity and the top 10,000
compounds are taken (line 18 and 20). A file is then opened to write out the top 10,000
compounds CIDs from PubChem (lines 22 - 25).
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1 file1 = 'C:/Path/to/file/of/combined/top/10000/Fps.txt'
2
3 CIDsAcrossFPs = []
4
5 with open(file1, 'r') as f:
6
for line in f:
7
strippedline = line.strip('\n')
8
CIDsAcrossFPs.append(strippedline)
9
10 duplicatesRemoved = list(set(CIDsAcrossFPs))
11
12 f = open('C:/Path/to/file/of/deduplicated/list.txt', 'w')
13 for i in duplicatesRemoved:
14
f.write(i + '\n')
15 f.close()

Figure 4-43. Removing duplicate CIDs from the top list of candidate FPs
This script was designed to remove duplicates from the final combined CID lists from
across all FP types. Line one provides the path to the combined text and then an empty
list is declared (line three). The file is then read line by line (lines five and six), and the
CID appended to the list (line eight). The duplicates are removed from the list and then
written to file (lines 12 – 15).
4.4.3

Using Open Babel to create a compound library to run ADTGPU and visualize
results
To run ADTGPU all macromolecules and SMs need to be in the pdbqt format.

Open Babel was used to convert SMs of interest, about 75,000 of them, into the proper
format. To do this, directories containing a max of 2,000 SMs were created (File 6), and a
script was written to go through each directory and convert them (Figure 4-44). With the
SMs converted the macromolecules, CESA1 variants made and discussed in chapter 2
already in pdbqt format, were used to create the grid parameter file (gpf) file needed to
run ADTGPU. The gpf file is made within AutoDockTools (Morris et al., 2009) and is
based upon where the grid box is placed and provides basic information about the
modeling system. Depending upon the composition of the ligands in the library that you
will screen against, additional atom types might need to be added to your gpf file.
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1 #!/bin/bash
2
3 for i in *; do
4
cd $i
5
obabel obabel -i sdf *.sdf -o pdbqt -e -m --gen3d --best
6
cd ..
7 done

Figure 4-44. Script to convert sdf to pdbqt using Open Babel
This bash script will search each directory and converts every sdf file in the directory to a
pdbqt file within Open Babel. For each item in the directory (line three), change to that
directory (line four) and perform the Open Babel command on each of the sdf files
present in the directory (line five). Back out of the directory and go to the next (line six).
Do this until all directories have been searched. The -m flag produces individual output
files for each input sdf. The -e skips errors that arise in Open Babel, if possible, and then
--gen3d and the --best represent generating 3D coordinates of the best quality (most force
field clean ups and a slow rotor search), respectively.
When the gpf file is formatted correctly a program named Autogrid4 (Morris et
al., 2009) needs to be run and it is run upon the created gpf file. This creates additional
files, the .map files for all the atoms that could be present within the ligand and a fld file
that acts as a coordinating file. With these files generated they can be moved to the
directory that ADTGPU will be run from. Before running ADTGPU a file list needs to be
created, the file list needs to look like (Figure 4-45). A script was drafted to create the file
list (Figure 4-46). With the file list created the software can be run. The software was
launched within an LSF queue system, so our batch script was specific to that. Depending
on the queue system and how jobs are submitted will determine what is needed in your
batch script.
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Path/to/file/….maps.fld
Path/to/ligand0.pdbqt
Path/out/ligand0
Path/to/ligand1.pdbqt
Path/out/ligand1
…
…
Path/to/ligand1001.pdbqt
Path/out/ligand1001

Figure 4-45. File list example required to run ADTGPU
This figure provides an example list format required to run ADTGPU. The first line in the
file is the path of the fld file which is produced when Autogrid4 is run on the gpf file
produced within AutoDockTools. The next line is the path to the ligand in pdbqt format.
The following line displays where the highest ranked SM conformations for that SM will
be located. These two lines are repeated for every SM to be modeled.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

#!/bin/bash
ligandoutlist="ligandout.txt"
cd $PWD/ligands
For i in *;
do
echo $PWD/$i >> $ligandoutlist
echo $PWD/"${i:0:-6}" >> $ligandoutlist
done
cd ..
filelist='fileList.txt'
echo $PWD/*.maps.fld > $filelist
cat $PWD/ligands/$ligandoutlist >> $filelist
rm $PWD/ligands/$ligandoutlist

Figure 4-46. Script to create the file list file for ADTGPU
This script creates a file named fileList.txt that is in the format from Figure 4-45. This
script must be run in the directory one above where the input SMs are. Line three creates
a file named ligandout.txt. The directory is changed (line five) and for each file in the
ligand directory print the path to the SM file and then the output path (lines seven to 11).
The directory is then changed to the directory where the script is being run and a new file
is created named fileList.txt where the path to the command file from autodock4 is placed
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at the top of the document (lines 13 – 16). The content of ligandout.txt is appended to
fileList.txt and the ligandout.txt is removed. The fileList.txt is in the proper format for
ADTGPU.
When the run is successful the results will be output in as a dlg file in the
directory that you specified within your files list. Depending on how many models you
ran, parsing this data manually is unreasonable. Because roughly 72,000 SMs were
modeled and each SM results in ten conformations within one file, a script was written
that searches the dlg files and provides a top 200 deduplicated and top 500 with
duplicates list (Figure 4-47) (Figure 4-48). The number of returns can be changed based
on user desire. These lists contain the CID and the binding energy that was associated
with it. With this list the dlg files were extracted and converted from pdbqt to pdb to
visualize in VMD (Figure 4-49).
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1 import pandas as pd
2 import glob
3 import os
4
5 bindingEList = []
6 ligandNameList = []
7 modelNumberList = []
8
9 path = '/Path/to/directory/with/.dlgFiles'
10 for filename in glob.glob(os.path.join(path, '*.dlg')):
11
12
with open(os.path.join(os.getcwd(), filename), 'r') as file:
13
14
bindingECheck = []
15
ligandCheck = []
16
modelCheck = []
17
18
for line in file:
newline = line.strip('\n')
19
20
bindingEnergy = newline.find('Estimated Free Energy of Binding'
21
ligand = newline.find('DOCKED: REMARK Name')
22
modelNumber = newline.find('DOCKED: MODEL')
23
24
if bindingEnergy != -1:
25
bindingline = newline.split()
26
27
if bindingline[8] == 'kcal/mol':
28
29
if bindingline[7].startswith('='):
30
bindingECheck.append(float(0))
31
32
else:
33
bindingECheck.append(float(bindingline[7]))
34
35
if bindingline[8] != 'kcal/mol':
36
bindingECheck.append(float(bindingline[8]))

Figure 4-47. Beginning of script to pick best binding affinity models from ADTGPU
results
This is the beginning of a script that picks the best binding affinity models from the
ADTGPU results. The appropriate modules need to be loaded and the initial lists are
declared along with the directory path to the ADTGPU results (lines one to nine). Each
file in the ADTGPU result directory is opened, three empty lists are declared, and the file
is read line by line (lines ten to 18). Each line is stripped of next line notation and binding
energy, ligand name, and model number are searched for (line 19 – 22). If the binding
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energy is found the line is split by empty space and if the 8th element is “kcal/mol” then
another check occurs (lines 24 - 27). This check determines if the binding energy
calculated was negative or not, therefore if the 7th element starts with “=” then zero is
appended, as the value was not negative, else the float associated with the 7th element is
appended (lines 27 -33). The next if statement says if the 8th element of binding line is
not “kcal/mol” then append it (line 35 – 36).
1
if ligand != -1:
2
ligandline = newline.split()
3
ligandCheck.append(ligandline[4])
4
5
if modelNumber != -1:
6
modelLine = newline.split()
7
modelCheck.append(modelLine[2])
8
9
if len(ligandCheck) <= 10:
10
for i in range(0, len(ligandCheck)):
11
bindingEList.append(bindingECheck[i])
12
ligandNameList.append(ligandCheck[i])
13
modelNumberList.append(modelCheck[i])
14
15
16 d = {'Ligand':ligandNameList, 'Model':modelNumberList, 'BindingEnergy':
bindingEList}
17
18 df = pd.DataFrame(d)
19
20
21
22 dfsorted = df.sort_values(by=['BindingEnergy'])
23
24 dfDeDup = dfsorted.drop_duplicates(subset=['Ligand'])
25
26 dfsorted.head(500).to_csv('/Path/to/output.csv', index=False)
27 dfDeDup.head(200).to_csv('/Path/to/output.csv', index=False)

Figure 4-48. End of script to pick best binding affinity models from ADTGPU results
This script picks up at the stage of parsing the ADTGPU files for data. If the ligand is
encountered, then 4th element in that line is extracted and if the model number is found
the 2nd element in that line is extracted (lines one to seven). A check is performed to
ensure that the ligand is represented correctly after Open Babel is run and after the check
the list of binding energy, ligands, and molecules are created (lines nine to 13). These
lists are compiled into a dictionary and then a pandas DF where it is sorted by binding
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energy, the duplicate ligands are removed, and then the top 500 SMs from the sorted list
and the top 200 SMs from the deduplicated list are written to file (lines 16 – 27).
1 import os
2
3 path = '/Path/to/directory/of/modelfilelist/'
4 pathToDlg = '/Path/to/dlgResults/'
5 deDupFileName = 'resultsDeDuplicated.csv'
6 fileExtension = '.dlg'
7 pdbqtFileExtension = '.pdbqt'
8 destFolder = '/path/to/destination/folder/'
9
10 ligandModelList = []
11
12 with open(os.path.join(path + deDupFileName), 'r') as file:
13
for line in file:
14
strippedline = line.strip('\n')
15
splitline = strippedline.split(',')
16
ligandModelList.append(splitline)
17
18 del ligandModelList[0]
19
20 modelsOfInt = []
21
22 for i in ligandModelList:
23
with open(os.path.join(pathToDlg + i[0] + fileExtension), 'r') as f,
open(os.path.join(destFolder + i[0] + pdbqtFileExtension), 'w') as outfile:
24
copy = False
25
for l in f:
26
stripline = l.strip('\n')
27
modelNumber = stripline.find('DOCKED: MODEL')
28
endModel =
stripline.find('______________________________________________________________
__________________')
29
noDocked = l[8:]
30
31
if modelNumber != -1:
32
copy = True
33
34
elif endModel != -1:
35
copy = False
36
37
elif copy:
38
outfile.write(noDocked)
39
outfile.close()

Figure 4-49. Script to gather ADTGPU dlg files and make it readable by Open Babel to
convert from pdbqt to pdb
This script searches the ADTGPU returned results and converts the files to a format that
can be interpreted by Open Babel to convert the compounds back into formats readable
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by software that visualizes protein SM interactions. Initially the module, paths and file
extensions, and an empty list are declared (lines one to ten). The deduplicated results file
is opened and read line by line, the end of the line is stripped, and then the line is split,
and the ligand model list is obtained (lines 12 – 16). The top line is deleted as it is
headers (line 18), a new list is created (line 20), and then the ligand model list is iterated
through to read the ADTGPU output file and provide an output file (line 22 - 23).
Initially copy is false, and then the file is read line by line, stripping new line notation,
finding the model number, and then finding the end of the model, and deleting the first 8
characters of every line (lines 24 – 29). If the model number is found, copy equals true,
else if the end of the model is found, copy equals false, else if copy is true write out the
pdbqt appropriate file (lines 31 – 39).
4.4.4

Results from the virtual screen

The results of this effort include roughly 75,000 SMs that are most like either
fluopipamine, flupoxam, or quinoxyphen from the ligand based structural screen (File 7).
Roughly 53,000 compounds obey Lipinski’s rule of five, a pharmacology rule that is
generally followed when developing drug like compounds, and roughly 1,600 SMs were
lead like. Lead like compounds are smaller because if they are bioactive, they can be built
upon while still obeying Lipinski’s rule of five with the final product. The results of the
structure-based screen include modeling poses of flupoxam, quinoxyphen, and
fluopipamine along with all other roughly 72,000 SMs modeled. There are SMs within
each of the seven CESA1 variants that have better binding affinity than one of the three
experimentally determined SMs. For example, within the CESA1 G1009S variant there
are 42 SMs that have better binding affinities than fluopipamine. This same analysis can
be done across all the CESA variants.
4.5

Results
Within this chapter effort has been focused on the development of tools that

afford the user the ability to perform both a ligand and structural based virtual screen.
Initially two different approaches can be taken. The first approach results in a network
creation via the comparison of every SM to every other SM in the supplied list. In its
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current state this software was only developed to work within the DUD-E database as it
was the testing dataset for the clustering step.
The clustering step follows the network generation. At this point there are two
options for clustering, either the use of Markov clustering or the use of hierarchical
clustering. Due to the size of the data that is tested on and the goal of these tools, Markov
clustering was chosen as it scales best with size. Ultimately, the reason for using the
DUD-E database becomes apparent here. The DUD-E database is a collection of SMs and
their respective protein targets. With this information there can be assessment of how
different FPs and Markov clustering parameters affect the clustered networks,
specifically how they impact if the SMs cluster is based on desired/proper protein target.
With this the script was built to assess how the networks were being clustered.
This assessment script provided summary statistics based on every cluster within a cluster
output. The final output is summary statistics based on the statistics gathered from each
of the clusters. This information can be used to determine which inflation value should be
set for the FP type being used. This could be taken a step further and different
comparison types could also be analyzed. Within this body of work only the Dice
comparison type was used to analyze the difference between cluster outputs. It seemed
that across all FP types it would be best to analyze clusters between the inflation of three
and four.
With this information in hand the ideal clustering parameters can be set and the
ideal clusters can be formed. The next step can be either a forward or reverse chemical
genetics approach to sampling the clustered data. For example, if a reverse chemical
genetics approach was applied a SM of interest could be selected and each SM that is
within one hop, within the same cluster, or within a cluster that is one hop away can be
sampled and used for the structural based virtual screen. The opposite of this could be a
forward based virtual screen. This could start by randomly sampling some of the SMs
from each of the clusters and using those SMs for structural based screening. This
approach affords the screening of chemical space but decreased the potential for chemical
redundancies as the SMs have been clustered, ideally, by structure.
These are some of the approaches that were implemented to screen large portions
of chemical space. These methods need further refinement and tuning before they should
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be deployed at scale. That said, the other method that was presented in this work, the
method of performing a reverse ligand based virtual screen is fully functional.
To start this method a SM or list of SMs of interest needs to be obtained. In its
current form the SM of interest is compared to every SM within PubChem Compound,
but it could be any SM within PubChem given the proper format PubChem SDF format.
This results in an ordered list of SMs that are most like the SM of interest. This can be
performed for all SMs that are known to experimentally interact with a particular protein
of interest. An approach like this akin to a reverse ligand based virtual screen. With the
most similar SMs to the SM of interest gathered they need to be converted into the proper
format to perform a ligand based virtual screen across the proteins of interest.
Within this body of work three different SMs, fluopipamine, flupoxam, and
quinoxyphen, were used to search all of PubChem for SMs of high similarity. This
resulted in roughly 75,000 compounds when only the top .1% of compounds were taken
from PubChem Compound and then only the top 10,000 compounds from each FP were
gathered. Roughly 72,000 of these highly similar compounds were used to perform a
structure based virtual screen across seven different CESA1 variants that are known to
experimentally provide resistance or susceptibility to either flupoxam, quinoxyphen, or
fluopipamine. These results are currently being analyzed and from here these compounds
could be ordered and tested or further fine-tuned computational experiments could be
performed.
These methods provide the framework to build on so that virtual screening can be
performed in either a reverse or forward manner. The use of clustering within a pipeline
like this needs further validation or just acceptance without validation. The reverse
chemical genetics approach of comparing a SM of interest to all of PubChem is standard
practice and can be used by anyone. The following step, structural based virtual
screening, is also common among structural biologist practice. Therefore, this method
can be applied immediately.
This chapter is building upon chapter 2 by developing computational methods and
implementations that allow the user to either design a library of compounds to screen in
the lab or it affords detailed searching for compounds within chemical space that are of
high similarity to compounds of interest. The attempted implementation of clustering
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provides another avenue to pursue if one is interested in either a forward or reverse
chemical genetics approach but wants to limit the amount of chemical space screened. All
in all, approaches like this afford computational and bench biochemists the opportunity to
structure the SM libraries in a much more tailored fashion.
4.6

Materials and methods for virtual screening
4.6.1

Curation of chemicals that act on plants from literature.

SMs were gathered specifically from the bench top screen that was performed, all
known herbicides, and literature that has cited/found SMs that act as plant growth
inhibitors. An example of these SMs can be found in an attached file (File 8). The
compounds that were gathered from literature were found through PubChem’s literature
search function and plant chemical genetics review papers (Kim et al., 2016). The search
for these compounds was attempted to be limited to compounds that affect Arabidopsis as
going into other crop species could make the search space to vast. SMs were considered
effective within a screen if the paper citing the work supported them as being active, even
if they were not the primary compound within the paper.
The list of SMs that was ultimately accrued contained compounds with many
different forms and IDs. Compounds were represented by SMILES string, ChemBridge
ID, chemical name, common name, and sometimes an alternative library IDs (File 8). To
get all the SMs in the SMILES format to proceed with the virtual screening a script was
developed that reaches out first to the NIH National Cancer Institute (CADD Group
Chemoinformatics Tools and User Services) data base and then to the PubChem data base
to return the SMILES (Figure 4-50). If this failed, an alternative database was used, The
University of Cambridge Open Parser for Systematic IUPAC nomenclature (OPSIN)
(Lowe et al., 2011), to get the remaining SMILES manually. If OPSIN and general web
browsing failed the SMs were discarded
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1 from urllib.request import urlopen
2 import pubchempy as pcp
3
4 listofCompounds = []
5 with open('C:/Path/to/list/of/compounds.txt') as f:
6
for line in f:
7
nospace = line.strip('\n')
8
listofCompounds.append(nospace)
9
10
11 def CIRconvert(ids):
12
try:
13
url = 'http://cactus.nci.nih.gov/chemical/structure/' + ids +
'/smiles'
14
ans = urlopen(url).read().decode('utf8')
15
return ans
16
except:
17
return 'Did not work'
18
19 compoundIDs = []
20 smiles = []
21
22 for ids in listofCompounds:
23
compoundIDs.append(ids)
24
smiles.append(CIRconvert(ids))
25
26 for i in range(0, len(compoundIDs)):
27
if smiles[i] == 'Did not work':
28
compound = pcp.get_compounds(compoundIDs[i], 'name')
29
for j in compound:
30
isosmiles = j.isomeric_smiles
31
smiles[i] = isosmiles
32
33 f = open('C:/Path/to/dump/filtered/data.txt', 'w')
34 for i in range(0, len(smiles)):
35
f.write(str(compoundIDs[i]) + '\t' + str(smiles[i]) + '\n')
36 f.close()

Figure 4-50. Obtaining SMILES representations from NIH and PubChem
This function uses a list input of compounds in their many forms and searches the
National Institute for Health National Cancer Institute CADD Group Cheminformatics
Tools and User Services and PubChem for compounds that match. The required modules
are loaded, an empty list declared, the file of compounds is opened, read line by line and
appended to the empty list (lines one to eight). Lines 19 and 20 declare new lists and the
for loop in line 22 goes through each compound from the list of compounds and appends
the compounds IDs and then searches NIH for SMILES representations (lines 11 – 17). If
the SMILES representation is found it is returned, but if it does not work, “Did not work
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is returned” (lines 15 – 17). Another for loop is started the length of the Compound IDs
and if the corresponding SMILES equals “Did not work” then PubChem is searched
based on compound ID and the isomeric SMILES is returned if it is successful (lines 26 –
31). The file is then written out and those compounds that were not successful will have a
“Did not work” mention and can be gathered manually (lines 33 -36).
4.6.2

Comparing random FPs to chemically accurate FPs

One of the fist experiments attempted within this work was to determine the
distribution of SMs based on different FP and comparison types. This comparison allows
the investigation of what provides separation from noise. To start, a portion of the DUDE database was sampled at random, FPs generated, a similarity calculated. The
distribution of similarities was plotted. This provided an overview of similarity metrics
distribution across different FP types, allowing a decision of similarity metric of choice,
Dice, and to exclude an FP type, the topological FP.
4.6.3

Running MCL

The result of all to all comparison method is a network that is partially connected
due to thresholding. This is in presented to MCL in the form of Figure 4-14, D and
through a series of expansion and inflation steps the result is obtained. To run this
algorithm and test the results the same graph was run repetitively through MCL at
inflations 1.4, 2, 4, and 6. Thresholding of .1%, .7%, 3%, and 9% were used across
FPN4, MACCS, ECFP6, and FCFP6 FPs to generate the network. Data presented
represents the top 50% of largest clusters. The original data is gathered on a cluster-bycluster basis from the MCL output and then general statistics are checked across varied
inflations and varied FP.
4.6.4

Screening PubChem for chemical similarity

All of PubChem was screened for SMs that had high similarity to either
quinoxyphen, fluopipamine, or flupoxam. This screening was performed using File 1 and
performed on Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facilities computer Andes high memory
nodes. A sub sampling rate of 10% was used to determine the threshold to be set that
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would take the top .1% of compounds like the compound of interest. The entirety of
PubChem SDF was split into 150 GB chunks and screened compounds were compared
across FPs: (1) MACCS, (2) ECFPs, (3) FCFPs, and (4) FPN4s. The result was a list of
the top .1% of molecules from each of portion of PubChem that had the highest similarity
to the compounds of interest within the FP of choice. All similarity scores were based on
the Dice similarity metric.

Figure 4-51. SMILES input format and the results format
This figure outlines data formats to successfully conduct screening PubChem. The list of
SMs of interest needs to be in a .csv with the SMILES in the first column and the name in
the second (A). The result of this screening effort is the PubChem CID in column one
associated with its similarity score the SM of interest in column two (B).
The top 40,000 number of results from each of the outputs across the FPs and
compounds were combined into one list and duplicate compounds were removed. This
resulted in roughly 75,000 SMs that were found to be of high similarity when compared
to quinoxyphen, flupoxam, and fluopipamine. These compounds were then converted
into formats suitable for ADTGPU with Open Babel and were modeled in the same
systems that were used to model fluopipamine, quinoxyphen, and flupoxam. These
systems contained CESA1 with mutational variants (G1009D, P1010L, G1013F, A903V,
G1009S, R292C). This resulted in a list of best binding affinity by compound for all
72,000 compounds across all seven systems, the wildtype, and mutational forms of
CESA1.
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CHAPTER 5. COMBINING COMPUTATIONAL AND BENCHTOP BIOLOGY TO
ACCELERATE DISCOVERY
5.1

The combination of computational and benchtop biology
The course of technology and biology has been set to collided in mass since the

microscope was used to discover cell shape from a section of the cork tree. This collision
has been building over time and will be as transformational as the electric combination of
physics and engineering. The amalgamation of both physics and engineering allowed the
development of many technologies before not thought possible. This possibility was
made true through the efforts of physicists on the fore front of discovery.
These discoveries slowly uncovered the known unknowns and the unknown
unknowns within the realms of basic physics. Because physicist made foundational
discoveries engineers were able to build tools and implement methods that brought new
aspects of technology to the average consumer. The delivery of technology from basic
physics principles to consumer products is a direct result of basic scientists providing
building blocks for engineers to manipulate and design. This has had a profound effect on
the current world in the form of the internet, cell phones, smart cars, medical equipment,
and any other product that might contain a microchip. Additionally, these discoveries in
physics are perpetuating the building of technology that is focused on the advancement of
humanities understanding of biology.
The discovery of the structure of the DNA double helix was a tremendous step
towards understanding how molecular life was organized into being (Watson & Crick,
1953). This discovery provided the foundation on which to study how the genetic
material that encodes every biological organism is interpreted. With this information the
structure and function of the genome was explored. This exploration led to the
understanding that DNA becomes RNA which becomes protein, the central dogma in
biology. There are exceptions to this central dogma as not all organisms are DNA
organism, for example, RNA viruses. But the discovery of the structure of the DNA
double helix provided a glimpse into the atomistic arrangements that are within the novisible spectrum of life.
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The next collision with technology is in full swing due to immense knowledge
that has been gained due to our understanding of genetics and biology. The tool
(microscope) that discovered the cell was on the forefront of the combination of physics
and engineering. The current collision is the combination of biology and engineering.
Scientists now have the power to sequence the entire genome/transcriptome of any
organism encountered. This ability has led to the classification of new species and the
ability to use genetics to determine differences from closely related species. Additionally,
organisms’ genomes have been mapped and the expression of individual genes based on
different circumstances have been researched. There has also been a large effort of recent
to utilize a multi omics perspective to understand the complexities of biology.
From a modern perspective, the application of these technologies can be
interpreted as genomics and transcriptomics. An additional up and coming field that
doesn’t take advantage of sequencing is proteomics. These are just three layers within a
living organism, at both the whole organism and cellular levels. Additional levels include
but are not limited to metabolomics and epigenomics. Taken together these different
levels of cellular function within an organism can provide a much clearer picture of the
dynamic nature of individual cells or bulk organisms. At an elementary level
epigenomics can be imagined as genome modifications that don’t affect the sequence of
genetic code but affect the expression of the gene. So, epigenomics can be imagined as
the study of genome modifications through heritability that never change the organization
of the genome.
Genomics, on the other hand, involves the study of the structure, function, edits,
rearrangements, evolution, and assembly of an organism’s genome. This is the study of
basic genetic architecture while epigenomics is the study of how the genetic architecture
expression is modified through generations or stressors. Transcriptomics analyzes the
next level in the central dogma after DNA has been processed into RNA and essentially
provides an overview of expressed genes during an environmental stimulus. In studying
an organism’s transcriptome through transcriptomics questions such as changes in gene
expression during salt stress can be evaluated. Epigenomics can be thought of as gene
expression alterations due to genomic structure. Genomics is the study of genetic
sequence while transcriptomics is the study of genomic expression.
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Proteomics is the study of those genes that were transcribed and then translated
into functional proteins. Proteomics can be thought of as the study of all proteins that are
expressed within a particular organism or cell. This differs from transcriptomics because
not all transcripts are translated, therefore, if there is an abundance of a particular RNA
sequence does not mean there will be an equal abundance of protein representing that
RNA sequence. This can be due to post translational modifications truncating the protein
so the protein expressed is smaller in nature, thus, not identical to the RNA sequence, or
it could be because the RNA transcript acts as a regulator of gene expression.
The next layer to understanding cellular function is the metabolome.
Metabolomics is the study of the SM intermediate substrates involved in biochemical
reactions within the cell. These are often processed by proteins or catalyze reactions.
With this added layer the biochemical processes within a cell, tissue, or organism can be
examined. With the combined information from epigenomics, genomics, transcriptomics,
proteomics, and metabolomics a more complete picture of cellular, tissue, or organism
function can be examined. With the scientific fields that study how organisms’ function
in a more complete sense, lets jump into how engineering has been applied to uncover
these layers of molecular biology.
The use of next generation sequence (NGS) has only increased since its inception
due to decreased cost. Since NGS development there has also been the development of
third generation sequencing (TGS). Within NGS, the genomic material to be sequenced is
broken down into pieces, amplified, and then sequenced. With TGS there is no need to
break down the genetic material into pieces or amplify it. The difference in these two
technologies is that NGS provides short reads while TGS has the capacity to provide very
long reads. TGS displays its strength when trying to de-novo assemble highly repetitive
genomes as well as finding structurally rare variants (Xiao & Zhou, 2020). Either of these
technologies can be used to analyze genomic material but have pros and cons. Both
technologies can be applied to many of the following types of sequencing to provide
transcriptomic and epigenomic data.
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) is a technique that takes advantage of NGS but
allows the scientist to quantify sequences of RNA. This is an example of transcriptome
analysis and can provide data such as mRNAs, non-coding RNAs, and small RNAs. This
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technology also can provide RNA start sites, 5’ and 3’ ends, splicing patterns, and post
translational modifications. Used in time series or varying environmental data it can
provide changes in transcripts over time or changing environments (Wang et al., 2009).
This technology works by first isolating the desired RNA from the sample/s of interest
and then creating a complimentary DNA (cDNA) library through reverse transcription.
The cDNA is then fragmented, and adapters are applied to the fragments so the cDNA
can be sequenced on an NGS machine. The data that is output can then be aligned to a
reference genome to provide an outline of the transcriptome. This technology has been
used for over a decade and at this point is being used in single cell methods to provide
spatial and temporal transcriptomic resolution (Saliba et al., 2014).
One of the most recent advances in understanding chromosome structure,
nucleosome location, and thus the epigenome is the Assay for Transposase-Accessible
Chromatin with high-throughput sequencing (ATAC-seq) and the single cell version
(scATAC-seq). ATAC-seq is a two-step method that takes advantages of a hyperactive
Tn5 transposase, and enzyme that cleaves at the end of a transposon, tagged with
sequencing adapters. Once tagged these sequences can be analyzed with NGS or qPCR.
This method is beneficial because it only requires a low number of cells, 25,000 to
75,000, compared to other methods, and can be done in two steps, cell lysing and then
sequence tagging. This allows the identification of differentially dense regions of the
chromosome, and thus regions of varying expression, and probable regions of differential
methylation (Buenrostro et al., 2013). ATAC-seq can be used to assess chromosome
structure based on different states. For example, ATAC-seq has been used in breast
cancer, macular degeneration, immunology, and cell development and differentiation
studies to understand how chromatin structure changes when comparing diseased and
healthy tissues (Chan et al., 2018; Hatzi et al., 2019; Lara-Astiaso et al., 2014; Wang et
al., 2021).
Proteomics, in more detail, is the study of all proteins within an organism, tissue,
cell, or system based on changes in environment or disease state. This can be thought of
as studying either the proteome of a human, a liver, a particular tissue within the liver, or
the proteome of the microbiome of a particular portion of the human. The proteome
reflects the transcriptome but there are caveats to this which include post translational
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modification. The field of proteomics can be used to study; (1) when and where a protein
is expressed, (2) rates of proteins present within the system, (3) protein modification, (4)
sub cellular movement of proteins from compartment to compartment, (5) how proteins
are involved in metabolic pathways, and (6) how proteins interact with one another. The
techniques that are used to study proteomics are drastically different than NGS. The most
common methods used to study this field are mass spectrometry and versions of gel
electrophoresis. Mass spectrometry takes advantage of mass to charge ratios of fragments
of the protein after ionization while gel electrophoresis separates proteins from a sample
based on mass (Aslam et al., 2017; Graves & Haystead, 2002). These technologies allow
the comparison of protein difference between samples.
Metabolomics is the study of small molecules within a cell, tissue, organism, or
system and how they interact with proteins and other biomolecules within the system. So,
metabolomics is the study of substrates and products of metabolism. In essence,
characterizing an organism metabolome provides a snapshot of the organism’s
biochemical state. This characterization can be used to identify diseased states or
understand what is biochemically occurring during severe environments. The techniques
that are used to understand this realm of molecular biology include but are not limited to
liquid chromatography with mass spectrometry. Liquid chromatography separates
compounds based on mass while mass spectrometry can determine the makeup and
quantity of the compound (Clish, 2015).
With these technologies developed and continuously being refined the complete
and complex understanding of the molecular space being studied can be uncovered. With
this knowledge systems have been explored and enzymes modified to provide site
specific mutagenesis. The location of the desired site-specific mutagenesis can be
uncovered with genomics, and then transcriptomics can determine the effect of the
mutation. Proteomics can determine if the protein altered from the mutagenesis is
functional and metabolomics can determine if the biochemical norm of the organism is
affected by the mutation. Epigenetics can determine either before or after if the mutation
applied will have a likelihood of being highly expressed or lowly expressed due to
chromosome packaging. With all this analysis capacity how can the mutations be
conferred?
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Zinc finger nucleases, transcription activation-like effector nucleases, and
CRISPR - Cas9 are some of the most common base editors known today (Christin &
Beckert, 2016; Joung & Sander, 2013; Klug, 2010). Because of the groundbreaking
scientific discoveries in the realms of basic molecular biology these biological
components from different biological systems were found. They are now and forever will
be the result of engineers building tools to provide humanity a benefit. These tools will
continually be iterated upon to build base editing technologies that offer more flexibility
for transgenic insertions and decreases in off target effects. Without the research efforts
of cellular biologists to understand genetic architecture such as transcription and
epigenomics the development of base editing technology could not have occurred.
Currently, what has been traditionally used as a bacteria’s method of protecting
itself from invading viruses is being turned into a machine capable of site-specific
insertion/deletions and stoppage of gene expression. CRISPR-Cas9 is continuously being
refined in its method of use and will be until it is fully exploited to suite humanity’s
needs. The CRISPR - Cas9 system is being engineered to perform a variety of tasks and
has been modified to not only convert C’s to T’s but to also convert A’s to G’s (Komor et
al., 2016). The ability to perform site specific mutations across the genome has led to
using CRISPR technologies to screen single cells for a phenotype of interest, increasing
the probability of linking genotype to phenotype (Jaitin et al., 2016). CRISPR-Cas9 is not
the only example of engineered biology, but one of biotechnologies most high-profile
ones.
Additional scientific feats that have been accomplished by the combination of
engineering and biology include but are not limited to: (1) mRNA vaccines, (2) roundup
ready corn and soybean, (3) florescent plant and animal cells, (4) sequencing
technologies, (5) immunotherapies, and (6) biological computing at unprecedented scale
(Esfahani et al., 2020; Gorgulla et al., 2020; Jumper et al., 2021; Pardi et al., 2018).
These feats have been built upon year after year as scientific accomplishments in the
combined realms of biology and engineering continue to occur. Now, due to the immense
amount of biological and chemical data that has been generated across multiple species
and in different environments due to sequencing technologies and proteomic and
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metabolomic profiling AI is constantly developed that can aid in understanding this
complex web of biological information flow.
The future of biological data analysis will continue to trend towards using
computational methods to analyze the vast amounts of data that are produced from
sequencing and mass spectrometry efforts. Often, the vast amount of data that is
generated can make it hard to decide which genes or compounds cause a particular
phenotypic change. This is the area where biology inspired AI can come into play. These
algorithms can help unveil genetic mutations that often might be missed by a normal
human driven analysis. Not only could AI driven feature selection unveil causal SNPs it
could also help illuminate intricate genotypic redundancies only available in single cell
CRISPR knockouts. Additionally, these biological inspired AI methods could help to
predict which compounds from a vast array of chemicals could act as a potent antibiotic,
herbicide, or therapeutic.
Most recently the biggest advance in the combined field of AI and biology has
been Google’s DeepMind release of AlphaFold2 (Jumper et al., 2021). This release,
many scientists are claiming, has solved the issued with protein folding. This allows a
fraction of a currently explored field to be opened and prodded at unprecedented scale.
For example, this software, as of now, has been able to predict the proteome of
Arabidopsis and Humans in their entirety (Tunyasuvunakool et al., 2021). One might be
asking how this is possible or that the modeling quality cannot be that good. But that
would be wrong, the modeling quality is that good. CASP14 measurement of global
distance for measurements of accuracy say AlphaFold2 achieved a median score of 92.4.
These models are on average around 30% to 40% more accurate than the closest
competitor. That said, these are just models. There will always be a need for
experimentally determining a proteins structure, but the creation of this tool could allow
experimenters a better chance of crystalizing the structure.
Genetic locations of interest can be discovered in all forms of scope using AI. For
example, AI can be applied to determine specific (SNPs) from diverse and divergent data
to provide precision medicine (Ho et al., 2019). With enough data, deep learning can be
applied to chemistry to determine which drugs have the highest potential to become
antibiotics (Stokes et al., 2020). There is also the possibility of generating novel
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chemistry based on compounds of interest (Spiegel & Durrant, 2020). Additionally, now,
with the help of compute clusters, facilities, and cores, drug candidates can be modeled
against proteins of interest at scales before thought unimaginable (Gorgulla et al., 2020;
Gorgulla, Çınaroğlu, et al., 2021; Gorgulla, Padmanabha Das, et al., 2021).
Often, it only takes an accurate and diverse set of data that has been biologically
tested and proven to be an excellent start for biologically inspired AI. This data can be
the input into biology inspired AI software and the model can learn what works and what
does not. Often models can be repurposed in a very similar fashion so that what was used
to aid in the discovery of a novel antibiotic can also be used to aid in the discovery of a
novel herbicide. For example, a small set of diverse compounds could be screened for
their effectiveness of acting like an herbicide, or more specifically, a CBI. These results
could be divided up into the training and test set for an AI model. With enough
training/or the merger of multiple models to create an ensemble model, new data can be
exposed to the model, and the user can determine with some degree of accuracy that the
results might be significant. This approach could increase the speed at which chemicals
are uncovered in many facets of biology.
These advances within the realms of biotechnology, biological engineering, and
computational biology/chemistry have been the start of what will be the age of big
biological data. Genomes from all species will continue to be sequenced and the elements
that compose them will be searched with a magnifying glass to find portions of genetic
material that are useful for the human cause. This continuous effort will enhance
humanities understanding of biology, and through the heightened understanding of
biology, humanity will continue to use living organisms for what is deemed beneficial.
Through the combined efforts of scientist from multiple disciplines the shared reality of
biologically modified environments will become a life changing, and ideally, a safe
practice so that humanity optimizes the ecosystem it is a part of.
5.2

Limitations and strengths of benchtop and in silico biology
Biology began on the bench with a person holding a specimen in their hands

proceeding to study it in detail. Original botanist gathered native flora and fauna and
uncovered their secrets through trial-and-error experimentation. It could have been
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something as simple as finding a plant that served as a great color to create art or it could
have been the efforts of the village medicine woman to try and heal someone. The
beginning of using biology for humanities benefit started as a “bench top” experience.
The biology of the future will continue to do that, but in support and coordination with
computational biology.
The benefits of bench top biology are immense, they prove beyond a shadow of a
doubt that whatever is being tested is or is not happening. With enough experiments on
the bench pointing science in one direction, the scientific discovery can unfold into a
story that builds upon the science that has come before it. This work is tedious,
demanding attention to detail, and depending on the organism of study, can become very
long due to the life span. Often, due to long generational life spans, there is an inability to
simply rerun the analysis, something that is often done in the computational space.
Additionally, depending on the assay being attempted, there could be tremendous issues
with increasing throughput, and because of this the time required to perform the study
only increases.
Often these experiments occur without any thought about how computational
methods could be used to enhance the study from the beginning. From the bench biology
perspective, often the idea of applying predictive biology before jumping into the bench
biology doesn’t occur. For example, often the lab is a molecular biology lab that has
leads and experience with the pathway of study and can build upon what has already
found with successful bench biology. However, what if computational biology could help
the wet lab form hypothesis about what genes/targets they should be looking for. Or, in
the case of drug optimization, provide a list of compounds that have a higher probability
of being active.
This synergy between benchtop biology and computational biology could lead to
massive increases in throughput for wet labs by providing the lab with a solid library of
leads with a high potential for results. This could decrease the time it takes for a new drug
to get to market, or it could uncover a new gene that could be a therapeutic target. The
combination of biology and engineering is the medicine and health for the earth and
humanity in the future.
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In silico practices that aim towards biological goals often require wet lab
validation. The thought of in silico only biology is an incredible idea, however, our
methods of measuring/predicting/understanding biology with the aid of computer are rife
with error. Often, they minimize many natural events, like many engineering constraints,
to generate results. This can lead to false positives and false negatives due to the systems
crude interpretation of complex biology. Although they are improving in accuracy as
their development continues, in silico method products will always need to be
experimentally validated. Without experimental validation the in silico hypothesis is just
that, a hypothesis.
For example, in one of the processes of drug discovery SMs can be compared to
other SMs to find compounds of interest. This results in having many SMs that are like
the SM of interest. If all these SMs are modeled against a protein of interest the return is
a list of SMs with binding affinity scores. Upon visual inspection the interaction of the
highly similar SMs with the predicted binding site seem suitable when compared to the
SM of interest. Additionally, there are several additional SMs that have a better binding
affinity than the SM that is known to interact with protein of interest at this binding site.
However, when you test these SMs experimentally, either on the entirety of the plant or
within upon an extracted protein, only half of the SMs with a better binding affinity than
the compound of interest causes a phenotypic effect. For this reason, there will always be
a need to test things experimentally.
In another example, a protein can be modeled with the best protein prediction
software available (AlphaFold2). This prediction is highly accurate based on modern
standards but there is still a need to determine experimentally how the protein folds in the
presence of a SM or peptide, or how the protein interacts with other proteins through xray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, or electron microscopy. Although very close in
modeling there will always be a need for experimental validation simply because in silico
methods provide accurate predictions, but they are just that, predictions.
The synergism that can be obtained through the combined efforts of bench and
computational biologists is just now being exploited due to the rapid advances within
molecular biology technology. These approaches will continue to define the evolution of
the combined fields. Expect to find more scientific publications in the future that use in
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silico methodology to find leads and then experimentally characterize them. Also expect
to find more publications that build information models based on bench biology
experimentally characterized data that then predict new biology. These two approaches
will be used across all levels of molecular biology in the years to come.
With this approach and knowledge many new leads could be unearthed from the
currently presented study. Within the next section the dissertation will be reflected on to
provide additional experiments that could have been done earlier in the work to include in
silico methodology that could open the work to a wider scientific and applied science
audience. Additionally, future experiments will be hypothesized that use bench and in
silico biology approaches to either further characterize fluopipamine as an herbicidal
compound or to search for conserved structural motifs among proteins within the CSC
biosynthesis pathway that could be targets for SMs.
5.3

Reflections on the dissertations work
In retroactively analyzing the dissertations work having gained an immense

amount of knowledge within the process of creating this body of literature, many
different approaches could have been taken to optimize the results. For example,
something that could have been done differently was the generation and subsequent
capture of data from the initial SM screen. This could have resulted in a much different
line of interpretation and subsequent probing of chemical space.
To dive into more detail, the screen could have been performed in a way that
captured every phenotype as a digital image. These digital images could be linked to the
SM. This would allow a model to be trained to predict SMs that would impart aberrant
phenotypes when applied to the plant. This would open the door to screening large
portions of chemical space for compounds that are bioactive within the plant.
When thinking in more detail a hurdle, assuming the same screening set up,
would be the 3-D nature of the screen. It would be difficult to find software and image
capture technology that could render the 3-D nature of the affected plants within the
microtiter well. Additionally, the ability to deconvolute the intertwining of plants as they
grow in relatively high densities would be difficult for any model to learn from. A
possible way to simplify this would be to allow the plants to grow in the presence of the
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SM in a 2D manner. This can be imagined as creating a semi-hard media surface with the
SM present at the desired concentration. This could be done in microtiter plates
containing 96 or less wells because there is a need to provide enough room for the plants
to grow for three to four days. This approach assumes testing for pre-emergent
herbicides.
With plants growing on a semi-hard surface containing the SM at the desired
concentration a scanner can be used to capture every phenotype. One of the bottle necks
with this approach is not the scanning to retain the digital image, but the placing of the
plants so that there is little to no overlap during growth. The overlap of plants when
imaged in 2-D can lead to the model that is being trained to identify false features. For
this reason, a large hurdle to an approach like this would be laying the seeds within the
plate at the appropriate spacing.
Obtaining these results would provide an excellent dataset to develop/implement a
machine learning algorithm that could classify SMs based on their predicted ability to
produce any number of aberrant phenotypes. This data set would have SMs that cause an
aberrant phenotype and SMs that allow normal plant growth. It is important to have both
types of data represented because it provides both positive and negative hits. Positive and
negative hits are essential for proper model training. With this information a model could
be trained to predict binary classification of bioactive SM, either bioactive or not.
Additionally, a model could be trained to classify compounds as one of the many
observed phenotypes, so a categorical classification. The categorical classification of a
SM would result in not only predicting a SM as bioactive or not but also predicting the
type of aberrant phenotype that would be observed.
This data could also be subdivided to create models that are trained to specifically
predict compounds that cause the stunted root or bleached phenotype. Rather than
pushing all the phenotypic data into a model only the data associated with one phenotype
could be used. This allows a model to be trained to predict a specific phenotype,
therefore, multiple models could be made to predict all the observable phenotypes. This
is just one way when retrospectively thinking on this work of how in silico methods
could have been applied much earlier. An application such as this earlier in the work
would have broadened the versatility of the study.
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In another approach using in-silico methodology, the current results could form
the foundation to train a simple binary classification model to predict if a compound
would be bioactive on a plant or not. The SMs that imparted an aberrant phenotype
within the screen would be the hit compounds while the compounds that caused no
aberrant phenotype would be the non-hit compounds. With this information the binary
classification model can be trained. This could also be broken down further to train the
model based on a particular phenotype that was observed. For example, a model could
predict if a compound would cause a severely stunted root phenotype or not. This could
be done without the need to take images.
The main difference in generating an image-based dataset to accompany the
qualitative based phenotypic scoring is that the image-based data set has the capacity to
extract more features than the human eye might perceive. Together, these two approaches
could be used to classify compounds as either bioactive or not. Taken a step further this
data can be used to classify compounds as either hits or non-hits based on a specific
phenotypic outcome, meaning, classifying compounds as causing stunted root or nonstunted root in addition to being bioactive.
Another way that the data from the screen could be used to generate more
information would be through modeling how the hits from the screen compared to known
herbicides. To elaborate, the SM hits from the screen are known to provide a specific
phenotype and herbicides cause specific phenotypes. With this information compounds
could be grouped with herbicides based on shared phenotypes, or simply chemical
similarity, and then modeled against the herbicide receptor to determine if the binding
affinity is similar. In a more general sense, all the hit SMs and herbicides could be
gathered and modeled together against all the known receptors of herbicides. This could
be a method to determine which assays should be performed against SMs to
experimentally determine their mechanism of action. In this example, in silico
methodology would be driving benchtop bioassays.
Moving from how the initial screens can be augmented to gather more
information and getting into how fluopipamine can be further expanded upon one of the
first experiments that could be done would be to screen fluopipamine across different cell
and plant lines. To start, screening fluopipamine across insect and human cell lines would
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be a great way to determine if fluopipamine has the potential to be more marketable. If
fluopipamine causes no damage to human cell lines the potential for herbicidal use
increases. If fluopipamine causes damages to certain insect lines it could be both an
inhibitor of dicotyledonous plants as well as certain insect pests. A result like this could
increase the marketability of fluopipamine. Alternatively, if fluopipamine doesn’t affect
insect cell lines it could still be marketed as an herbicide.
Experiments like this could solidify fluopipamine as a CESA1 antagonist while
also displaying that it does or does not have off target affects within other cell lines. In
addition to screening across human and insect cell lines it would be interesting to
determine if fluopipamine acts as a preemergent herbicide when applied to a variety of
plants. A variety of monocot and dicot weeds could be the starting point within this
screening effort. This knowledge would increase the marketability of fluopipamine
because it would allow an understanding of how it could be commercially applied within
the field or garden. If found to affect only dicots it could be applied to a field of corn and
prevent dicot weed growth. If it is found to affect both monocot and dicots it could be
used as a general purpose pre-emergent herbicide and mixed in with mulch over a mature
plant bed. It would also be interesting to see if fluopipamine could be sprayed on plants
and cause an inhibitory affect. If it was found to have an inhibitory affect fluopipamine
could be used as both a pre-emergent and foliar application herbicide.
Although fluopipamine has been determined to be a putative antagonist of CESA1
it could be modified by chemists to increase potency, decrease toxicity, and potentially
decrease off target affects. This modified compound would again need to be
characterized. The above-mentioned experiments involving various plant and cell lines
could be performed to characterize the compound. Any of the experiments listed in
chapter two could also be used to characterize the newly synthesized compounds. Efforts
like this would determine the marketability of fluopipamine and any of its synthetic
offshoots. These are some practical approaches that can be taken to increase the potential
marketability of fluopipamine. Additional effort could be put into developing novel
chemistry that acts on the cellulose biosynthesis pathway by exploring all the proteins
involved within biosynthesis or searching for conserved pockets across proteins within
the biosynthesis pathway.
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The idea of searching for inhibitors of any protein within the cellulose
biosynthesis pathway can only be performed due to AlphaFold2. This software would
allow decent structures of all proteins thought to be involved with cellulose biosynthesis
to be created. These proteins would include the proteins that are associated with any
portion of the CSC biosynthesis pathway. With the created protein structures large virtual
screening efforts could be performed to determine which compounds might have the best
binding affinity. One of the hurdles when thinking on this topic is the fact that many of
these proteins have yet to be characterized. This means that the information about
protein-protein interactions is not present so to try and model a SM that acts at a proteinprotein interface could be challenging. Additionally, the binding pockets for ligands to
inhibit a protein function have yet to be determined. So, there are two large hurdles in
approaching this type of in silico work within this system.
One of the ways that virtual screening can be approached if nothing is known
about how SMs interact with the protein or how the proteins in the system interact with
each other is to simply search the entire protein surface. This increases computational
time but might result in finding portions of the protein that are ripe for SM binding. With
these high affinity spots determined within the protein a more refined search space
focusing on those spots can be performed. Additionally, trying to determine which
surfaces of proteins might interact with each other can be approached with software that
can predict protein-protein interaction hot spots (Zhu & Mitchell, 2011). These predicted
protein-protein interaction hot spots could be used to refine the search space and identify
candidate inhibitors that prevent the protein-protein interaction.
Up until now the ideas around protein SM modeling have been focused on
screening one protein against a multitude of SMs. A way to increase the complexity is to
try and build systems of proteins, and thus make the system a bit more realistic. However,
making the system more realistic and adding more proteins is only appropriate if the
entirety of the complex is taken into consideration. If the modeling is only considering a
fraction of a protein surface there is no need to gather multiple proteins for the system. At
this scale it might be better to perform molecular dynamics simulations. That said,
molecular dynamics simulations are much more expensive as every atom within the
system is afforded mobility. This mobility only increases the computational cost. These
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simulations are performed over time and often increasing temperature or pressure. So,
this type of modeling can only be performed for a select few SMs.
To take a step back from molecular dynamics simulations and ask the question of
which portions of all proteins within the CSC biosynthesis pathway have structural
similarities would be another avenue of pursuit. Addressing this question could allow the
identification of structural motifs of proteins that are shared among many proteins within
the CSC biosynthesis pathway. With these proteins identified it would need to be
determined if the structurally conserved region across these proteins would be an ideal
candidate for SM binding. If the structurally conserved regions across all these proteins
are suitable SM binding sites then they would be a great target for developing SM
herbicides.
The reason for asking this type of question has to do with the fact that if there is a
SM that is identified that acts across multiple proteins within the CSC biosynthesis
pathway a mutation in one of these proteins would not afford complete plant resistance.
However, in contrast to this, if there is a single protein target for a SM a single mutation
could render the SM useless as the plant could have complete resistance. Searching for
conserved structural motifs across proteins that are suitable for SM binding requires that
each of the proteins targeted by the SM mutate before full resistance can be achieved.
There could be fitness benefits by having a single mutation affording partial resistance,
but the fitness of the plant would not be equal to a plant not affected by the SM. Due to
this, in a field setting, the plant would still struggle to compete, and the herbicide would
have served its purpose.
In thinking back on some of the work that was performed there are areas that
could have benefited from early application of in silico efforts. For example, while
conducting the initial screen it could have been performed in a way that captured 2-D
image data so an image classifier could be trained. Based off the results from the screen a
model could have been trained to predict if other compounds from chemical space were
bioactive or not. It could have also been taken a step further to predict the phenotype that
the compounds might have imparted. In thinking about what could be done with the
current data one of the first things that comes to mind is further characterization of
fluopipamine.
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Fluopipamine could be characterized further through multiple plant and cell line
testing. Depending on the results of these types of tests the marketability of this
compound could be increased or decreased. Additionally, offshoots of fluopipamine
could be developed with synthetic chemists help that aid in increasing specificity or
decreasing LD50. If a new and more effective version of fluopipamine was developed it
would need to re-characterize and any of the above experiments from chapter two could
be performed. These are some near term bench biology and chemistry experiments that
could be performed to increase the marketability of fluopipamine or its off shoots. When
looking into the future on how additional chemistry can be developed the in silico
approach offers optimistic outlooks.
Due to the generation of AlphaFold2 the proteome of organisms can be generated
with high confidence. With the generation of these proteomes the in silico door opens to
experiments that were once thought to be science fiction. For example, every protein
though to be involved with the CSC biosynthesis pathway could be generated in 3-D
structure. These structures could then be used to perform structure based virtual screens
across SMs of interest. Also, with these structures, conserved structural motifs could be
searched for. With the identification of conserved structural motifs across proteins within
the same biosynthesis pathway SMs could be developed that target multiple proteins in
the same pathway. This approach to developing SMs affords the development of SMs
that will be harder to develop resistance too. If a SM targets one protein a mutation could
provide complete resistance but if a SM targets multiple proteins a mutation would need
to occur in all proteins to provide complete resistance.
These are some of the approaches that could have been used during the tenure of
the dissertations work to increase impact. There are also some proposed bench top
chemistry and biology experiments that could be performed immediately to enhance the
marketability of fluopipamine. In looking towards the future in silico methodology could
be employed to take advantage of the newest tools based on AI to develop CBIs of the
future. It is with thoughts like this that the future of biology will be continually
developed.
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5.4

Concluding remarks
The fields of biology, engineering, and computer science will continue to merge

as more effort and resources are poured into combining the fields. These approaches to
scientific discovery were at one point all silos of research that needed to be further
understood before a merger of technologies could occur. In this modern era all these
disciplines are converging. Within genomics, one of the fist convergences of engineering
and biology was the development of the sequencing machine. This machine was capable
of reading DNA sequences and further data analysis allowed the building of genomes. In
its current state there is so much data being produced within this realm that
reproducibility is an issue.
Due to the reproducibility issue, there are now standardized pipelines for types of
sequencing analysis. At this point, this is an example of the combined fields of biology,
engineering, and computer science at practice. Engineering and biology were combined
to develop the machinery to sequence the DNA while computer science and biology were
combined to develop the standardized pipelines that afford the building of genetic
structure, from diploid to allotetraploid organism’s chromosomal structure. There will
only be further combinations as the technologies associated with these combined fields
continue to improve.
Current applications of the three fields are continuously built upon. Sequencing
technologies are becoming cheaper, faster, and more easily deployed. For example, there
are now technologies that afford the sequencing of biological data from a thumb drive.
Recently, as mentioned above, AlphaFold2’s neural network application affords steps
towards the unraveling of one of biology’s toughest questions, how the sequence of
amino acids determines protein structure. With the development of AlphaFold2 the field
of proteomics has just been opened to a much wider audience. This opening has the
potential to allow researchers to ask questions that were before unable to be answered.
The building of AlphaFold2 has ushered in a new age of structural biology,
potentially similar in impact to the first assembly of the human genome. To bring about
this work experimental biologists and sequencing experts provided data that allowed AI
engineers and computer scientist to build and deploy a software capable of answering the
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sequence to structure question with high accuracy. This, as of now, is one of the
pinnacles of the combined efforts of biology, computer science, and engineering.
It is with continued strides like this that the field of biology will develop. The
current sequencing technologies will continue to produce data at unprecedented levels.
AlphaFold2 will allow the proteome of every living organism to be created. To digest this
data the combined efforts of biologist, engineers, and computer scientist will be needed to
keep up with and advance this workflow. These approaches will allow the continued
exploration of life sciences and will bring about a new frontier in humanities
understanding of themselves and the environment they are a part of.
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APPENDICES
CHAPTER 2 SUPPLIMENTAL FIGURES AND TABLES

Supplemental Figure 1. The breeding pipeline to find fluopipamine resistant A. thaliana
variants
EMS-mutagenized seeds from a Columbia ecotype (M1) are self-fertilized, creating M2.
M2 seeds are challenged by fluopipamine, and resistant mutants are selected and then out
crossed to a Landsberg erecta ecotype, creating F1. F1 can self-fertilize and F2 is
challenged with fluopipamine to select for homozygous resistant mutants. These plants
are considered the mapping population. DNA is extracted using a method suitable to Hi-

Seq, tested for quality using a spectrophotometer, pooled by equal mass, sequenced on a
Hi-Seq, and analyzed using next-generation EMS mutation Mapping (Austin et al.,
2011).
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Supplemental Table 1. Forward and reverse primers and the enzyme used in the CAPS assays
CAPS Makers and Associated Genes
Gene

Enzyme

Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

at4g24200

PSI1

CTGCTCTCGATGCTTGCTG

TCGTGTTGAAGAGCTTGTGTC

at4g23750

HpyAV

GTGTACGGCTCTGGTTAGGT

TTCCCCAAATAAATCGCCGC

at4g23660

MSE1

CAGCCCGAGAAATCCAATCC

TGCTTTGACATCTGGAACTGG

at4g32410

Hinf1

GATCCTGACCCAAAGCAACG

AGGATTGGTGGAGGAACGAG

at4g32410

BceA1

GCATGCATCTTGAACCCAGT

GGAGGACATCGATGAGGGTT

Supplemental Figure 2. Comparison of the predicted structure of CESA1 with the cryoEM structure of CESA8 (PDB id 6wlb)
The generated CESA1 model (in blue) is very similar to the structure of Populus tremula
x tremuloides CESA8 (in green), which has an identity of 67 % relative to CESA1. The
class-specific region (CSR) of CESA1 is depicted in violet (residues 643-769). The
predicted binding mode of cellopentoase presents a good overlap with this ligand in the
cryo-EM structure of CESA8. The root mean square deviation of C atoms in the
predicted and experimental complexes is 6 Å.

Supplemental Figure 3. Calculated IC50 for compounds fluopipamine, 9126946, 9125985,
and 9115588
The calculated IC50 for compounds fluopipamine (A), 9125985 (B), 9115588 (C), and
9126946 (D) are 782 nM, 20 µM, 54 µM, and 1.64 µM, respectively.
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